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1. Introduction
The main objectives of Task1.1.1 are as follows:




To provide a safety support to the development of innovative design options and to the studies performed in ESFRSMART. In particular:


To define ambitious guidelines for advanced SFR: enhanced safety and robustness (e.g. independence of the
provisions of the different levels of defence in depth, prevention of core melting), technology breaks, cost
reduction



To define safety inputs to study innovative design options in return to specific demands: transients to be
analysed, performances requirements…



To assess the innovative design options proposed in Task 1.1.2 (core safety measures) and in Task 1.1.3
(system safety measures) and provide recommendations for further developments.

To familiarize the project partners with GIF ISAM relevant tools, to adapt them if necessary for the project needs
and to provide a feedback on the use of these methods..

The main text of the present report (Framatome input) comprises:


the assessment of the ISAM Qualitative Safety features Review (QSR),



the definition of Top level guidelines to develop ESFR-SMART safety architecture,



the assessment of the ISAM Objective Provision Tree (OPT) and the definition of guidelines for its adaptation and a
consistent application to ESFR-SMART studies,



for each safety function:


the definition of safety requirements relevant for ESFR-SMART studies,



the application of OPT method,



the analysis of innovative design options and recommendations for the design and future R&D,



the feedback on OPT use.



the feedback on the use of the ISAM methodology,



recommendations for innovative design options development.

The safety functions are addressed in appendices:


See Appendix A (CEA input) for the reactivity control function.



See Appendix B (JRC input) for the core heat removal function



See Appendix C (KIT input) for the confinement function

Appendix D provides recommendations for selection of transients to be studied in ESFR-SMART (e.g. WP1.3), including
assessments of natural convection capabilities, decay heat removal systems performances, unprotected transients.
Finally, Appendix E, Appendix F, Appendix G, Appendix H (Framatome inputs) give additional information respectively on:
the SARGEN-IV safety objectives, the Defence-in-depth implementation, the Line Of Defence method, and some examples
of practically eliminated situations for SFRs.
Appendices from I to L contains the tables and diagrams for the following:
GA n° 754501
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Application of OPT to Reactivity control function: Excel tables and corresponding diagrams (CEA inputs)



Application of OPT to Core heat removal function: Excel tables and corresponding diagrams (JRC
inputs)



Application of OPT to Confinement function: Excel tables and corresponding diagrams (KIT inputs)



QSR: Example of check list development for SFR: Excel table (JRC input)
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2. Qualitative Safety Features Review
2.1

Objective of QSR

The objective of QSR (Qualitative Safety features Review), as indicated by GIF in Ref.[1], is as follows:
“The QSR provides the designer with a check list summarizing the good practices and recommendations which can be
useful to verify that the design details are coherent with the recommendations which are available from different sources,
and applicable to the future nuclear systems.”
This check list is structured in consistency with the defence-in-depth approach (in the following referred as “defence-indepth”. Each level of defence-in-depth is developed in more and more detailed recommendations (called “classes”).
A generic check list has been developed and provided in Appendix 2 of Ref.[2]. Class 3 development is not complete (only
decay heat removal function is addressed).
An example of a detailed check list of recommendations (R) has been developed for the Sodium Fast Reactor concept and
has been provided to the ESFR-SMART project by JRC (see Appendix B). This check list has is not officially issued and so
is not considered as a reference. A review of this check list and a judgment of its relevance for ESFR-SMART studies are
provided hereafter. Some comments for an eventual update are also provided.

2.2

Review of the check list

In the following, we make a review of the QSR method. The text in italic form gives an overview of the way the method
could be applied within the ESFR-SMART framework.
2.2.1

Level 1 of Defence-in-depth: Prevention of abnormal operation and failures

The first level addresses the prevention of abnormal operation and failures (level 1) but also the overall safety architecture
of the plant (levels 1 to 4 as defined in the following in consistency with WENRA defence-in-depth structure, see section
4.2).
R1.1 Compliance with the defence-in-depth


Basic plant process (R1.1.1): general recommendations are provided, mainly implementation of a robust design as
simple as feasible, which provides: simple normal operation, high quality control, margins, simplification of
neutronic design, thermo-hydraulic design, thermo-mechanic design, I&C, layout allowing accessibility, humansystems interface, establishment of safety culture… Specific recommendations are made concerning in particular:


implementation and optimization of safety margins around the operational conditions,



separation between operational systems and safety systems,



consideration of potential impact of accident loading on the design.

These recommendations could be used in the framework of ESFR-SMART to assess the core and reactor
innovative design proposed in Tasks 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. A comparison could be made to identify the improvement with
respect to CP-ESFR design (and its optimization at the end of CP-ESFR project).


Definition of the Design basis for the plant design and the assessment:


Challenges to the safety functions (R1.1.2):

“identification and minimization of the inherent sensitivity of the plant process and the safety architecture to these
challenges”. This recommendation and the consistency with the proposed more detailed recommendations are not
GA n° 754501
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clear. “Minimization of occurrence frequency of the challenges” seems to be more adequate.


Internal and external hazards (R1.1.3): identification and minimization of occurrence frequency and their
consequences.

This item cannot be addressed in the framework of ESFR-SMART, since detailed information on the design and
layout is needed.


Plausible initiating events (PIE) and situations that have to be practically eliminated (R1.1.4): identification,
categorization and minimization of occurrence frequency.

For the identification of initiating events, it is suggested to follow the OPT logic. However, the OPT development
proposed in the framework of ESFR-SMART does not focus on the determination of initiating events, which
requires a detailed design. Only families of events likely to lead to reactor shutdown actuation or to the degradation
of decay heat removal during normal shutdown could be indicated in ESFR-SMART OPT application. Besides,
main families of events for a SFR of pool type have been determined by means of MLD (Master Logic Diagram)
method in the framework of CP-ESFR (see Ref. [7]). Such a method could be used in OPT to determine the
equipment, the failure of which could lead to require reactor shutdown but for a more detailed design stage.
The occurrence frequency of initiating events also depends on detailed design and layout information, which is not
available at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies. So, this item cannot be addressed in ESFR-SMART.
A preliminary list of practically eliminated situations is provided in Ref.[6] and in Appendix H. Its relevance for the
ESFR-SMART design has to be investigated.
Besides, it is proposed in the check list (R1.1.4.0) to consider an aggravating failure for Anticipated Operational
Occurrences (AOO) and Design Basis accidents (DBA) studies: this issue concerns mitigating provisions and
therefore, has not to be addressed at this level of defence-in-depth.


Definition and implementation of the safety architecture:


Robustness, simplification, defence-in depth (R1.1.5), mainly:


Inherent behaviour of the plant process and safety architecture: simplification of neutronic, thermohydraulic, thermomechanical design for acceptable behaviour in abnormal conditions,



Implementation of provisions to perform the safety functions.

For ESFR-SMART, the proposed OPT development provides a view of safety provisions and their implementation
in accordance with defence-in-depth but the method is applied globally and not for each initiating event as
recommended by QSR.
Confinement of chemical products (such as sodium derived products) has to be addressed separately.
The confinement system is not assumed to contribute to the protection against external hazards but shall ensure its
function in case of external hazards (at least, one confinement barrier shall keep its leaktightness).


Inherent minimization of the consequences of initiating events (categories 2, 3, 4), DEC-A and DEC-B (core
melting accident) and hazards (R1.1.6).

Some key events relying on inherent behaviour are studied in the framework of ESFR-SMART, in particular,
unprotected transients, transition to natural convection in the primary circuit (WP1.3), and consequences of
hypothetical core melting accident (WP1.5).
Concerning practical elimination, the demonstration of adequate prevention of each situation is not addressed in
ESFR-SMART. Some of the demonstrations might rely on favourable inherent behaviour.

GA n° 754501
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This issue could be addressed by the OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART, but during later stages of
design.


Mitigation provisions (Lines Of Protection) and longer term management for AOO (R1.1.8 and R1.1.9), DBC
(R1.1.10), DEC-A and DEC-B (R1.1.11, R1.1.12, R1.1.14).

The recommendations are shared between accident categories but in fact, they address, the implementation of
defence-in-depth (e.g. exhaustive, progressive, tolerant, forgiving, balanced character) and prevention of core
melting accident (Line Of Defence method).
OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART could be an appropriate tool to assess the adequacy of design with
respect to the recommendations.


Performances and reliability of Lines Of Protection (LOP), including innovative design options (R1.1.15,
R1.1.16, R1.1.17, R1.1.18).

The recommendations can be relevant for ESFR-SMART.
Regarding the redundancy and independence within a LOP, requirements can be defined in accordance with the
expected reliability of the LOP as a Line Of Defence.


Classification and qualification of LOP (R1.1.19).

Classification is not investigated in the ESFR-SMART studies. Potential robustness of ESFR-SMART innovative
design options with respect to degraded conditions could be assessed.


Independence between the levels of defence-in-depth (R1.1.20).

This recommendation is very important (WENRA safety objective) regarding implementation of defence-in-depth
and can be assessed by means of OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART.


Consideration of spurious operation and unsafe failure modes (R1.1.21).

Innovative design options can be assessed in regard to those issues.
R1.2 Compliance with the safety objectives


Verification of the radiological objectives for accidents considered in the design (R1.2.1).

The radiological impact of accidents is not studied in ESFR-SMART.
The radiological impact of normal operation should be added in the recommendation, which only addresses accidental
cases.


Well balanced implementation of prevention considering the different contributions to the whole risk (R1.2.2).

PRA are not performed in ESFR-SMART. OPT application could contribute.


Practical elimination (R1.2.3).

A preliminary list of situations to be practically eliminated has been provided in Ref. [6] and in Appendix H. They have
not been identified as proposed by QSR list. Their relevance for ESFR-SMART design has not been assessed yet. The
demonstration of their practical elimination is not available. However, OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART
could help to determine the successive prevention provisions and to assess their independence (e.g. practical
elimination of complete failure of decay heat removal function).


Minimization of uncertainties and consideration of associated potential cliff edge effects (R1.2.4).

The studies performed in ESFR-SMART are preliminary. Sensitivity studies are performed and could help for the
identification of the important parameters.
GA n° 754501
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R1.3 Compliance with the ALARA principle


Minimization of the personnel exposure and the risk for environment contamination during normal operation and
accidents.

Recommendations for the protection of public with respect to the radiological impact shall be added.
ALARA for personnel exposure in case of accidents is a Generation IV recommendation (see Appendix E).
This recommendation could have an impact on the confinement and layout implementation.
R1.4 Compliance with the need for harmonization of safety and security architecture
This topic is not addressed in ESFR-SMART studies.
R1.5 Other design considerations:
Recommendations concern coupling with heat utilization units, multiple unit nuclear power plants, disturbances in the
electrical power grid, security and access to the site.
These topics are not addressed in ESFR-SMART studies
2.2.2

Level 2 of Defence-in-depth: Control of abnormal operations and failures

Level 2 mainly addresses the mitigation of AOO (Anticipated Operational Occurrences).


Simple management under AOO and inherent minimization of the initiating event consequences (R2.1).
This recommendation should be included in R2.3.



Aggravating failure consideration (R2.2).
Aggravating failure consideration concerns the design of the mitigating provisions. This should be indicated.



Mitigation of consequences of AOO (R2.3): detection (R2.3.1), use of provisions to limit the consequences
(R2.3.2).
Detection of category 2 initiating events but also of category 3, 4 initiating events, DEC-A and DEC-B is addressed
at this level. It is not clear why the detection of category 3 and 4 initiating events, DEC-A and DEC-B is not
addressed in upper levels.
There is no list of category 2 initiating events for ESFR-SMART. So the proposed assessment cannot be
implemented.
Control and limitation devices are indicated. For SFRs, safety systems are used in general to mitigate category 2
initiating events.



Independence between the levels of defence-in-depth (R2.4).
The recommendation addresses provisions belonging to upper levels. This should be modified: provisions at this
level should be independent from the provisions used at the previous level (e.g. no common equipment, no loading
leading to both an initiating event and AOO mitigating provision failure).



Adequacy of design to allow simple as feasible procedures for the monitoring, inspection, testing and maintenance
(repair or replacement) under AOO (R2.5).
This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies.



Minimization of uncertainties about the plant conditions helping to confirm the effectiveness of implemented
provisions (R2.6)
Sub recommendations are not clear.

GA n° 754501
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Minimization of personnel exposure in AOO (R2.7)
This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies.



Minimization of the risk for environment contamination under AOO (R2.8)
AOO radiological impact is not studied in ESFR-SMART.
Recommendations for the protection of public with respect to the radiological impact shall be added.

2.2.3

Level 3 of Defence-in-depth: Control of accidents within the design basis and prevention of severe plant conditions

Level 3 mainly addresses the mitigation of DBA and DEC-A (levels 3a and 3b of WENRA defence-in-depth structure).


Identification of initiating events and corresponding DBA (R3.1).
Similar step is not indicated in level 2. Hazards are included. Aggravating failure is mentioned. It should rather be
included in R3.3.
This recommendation cannot be performed in ESFR-SMART.



Simple as feasible reactor management under accident conditions and inherent minimization of the category 3,
category 4 initiating events and DEC-A consequences (R3.2).
There is no list of category 3 and 4 initiating events and DEC-A for ESFR-SMART. So the proposed assessment
cannot be implemented.
A sub-recommendation concerns the prevention of category 3 and category 4 initiating events (R3.2.1). Indeed, a
further prevention has to be provided at a later stage of design studies.



Mitigation of consequences of DBA (R3.3):


Implementation of provisions corresponding to a functional redundancy and having adequate performances
and reliability (R3.3.1).



Minimization of the possibility of “short” sequences (R3.3.2).



Implementation of adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (R3.3.3).



Implementation of an emergency power supply (R3.3.4).

There is no list of category 3 and 4 initiating events for ESFR-SMART. So the proposed assessment cannot be
implemented.


Mitigation of consequences of DEC-A, corresponding to common cause failures of DBA mitigating provisions
(R3.4).


Implementation of provisions corresponding to a functional redundancy and being independent from the
provisions of the previous levels which have failed (R3.4.1).



Implementation of adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (R3.4.2).

There is no list of DEC-A for ESFR-SMART. So the proposed assessment cannot be implemented.
Sequences corresponding to successive failures of confinement barriers are not DEC-A sequences, which are
studied with regard to the prevention of core melting accident.


Adequate margin to protect items ultimately necessary to prevent the escalation toward the severe accident
conditions in the event of levels of natural hazards exceeding those considered for design (R3.5).
Both DBA and DEC-A mitigating provisions seem to be concerned by this recommendation. The objectives for SFR

GA n° 754501
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have to be confirmed (see proposal of guidelines for ESFR-SMART in § 3.2.1).


Levels of defence-in-depth shall be as far as practicable independent (R3.6):


DBA and DEC-A provisions with regard to normal operation provisions and AOO mitigating provisions (R3.6.1),



DEC-A mitigating provisions with regard to DBC mitigating provisions (R3.6.2).

OPT development for ESFR-SMART allows a first assessment of the adequate independence between the
provisions implemented at the different levels of defence-in-depth.


Minimization of uncertainties about the plant conditions under DBA and DEC-A (R3.7):


Adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (R3.7.1).

This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies, except concerning core geometry follow-up.


Design that simplifies the accidental consequences (R3.7.2).

This recommendation is investigated in Task1.1.2 and Task1.1.3 and WP1.3.


Protection with respect to hazards generated by accidental conditions (R4.6.3).

This issue could be investigated in Task 1.1.3 and in OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART but in later
stages of design.


Adequacy of design to allow simple as feasible procedures for the monitoring, inspection, testing and maintenance
(repair or replacement) under DBA and DEC-A conditions (R3.8).
This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies.



Minimization of the potential for common cause failures due to hazards and mutual aggressions (R3.9)
This issue could be addressed by the OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART, but during later stages of
design.



Maintenance of number of confinement barriers (R3.10)
This recommendation is addressed in OPT development for the confinement proposed in ESFR-SMART.



Minimization of personnel exposure in DBA and DEC-A (R3.11)
This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies.



Minimization of the risk for environment contamination in DBA and DEC-A (R3.12)
DBA and DEC-A radiological impact is not studied in ESFR-SMART.
Recommendations for the protection of public with respect to the radiological impact shall be added.



Recommendations regarding multiple unit nuclear power plant (R3.13)
Not relevant, since ESFR-SMART design is for a single unit.

2.2.4

Level 4 of Defence-in-depth: Severe accident management

Level 4 mainly addresses the mitigation of DEC-B (i.e. severe accidents, consequences of which can be managed by
design provisions). For SFRs, DEC-B is core melting accident.


Identification of initiating events and corresponding DEC (R4.1).
This recommendation should rather focus on the sequences likely to lead to core melting accident. For SFR, they
mainly correspond to unprotected transients (i.e. initiating events combined with the failure of both reactor
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shutdown systems actuation).


Simple management under severe accident and inherent minimization of the frequency of occurrence for accidental
releases and consequences (R4.2).
This recommendation includes sub-recommendations concerning the sequences likely to initiate DEC-B. Their link
with the main recommendation is not clear.





For SFR, sequences mainly correspond to unprotected transients.



Situation corresponding to complete failure of decay heat removal function has to be practically eliminated. So,
this situation should not be addressed in the fourth level of defence-in-depth, since mitigating provisions
implemented at this level cannot mitigate its consequences.



The successive failures of confinement barriers do not lead to core melting accident.

Mitigation of consequences of DEC-B (R4.3):


Implementation of provisions corresponding to a functional redundancy and having adequate performances
and reliability (R4.3.1).
This topic is addressed in Task 1.1.2, Task1.1.3 and WP1.4. Provisions are integrated in OPT development
proposed for ESFR-SMART.
For SFRs, it is possible to use DHR systems, which have not been damaged by core melting accident
consequences to remove decay heat at the fourth level. Indeed, DEC-B results from unprotected transients.
Safety functions have to be ensured in case of core melting accident, but situations resulting from the failure of
core melting accident related mitigating provisions are not considered as practically eliminated situations.



Implementation of adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (R4.3.2).
This topic is not addressed in ESFR-SMART.



Implementation of an alternate emergency power supply (R4.3.3).
This supply should be distinct from the ones the failure of which could have led to core melting accident.
This topic could be addressed in Task1.1.3 and integrated in the in OPT development proposed for ESFRSMART.



Adequate margin to protect items ultimately necessary to protect items ultimately necessary to prevent an early or
large radiological release in the event of levels of natural hazards exceeding those considered for design (R4.4).
DEC-B mitigating provisions are concerned.



Levels of defence-in-depth shall be as far as practicable independent (R4.5):


DEC-B provisions with regard to DEC-A, DBA and AOO provisions.

This can be assessed by OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART.
For SFRs, it is possible to use DHR systems, which have not been damaged by core melting accident
consequences to remove decay heat at the fourth level. Indeed, DEC-B results from unprotected transients.


Minimization of uncertainties about the plant conditions under DEC-B (R4.6).


Adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant, means of communication, control room (R4.6.1)

This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies.
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This topic is investigated in Task1.1.2, Task1.1.3 and WP1.5 with regard to the core design and specific devices to
manage reactivity effects.


Protection with respect to hazards generated by accidental conditions (R4.6.3).

This topic could be investigated in Task 1.1.3 and OPT development proposed for ESFR-SMRT but in later stages
of design.


Adequacy of design to allow simple as feasible procedures for the monitoring, inspection, testing and maintenance
(repair or replacement) under DEC-B conditions (R4.7)
This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies.



Implementation of robust DEC-B mitigating provisions and practical elimination of situations which cannot be
mitigated by those provisions.
Practical elimination has to be addressed but not in the fourth level of defence in depth perimeter, since the
situation cannot be mitigated by level 4 provisions.



Minimization of the potential for common cause failures due to hazards and mutual aggressions and which would
lead to the failure of fourth level of defence-in-depth (R4.9).
This topic can be investigated by means of OPT development proposed for ESFR-SMART. The failure of fourth
level of defence-in-depth level due to common mode failures induced by hazards could correspond to a practical
elimination for SFR (e.g. generalized hydrogen deflagration in the containment).
This issue is addressed in OPT development proposed in ESFR-SMART.



Minimization of personnel exposure in DEC-B (R4.10).
This topic is not addressed at the stage of ESFR-SMART studies.



Minimization of the off-site accidental releases during the severe plant conditions (R4.11).
DEC-B radiological impact is not studied in ESFR-SMART.
Recommendations for the protection of public with respect to the radiological impact shall be added.



Recommendations regarding multiple unit nuclear power plant (R4.12)
Not relevant, since ESFR-SMART design is for a single unit.

2.2.5

Level 5 of Defence-in-depth: Consequences mitigation

This concerns provisions which are implemented outside the nuclear plant.
Not relevant for ESFR-SMART, as this level is not directly addressed by the design.

2.3

Conclusions

The QSR tool necessitates a list of recommendations/requirements, organised in accordance with levels of defence-indepth. In general, this list is established in consistency with the international and European safety framework.
A dedicated list has not been elaborated in the framework of ESFR-SMART. An available existing list established for SFR
has been assessed. This list needs to be validated by SFR design and safety experts and cannot be used as a reference.
This available list is rather adapted to design stages more detailed than ESFR-SMART one, since most of the
recommendations/requirements are associated with a list of initiating events.
Nevertheless, a more detailed review of this list has been made in the present report:
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Recommendations related to the overall safety architecture of the plant are included in the level 1 of defence-indepth, which should be only related to the prevention of abnormal operation and failures. So, the organization in
defence-in-depth levels is not sufficient and not adequate for such overall recommendations. However, these
general recommendations as well as recommendations about the normal operation could be relevant to judge and
compare innovative design options, but results of analyses (thermo-hydraulic, thermo-mechanical…) are needed
(end of ESFR-SMART or next R&D projects).



Recommendations related to levels 2 to 3b are in general duplicated for all initiating events, the list of which is not
available at the design stage of ESFR-SMART. The recommendations are also duplicated in all defence-in-depth
levels.

A list of top level guidelines adapted to the design stage of ESFR-SMART has been established (see next section). The
objective is to provide a framework useful to assess the relevance of the innovative design features proposed by Task
1.1.2 and task 1.1.3. The OPT analysis should provide additional safety requirements to fulfil these top level guidelines.
The “reference” QSR list for SFR should address the following points:


The general recommendations (e.g. overall architecture implementation) should not be associated to a level of
defence-in-depth.



Some recommendations should be clarified.



Recommendations about confinement, core melting accident and practical elimination topics should be discussed.

3. Proposal of guidelines for the development and assessment of ESFRSMART innovative design options
3.1

Update of the European safety framework

WENRA has provided a list of safety objectives for future nuclear power plants (see Ref. [1]).
In the framework of the SARGEN_IV European project, these safety objectives have been re-assessed for Generation IV
power plants (see Ref.[4]). These updated safety objectives are indicated in Appendix E.
In framework of the CP-ESFR European project, safety requirements applicable to European Sodium-cooled Fast
Reactors have been established (see Ref.[5]). The European project deliverable was issued before occurrence of the
Fukushima Daiichi accident.
Safety requirements proposed for CP-ESFR and SARGEN-IV are still valid for ESFR-SMART studies.
ESFR-SMART deliverable D1.1.3 (Ref.[6]) has provided a set of safety objectives/guidelines for Generation IV Sodiumcooled Fast Reactors. Fukushima Daichi accident outcomes are addressed.
A list of top-level guidelines is proposed hereafter. The list provides those which are deemed useful for ESFR-SMART
studies in order to investigate potential improvement both in safety and in cost.

3.2

Guidelines for ESFR-SMART studies

Two levels of guidelines are provided hereafter in accordance with the stage of design development of ESFR-SMART:
 Top level guidelines,
 Safety requirements for the implementation of safety functions.
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3.2.1

Top level guidelines

General guidelines


To improve the safety demonstration with regard to the previous SFR projects.



To provide at least the level of safety of current PWRs.



To improve the cost.



To provide simple design options to improve the phenomena understanding and consideration.

Guidelines related to overall safety architecture
 The protection of the public with respect to radiological risks shall be implemented in accordance with defence-indepth principle:
 Core melting accident shall be prevented by means of successive levels of provisions.
 Core melting accident mitigating provisions shall be implemented.
 Situations likely to lead to early or important radiological releases and which cannot be reasonably mitigated
shall be practically eliminated.
 There should be a limited number of practically eliminated situations.
 The list of practically eliminated situations should be reduced: either the by means of physical impossibility, or
by a capability to mitigate consequences.
 Successive confinement barriers shall be implemented.
 The effectiveness of the independence between levels of defence-in-depth shall be improved (see Appendix
E), in particular by means of implementation of diverse and separated provisions (in addition to objective of
strengthening of each of these levels separately), to provide as far as reasonably practicable an overall
reinforcement of defence-in-depth.
 Internal failures, internal and external hazards, including extreme natural hazards, shall be considered and their
occurrence frequency and their potential impact on safety equipment shall be reduced as far as feasible.
 Occurrence frequency of a core melting accident shall be less than 10 -5 per year reactor, considering all types of
failures and hazards, and uncertainties. For ESFR-SMART, the following specific guidelines are defined:
 The high prevention level requested for practical elimination demonstration of feared situations is considered,
that two strong Lines of Defence and one medium Line Of Defence when the use of LOD method (see method
description in Appendix G) is relevant (e.g. situation of complete failure of decay heat removal function in
accordance with licensing feedback feared situations) . Such a level is maintained for the prevention of core
melting accident (considered at the fourth level of defence-in-depth), since the phenomena are complex and
uncertainties are potentially significant.
 Concerning the independence between the Lines Of Defence, design implementation shall focus on the
identification of phenomena (e.g. hazards) likely to lead to a common cause failure of the three LODs, then on:
o the sufficient prevention of such phenomena
o and/or the adaptation of the design in order to avoid the common cause failure due to the occurrence of
the phenomena
.
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Provisions used for core melting accident mitigation shall be as far as reasonably practicable independent from the
provisions, the failure of which are likely to lead to core melting accident. Provisions shall not be degraded by core
melting accident consequences.
Radiological impact on the public, workers and environment shall be reduced as far as reasonably practicable: see
requirements provided by SARGEN-IV in Appendix E.
Concerning extreme natural hazards:
 Core melting mitigating provisions shall remain in operation following an extreme earthquake and cliff edge
effects in terms of off-site radiological consequences shall be avoided.
 One prevention means with regard to a practically eliminated situation shall prevent cliff edge effects in terms
of off-site radiological consequences.
 Plant autonomy shall last at least several days, before reliance on external means.
Impact of sodium use as coolant shall be considered and implementation shall be improved if necessary:
 Inspection of structures containing sodium.
 Reaction with air and water.
 Qualification of equipment to aerosols.
 Impact of sodium derived products on the public and environment to be addressed as part of a specific
approach.

Guidelines for implementation of safety functions
 Reactivity control function:
 Implementation of two independent reactor shutdown systems. Each system is a strong LOD (e.g.
consideration of Single Failure Criterion for their design).
 Core design providing favourable inherent behaviour.
 If needed, implementation of passively actuated shutdown means.
 Reduction of mechanical energy release in case of core melting accident, in particular reduction of void effect
 Decay heat removal function:
 Practical elimination of complete failure of decay heat removal function.
 Implementation of three independent decay heat removal systems. The LOD method is relevant and used.
Two of them are strong LOD (e.g. consideration of Single Failure Criterion for their design The requested
additional LOD is a medium one, since it is in general actuated when the other ones have failed, which
corresponds to very rare situations (uncertainties with regard to the plant state, potential extreme conditions…)
and so the related reliability is difficult to ensure .
 Reliance on favourable behaviour due to inherent features:
o To provide significant grace periods for operator action.
o To provide large autonomy.
o To provide sufficient primary sodium circulation in case of failure of forced convection
 Consideration of long term operation.
 Capabilities for repair (sodium equipment).
 Implementation of successive primary sodium retention provisions to keep a sufficient sodium level in
particular above the core.
 Confinement function:
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Implementation of three independent confinement barriers.
At least, maintenance of one confinement barrier in case of accident.
Maintenance of the first confinement barrier in case of frequent accidents.
No solicitation of the third confinement barrier except in case of core melting accident. This allows the control
of radiological releases in most accidents.
In case of core melting accident, limited degradation of the second barrier is aimed at.

Guidelines for implementation of core melting accident mitigation
 Minimization of mechanical energy release and in particular, criticality risk.
 Top-bottom approach for the design of mitigating provisions:
 Consideration of the potential phenomena likely to occur, independently from the strict progress of the core
melting accident sequences.
 Reinforcement of mitigating provisions with regard to challenging effects as far as reasonably practicable and
with consideration of homogeneity.
 No cliff edge effect, in particular if active devices are needed on short term and in case of longer term failure.
Guidelines for practical elimination of situations
Situations with a large or early radiological release can be considered to have been practically eliminated:
 If it is physically impossible for the situation to occur or
 If the situation can be considered with a high level of confidence to be extremely unlikely to arise:
 The demonstration is first deterministic and relies on defence-in-depth implementation:
o Three independent levels of provisions shall be provided.
 Probabilistic insights can be used.
For ESFR-SMART, a preliminary list is proposed in Ref.[6] and provided in Appendix H.
Preliminary demonstrations are provided in Ref.[7].
Examples of specific guidelines for improving the demonstration associated to each potential situation:
 Limitation of reactivity effects due to compaction,
 Surveillance of core geometry,
 Limitation of reactivity effect due to gas introduction into the core,
 Investigation of core melting scenarios in case of reactor shutdown conditions.
Cost
 Technological choices shall consider cost impact (design, qualification, manufacturing, operation, testing,
maintenance, dismantling…)
 Design implementation shall be optimized with respect to the different risks, including cost.
3.2.2

Safety requirements for the implementation of the safety functions

Safety requirements to be considered at the current stage of studies for the development of innovative design options are
provided in appendices:
 For reactivity control function: see Appendix A
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For core heat removal function: see Appendix B
For confinement function: see Appendix C

These safety requirements are established with consideration of:
 The top level guidelines, in particular, those related to the LOD method (including dedicated Appendix) and to the
implementation of safety functions,
 The results of OPT application, allowing to address the adequacy of the defence in depth implementation and the
independence between the levels,



The Appendix providing a list of key transients to be studied in WP1.3, allowing to assess the performances of
innovative design options.
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4. Objective Provision Tree
4.1

Objective of OPT

The Objective Provision Tree (OPT) method is part of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology (ISAM). This
methodology has been developed in the framework of Generation IV International Forum (GIF). The OPT method was
initially drafted by IAEA and since then, has been applied to several examples. The objective of this method is to provide a
picture of the provisions implemented to ensure the fundamental safety functions. These provisions are organized in
accordance with the defence-in-depth principle.
Defence-in-depth is a fundamental principle for safety implementation, in particular to design a nuclear plant. Safety
Authorities pay a particular attention to its application and WENRA has defined a number of levels (see Defence-in-depth
table in 4.2.1) and as an objective, the effectiveness of the independence between these levels has to be enhanced, to
provide as far as reasonably practicable an overall reinforcement of defence-in-depth (see WENRA safety objectives for
New Nuclear Power Plants in Ref.[3]).
Several GIF documents (see Ref.[1] and Ref.[2]) provide general information about the application of the method. The
objective of Task1.1.1 is to assess the method and to check if it can help in the safety functions implementation.
It is proposed first to highlight the expected specific outcomes of OPT in regard to the objectives of the deterministic safety
analysis and the probabilistic safety analysis.
The deterministic safety analysis of initiating events/sequences allows to assess the performances of the safety provisions
in regard to radiological requirements and decoupling design criteria, considering penalizing rules (e.g. combination of
single failure for Design Basis Conditions). Resulting transients are considered to design the plant.
Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) allows in particular to assess the prevention of core melting accident (PSA level 1).
At the early stage of a project and when there is a lack of experimental feedback such as ESFR-SMART design stage, the
use of the Line Of Defence (LOD) method (see Appendix G) allows to implement the safety provisions (number,
redundancy, quality) necessary to provide an adequate prevention of core melting accident in consistency with initiating
event occurrence frequency. In accordance with the safety requirements defined in the CP-ESFR project (see Ref.[5]), a
prevention of a core melting accident equivalent to two strong lines and one medium line of defence has to be provided by
the designer. The systems used to perform reactor shutdown and decay heat removal functions are considered as Lines
Of Defence. Reliability objectives are associated with the Lines Of Defence: 10-3 to 10-4 for a strong LOD, 10-1 to 10-2 for a
medium LOD. The implementation of reliability mainly relies on the equipment quality, surveillance and the redundancy of
the provisions. However, this method does not help to assess the independence between the LODs even if independence
between LODs is claimed.
Besides, considering the complexity of repair of equipment in sodium, PSA is applied to long mission duration (several
weeks). R&D is in progress on the methodology.
The general objective of the OPT method is to provide information about the safety provisions, which are implemented in
each level of defence-in-depth and for each fundamental safety function. These provisions are grouped in Lines Of
Protection (LOP).
The Lines Of Protection comprise:


the main equipment ensuring the prevention or limitation of the consequences of accidents. They are forming the
so-called safety architecture of the design.



the safety features in support to ensure the robustness of main equipment, that is of adequate performances and
reliability, in particular once previous levels have failed.

The reliability of the safety provisions with respect to the consideration of intrinsic defects is addressed by the LOD method
as described above. It relies in particular, on the quality of equipment (design, manufacturing), redundancy, surveillance in
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operation, periodic tests. It is proposed to also provide these safety measures in OPT diagrams, since they contribute to
the robustness of the level of defence-in-depth and since this can help in design implementation.
The performances of the safety provisions are not addressed by OPT method. They are checked by means of deterministic
analysis. This requires sufficient knowledge of the design. Preliminary analyses will be performed in other ESFR-SMART
WPs in order to validate the capability of potential innovative design options (see Appendix D).
The expected unique feature of the method is the possibility to assess the independence of the levels of defence-in-depth.
In conclusion, the application of the OPT method in ESFR-SMART is expected to provide:


a global view of the implementation of the safety equipment for each level of defence-in-depth based on the design
information provided by Task 1.1.2 and Task1.1.3. In particular, missing equipment should be identified.



a first view on safety features allowing in particular, to address potential common cause failures with equipment
ensuring previous levels, based on Task 1.1.1 partners knowledge on the design and on their expertise.



a feedback about the use of this GIF method.

The objective of the following chapters is to provide first an overview of the WENRA structure of the defence in depth and
its application to SFRs, and then guidance for the implementation of the OPT method in ESFR-SMART.

4.2

WENRA Defence-in-depth levels for SFRs

This chapter provides WENRA defence-in-depth concept description and information concerning its application to SFR.
4.2.1

WENRA defence in depth concept description

WENRA has defined a structure of the levels of defence-in-depth (see Ref. [9]):


Level 1 corresponds to the normal operation of the plant and the prevention of abnormal conditions.



Three intermediate levels (2, 3a, 3b) correspond to the mitigation of intermediate degraded situations.



Level 4 corresponds to the mitigation of core melting accident.



Level 5 is used for emergency prepared planning purposes.

Levels 1, 2, 3a and 3b contribute to the prevention of core melting accident.
Such a structure is relevant and considered for SFR safety framework.
4.2.2

Application to SFRs

In the following paragraphs, WENRA objectives and essential means are recalled for each level of defence in depth. Then,
the application to SFRs is provided.
4.2.2.1 L E V E L 1
WENRA objective: Prevention of abnormal operation and failures.
For SFR:


During normal operation, the fundamental safety functions are implemented as follows:


Reactivity is controlled,



Core heat (decay heat when the reactor is shut down) is removed,
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Radioactive material is confined: the first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel clad) remains leaktight, even if a few
pins with gas leak are allowed.



The design objective is to meet the radiological requirements associated with normal operation.



The potential initiating events are identified and an adequate prevention of their occurrence has to be provided.
They correspond to failures likely to lead to radiological releases, mainly failures of equipment performing the three
fundamental safety functions during normal operation. They are determined by adequate methods (top-down such
as Master Logic Diagram and bottom-up).

WENRA essential means: Conservative design and high quality in construction and operation control of main plant
parameters inside defined limits.
For SFR:


Measures are implemented to prevent the initiating events. They allow to justify their occurrence frequency of and
so their categorization.
4.2.2.2 L E V E L 2

WENRA objective: Control of abnormal operation and failures
For SFR:


The occurrence of an initiating event is considered and its consequences are mitigated.



Considering that no categorization of initiating events is available, it is proposed that all of initiating events are
considered at this level.

WENRA essential means: Control and limiting systems and other surveillance features
For SFR:


Safety mitigating provisions are implemented in order to:


Shut down the reactor,



Remove the decay heat,



Confine the radioactive material.



Operational systems can be used or implemented to limit the consequences and to avoid the actuation of safety
systems (e.g. fast shutdown system, control rod withdrawal control system).



The safety objective is to meet the radiological requirements associated with the initiating event category.



Regarding reactivity control and decay heat removal functions, Lines of Defence are implemented, in accordance
with the decision of the designer for the repartition of the Lines Of Defence between the levels. In general, a strong
LOD is implemented.



Regarding the confinement of radioactive material function, reactor shutdown and decay heat removal provisions
are designed so as to maintain the leaktightness of the first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel clad).

Note: For ESFR-SMART, it is proposed not to consider reactivity control without reactor shutdown except for the last level
of core melting prevention, since it would lead to have safety core heat removal provisions at least in level 2 (cost issue).
4.2.2.3 L E V E L 3
WENRA objective: Control of accident to limit radiological releases and prevent escalation to core melt conditions
For SFR:
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Two sub-levels are defined in WENRA table:


Level 3a: Rare initiating events (DBC3, DBC4)



Level 3b: Multiple failures (DEC-A)

In accordance with the high level of prevention of core melting accident requested for SFR (two strong lines of
defence and a medium line of defence) and considering that no categorization of initiating events is available for
ESFR-SMART, it is proposed to share as follows:


Level 3a: initiating events combined with one LOD failure



Level 3b: initiating events combined with two LOD failures

The sequences assessed with respect to the prevention of core melting accident only address the failure of reactor
shutdown and decay heat removal provisions of the previous level (2, 3a). Indeed, confinement barrier failure does
not lead to core melting accident.

WENRA essential means:
Level 3a: Reactor protection system, safety systems, accident procedures
Level 3b: Additional safety features, accident procedures
For SFR:


Safety mitigating provisions are implemented at each level (3a and 3b) in order to:


Shut down the reactor,



Remove the decay heat,



Confine the radioactive material.



The safety objective is to meet the radiological requirements associated with the sequence category.



Regarding reactivity control and decay heat removal functions, Lines of Defence are implemented, in accordance
with the decision of the designer for the repartition of the Lines Of Defence between the levels. In general, a strong
LOD and a medium LOD are available at level 3a and a strong LOD or medium LOD are available at level 3b.



Regarding confinement of radioactive material function, multiple fuel clad failures are possible since sequences are
rarer. The confinement function is ensured by the second confinement barrier for both levels 3a and 3b.
4.2.2.4 L E V E L 4

WENRA objective: Control of accidents with core melt to limit off-site releases
For SFR:


Core melting accident is considered and its consequences are mitigated

WENRA essential means: Complementary safety features to mitigate core melt - Management of accidents with core melt
(severe accidents)
For SFR:


Safety mitigating provisions are implemented in order to:


Control the reactivity,



Remove the decay heat,
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Confine the radioactive material.



The safety objective is to meet the radiological requirements associated with core melting accident.



The design objectives are:


to design mitigating equipment in accordance with a Top-down approach: physical phenomena are considered
independently of the sequences leading to core melting. The capability is reinforced as far as practicable and
at a reasonable cost up to getting the most robust prevention of cliff edge effect, in particular concerning
mechanical energy release,



to minimize the mechanical energy release (e.g. core design) and its impact on mitigating equipment (e.g.
confinement barriers, core catcher, decay heat removal provisions, support structures).



Regarding decay heat removal function, at least one decay heat removal system is available (robustness to core
melting consequences is required for this system), since for SFR, core melting results from sequences with failure
of reactor shutdown provisions implementation.



Regarding confinement of radioactive material function, the first confinement barrier has failed and the second
confinement barrier is likely to be degraded due to the release of mechanical energy. The confinement function is
ensured by the third confinement barrier.
4.2.2.5 L E V E L 5

This level is not directly addressed by the design.

4.3

Guidance for OPT application

4.3.1

Generals

The objective of OPT method is to inform about the implementation of safety functions in consistency with defence-indepth. The ambition is to use the method to assess the adequate implementation of defence-in-depth, that is the
robustness of levels including the independence with regard to the previous levels. The Lines Of Protection related to each
level should include the equipment performing the functions but also the safety features which are implemented in order to
ensure the robustness of the equipment, considering in particular the causes and consequences of the failures of previous
levels.
A few examples of method application are available, but the first investigations in the ESFR-SMART project showed that:


more detailed guidance was necessary to use the method, in particular concerning the overall consistency between
the safety functions implementation, the implementation of confinement function (relying on confinement barriers)
the integration of main equipment ensuring the functions at each level and the definition of the mechanisms.



the method should be adapted to the needs of ESFR-SMART studies, mainly the assessment of innovative design
options and their integration in a reactor design.

4.3.1.1 R E A C T I V I T Y C O N T R O L AN D CO RE H E AT R E M O V AL F UN CT I O N S
WENRA structure of Defence-in-depth is developed in particular with respect to core melting accident. Core melting is
likely to result from the consideration of successive failures:


Either initiating event combined with reactor shutdown provisions failures,
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Or initiating event combined with decay heat removal provisions failures (as indicated later in the present section,
this situation has to be practically eliminated).

It is proposed to develop OPT method for reactivity control and core heat removal functions in consistency with WENRA
approach. Safety mitigating provisions used for core melting prevention are organized in OPT levels 1, 2, level 3a and level
3b.
During normal operation, reactivity is controlled (stability is ensured by reactivity coefficients, control rod are moved with
respect to core burn up and electrical grid variations) and core heat is removed by operational cooling systems. These
systems/equipment can be safety graded.
In case of abnormal operation or failures (mainly reactivity insertion, failure of core heat removal system components),
reactor shutdown is implemented when thresholds are reached. Actuation of reactor shutdown when a threshold is
reached is a safety function. Detection parameters depend on the phenomena induced by the failure. It is proposed to
allocate adequate prevention of this actuation to the first OPT level of reactivity control function, which addresses the
equipment used during normal operation and their robustness. Reactor shutdown provisions are provided in next levels (2,
3a, 3b).
Note:


For SFRs, kinetics is in general slower when a failure occurs on cooling systems, and a dedicated reactor
shutdown procedure can be implemented using a motor operated insertion of control rods.



For SFRs, control rod withdrawal can be limited by means of implementation of a dedicated system, which
prevents that thresholds are reached.

Once the reactor is shut down, the decay heat has to be removed. This can be performed by the systems/equipment used
during normal operation. It is proposed to allocate these provisions and the prevention of their failure to the first OPT level
of core heat removal function. Additional safety decay heat removal provisions are provided in next levels (2, 3a, 3b).
For SFRs, the complete loss of decay heat removal is a practically eliminated situation. Indeed, core melting accident
mitigating provisions (level 4) are not capable to manage the consequences of these specific situations. A robust
prevention has to be provided and is in general distributed between the levels providing core melting accident prevention
(1 to 3b).
It is proposed to allocate core melting accident mitigating provisions to the level 4 of each safety function. It has to be kept
in mind that for SFRs, core melting accident results from the failure of levels 1 to 3b of reactivity control function. This will
have to be considered when defining the mechanisms likely to degrade level 4 provisions (investigation of common cause
failures). As a consequence, the decay heat removal systems used at levels 2, 3a and 3b are available for core melting
accident mitigation provided they have not been damaged by consequences of core melting accident.
For SFRs in accordance with the experience feedback, several reactor shutdown systems and decay heat removal
systems are in general actuated in case of an initiating event. The sequence of actuation depends on the initiating event.
Furthermore, in order to optimize costs, the actuation of more than one system might be necessary to meet the safety
requirements of the most frequent initiating events. So, the allocation of each system to a level of defence-in-depth is not
possible (for a general presentation of the safety architecture independently of an initiating event). This would have to be
considered in the OPT method application.
4.3.1.2 C O N F I N E M E N T O F R A DI O A CT I V E M AT E R I AL F UN CT I O N
The use of WENRA approach is not relevant to develop confinement function in accordance with defence-in-depth. Indeed,
in WENRA approach, the confinement function is addressed when studying the initiating events and sequences
consequences but these sequences do not correspond to the combination of initiating events with confinement barrier
failures, since they do not lead to core melting accident.
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In SFR, the confinement function is achieved by means of:


the first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel clad): during normal operation and in case of frequent events,



the second confinement barrier (reactor roof, reactor main vessel, cover gas system, primary sodium purification
system, heat exchangers tubes) for events with degradation of the first confinement barrier: in case of rarer events,



the third confinement barrier (e.g. reactor containment structure and ventilation isolation devices) for events with
degradation of the first and second confinement barriers: in case of very rare events and a core melting accident.

So, it is proposed to develop a specific approach for OPT method related to confinement function.
This approach addresses the radioactive material contained into the core. In particular, the confinement with respect to
radioactive material contained within the primary circuit during normal operation or in case of fuel handling is not
addressed yet.
This specific approach is based on the implementation of confinement barriers. The following levels are defined:


Level 1: prevention of the degradation of the first confinement barrier in normal operation,



Level 2: maintenance of the first confinement barrier by means of implementation of reactor shutdown, decay heat
removal systems, dedicated systems (e.g. corrosion risk),



Level 3: implementation of the second confinement barrier,



Level 4: implementation of the third confinement barrier, in particular in case of core melting accident.
4.3.1.3 D E V E L O P M E N T O F D I AG R A M S

Diagrams are developed for each level of each safety function.
In the available examples, the following information is provided:


Level of defence



Objective and barriers: in general, a general objective associated to the level of defence is provided. This
objective is consistent with WENRA objectives. In the other hand, the link with barriers is never provided so it is
proposed to cancel it.



Safety function: Items to be satisfied by the safety function for the given level are also provided. These items
seem to correspond to the expected performances of the implemented equipment.



Challenges: in general, this corresponds to a qualitative degradation of the implementation of the safety function.



Mechanisms: not clear. They seem to correspond to the malfunction/failure of equipment used to perform the
safety function. The phenomena likely to lead to the equipment failure are not indicated.



Lines Of Protection: they correspond to the provisions implemented to prevent and/or control the degradation of
equipment performing the safety function.

For ESFR-SMART, it is proposed to develop the safety functions as follows:


Level of defence



Objective: objectives consistent with WENRA objectives are proposed in the available examples. However, for
ESFR-SMART, OPT is not developed in regard to initiating faults and the categories are not yet defined. So,
performances of levels 2, 3a and 3b LOP cannot be compared to category criteria. For these levels, prevention of
core melting accident is proposed as a general objective.
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Challenges: in general, this item corresponds to a qualitative degradation of the implementation of the safety
function. It is proposed to indicate directly the sub-functions if any.



Mechanisms: it is proposed to indicate the phenomena likely to degrade the main equipment ensuring the safety
function and in particular those which can be a common cause failure with the previous levels.



Lines Of Protection: it is proposed to indicate the main equipment (and phenomena) performing the safety
function and the related safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment
performances.

The mechanisms likely to degrade the equipment used to perform a safety function at a given level are in general as
follows:


equipment intrinsic failures (e.g. defect due to manufacturing or to design failure),



external loadings (e.g. hazards, sodium leaks potential consequences, thermal transients, mechanical transients
including load drops, chemical reactions),



consequences of failure of equipment of the previous levels (e.g. initiating event preventing the use of the main
equipment as a mitigating provision).

The mechanisms likely to lead to common cause failures with previous defence-in-depth levels equipment have to be
identified and additional safety features have to be proposed to provide sufficient prevention of the risks.
4.3.2

OPT for Reactivity control function
4.3.2.1 L E V E L 1

Objective


Prevention of abnormal operation and failures, which should need reactor shutdown.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Occurrence of abnormal operation and failures of equipment used during normal operation, which should need
reactor shutdown.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the occurrence of abnormal operation and failures of equipment used
during normal operation and which should need reactor shutdown, mainly internal defects, hazards, loss of support
function (e.g. electrical supply).
For ESFR-SMART, there is no detailed description of the design and so the mechanisms are not investigated.
Families of initiating events with similar consequences with regard to the core can be provided.
Reactivity Control Level 1 Lines Of Protection (RC-LOP1)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure normal operation (when the reactor is not shut down) and
their robustness (if safety related): main equipment and related safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely
to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features implemented in support to prevent/overcome the mechanisms are not investigated for ESFR-SMART.
4.3.2.2 L E V E L 2
Objective
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Prevention of core melting accident, once RC-LOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal operation or failure,
which should need reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of the implementation of the reactor shutdown.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring reactor shutdown (see
list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Detection failure



Defects



Loss of external electrical supply



Control rod blockage



External loadings: hazards, sodium leaks, load drop…



Consequences of RC-LOP1 failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous level main equipment have to be
investigated.
Note: If a system is used to limit the consequences in order to avoid the reach of thresholds for reactor shutdown (e.g. in
case of inadvertent control rod withdrawal) and if there is no common cause failure with safety reactor shutdown systems,
this system could be allocated to level 2 and reactor shutdown systems in subsequent levels.
Reactivity Control Level 2 Lines Of Protection (RC-LOP2)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous level main equipment have to be
investigated.


RC-LOP2 main equipment:
 Safety reactor shutdown systems

For SFRs in accordance with the experience feedback, both reactor shutdown systems are in general actuated in case of
an initiating event. The sequence of actuation depends on the initiating event. So, the allocation of each system to a level
of defence-in-depth is not possible (for a general presentation of the safety architecture independently of an initiating
event).
So both safety reactor shutdown systems are aligned as RC-LOP2 main equipment.


RC-LOP2 safety features/Detection failure
 Implementation of adequate detection parameters for each family of events
 …



RC-LOP2 safety features/ Reactor shutdown system defects + CCF with RC-LOP1
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 Adequate quality of design and manufacturing
 Surveillance
 Redundancy if requested by the safety analysis
 No common part with the normal reactor shutdown system
 …


RC-LOP2 safety features/Loss of external electrical supply + CCF with RC-LOP1
 Use of gravity
 …



RC-LOP2 safety features/Control rod blockage
 …



RC-LOP2 safety features/Hazards + CCF with RC-LOP1
 Design with respect to earthquake
 Separation of I&C, electrical trains between RC-LOP2 and RC-LOP1
 …



RC-LOP2 safety features/Consequences of RC-LOP1 failures
 Adequate design of RC-LOP2
 …
4.3.2.3 L E V E L 3 A

Objective


Prevention of core melting accident, once RC-LOP1 and RC-LOP2 failures have occurred.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of the implementation of the reactor shutdown.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring reactor shutdown (see
list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Detection failure



Defects



External loadings: hazards, sodium leaks, load drop…



Consequences of previous LOP failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
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Reactivity Control Level 3a Lines Of Protection (RC-LOP3a)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


RC-LOP3a main equipment
 Safety reactor shutdown systems

As indicated above, both safety reactor shutdown systems can be aligned as RC-LOP3a main equipment but only one of
them is available.


RC-LOP3a safety features/Detection failure + CCF with previous LOP
 Implementation of diverse detection parameters for each family of events
 …



RC-LOP3a safety features/Defects + CCF with previous LOP
 Diverse design of mechanisms, control rods, I&C
 …



RC-LOP3a safety features/Hazards + CCF with previous LOP
 Diverse design with respect to earthquake
 Separation of I&C, electrical trains between LOP
 …



RC-LOP3a safety features/Consequences of previous LOP failures
 Adequate design of RC-LOP3a
 ….
4.3.2.4 L E V E L 3 B

Objective


Prevention of core melting accident, once RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RC-LOP3 failures have occurred.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of the implementation of the reactivity control function.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring reactivity control (see list
below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Detection failure



Insufficient delay for control rods insertion
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Defects



External loadings: hazards, sodium leaks, load drop…



Consequences of previous LOP failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
Reactivity control Level 3b Lines Of Protection (RC-LOP3b)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features implemented in support to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment
performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


RC-LOP3b main equipment:
 Core design providing adequate reactivity coefficients with respect to the initiating sequence
 Passive Shutdown Systems (defined in regard to initiating sequences)
 Specific control rods (in particular if needed on short term)



RC-LOP3b safety features/Insufficient delay for control rods insertion
 Adequate core design features to manage reactivity control
 …



RC-LOP3a safety features/Detection failure + CCF with previous LOP
 Implementation of passive actuation means for each family of events
 …



RC-LOP3b safety features/Defects + CCF with previous LOP
 Implementation of specific mechanisms and control rods
 ...



RC-LOP3b safety features/Hazards + CCF with previous LOP
 Diverse design with respect to earthquake
 Location in the reactor vessel
 …



RC-LOP3b safety features/Consequences of previous LOP failures
 Adequate design of RC-LOP3b
 …
4.3.2.5 L E V E L 4
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Objective


Mitigation of core melting accident.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of the implementation of the reactivity control function.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of main equipment ensuring reactivity control (see list
below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Defects



External loadings: mechanical energy release, hazards…



Consequences of previous LOP failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
Reactivity Control Level 4 Lines Of Protection (RC-LOP4)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


RC-LOP4 main equipment:
 Core design providing adequate reactivity coefficients with respect to core melting sequences
 Devices guiding corium flow
 Core catcher
 Core catcher support



RC-LOP4 safety features/Defects + CCF with previous RC-LOP
 Adequate quality of design and manufacturing
 …



RC-LOP4 safety features/Hazards + CCF with previous RC-LOP
 Design with respect to extreme earthquake
 …



RC-LOP4 safety features/Consequences of previous LOP failures
 Adequate design of core catcher and core support structure to withstand mechanical energy release
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4.3.3

OPT for core heat removal function
4.3.3.1 L E V E L 1

Objective


Prevention of abnormal operation and failures, which could lead to the degradation of decay heat removal during
normal operation reactor shutdown states.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with.
Concerning the degradation of the implementation of decay heat removal, the following sub-challenges can be defined:


Decrease of primary sodium level



Degradation of primary sodium convection



Degradation of implementation of decay heat removal system

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring decay heat removal
during normal operation (see list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Defects



Loss of external electrical supply



Decrease of primary sodium inventory, e.g. leak of the main vessel



Degradation of primary sodium circulation



Degradation of intermediate heat transfer system



…

Decay Heat Removal Level 1 Lines Of Protection (DHR-LOP1)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness (if safety related): main
equipment and safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.


DHR-LOP1 main equipment:
 Reactor main vessel
 Primary pumps (with their pony motors)
 Decay heat removal system used during normal operation, i.e. secondary sodium loops and tertiary circuit

Safety features implemented in support to prevent/overcome the mechanisms are not investigated for ESFR-SMART. They
are mainly adequate quality and monitoring of equipment.
4.3.3.2 L E V E L 2
Objective


Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function (practically eliminated situation), once:
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Either both RC-LOP1 failure has occurred and reactor is shut down by RC-LOP2. The decay heat is removed
by the available DHR systems. Conservatively, the normal operation DHR (DHR-LOP1 main equipment) is not
considered.



Or DHR-LOP1 failure has occurred.

Note: Core melting situation corresponding to the failure of the decay heat removal function has to be practically
eliminated.
Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with.


Decrease of primary sodium level



Degradation of forced convection in the primary circuit



Degradation of implementation of decay heat removal systems (long term mission)

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring the decay heat removal
(see list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Detection failure



Defects



Loss of external electrical supply



External loadings: hazards, sodium leaks, load drop…



Several secondary loops draining likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency



Primary pumps failure likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency



Reactor vessel leakage likely to lead to insufficient primary sodium level at intermediate heat exchanger inlet



Consequences of previous level LOP failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous level main equipment have to be
investigated.
Decay Heat Removal Level 2 Lines Of Protection (DHR-LOP2)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


DHR-LOP2 main equipment:
 Reactor main vessel
 Primary pumps (with their pony motors)
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 Decay heat removal systems (long term mission)
For SFRs in accordance with the experience feedback, several decay heat removal systems are available. The sequence
of actuation depends on the initiating event. Furthermore, in order to optimize costs, the actuation of more than one system
might be necessary to meet the safety requirements of the most frequent initiating events. So, the allocation of each
system to a level of defence-in-depth is not possible (for a general presentation of the safety architecture independently of
an initiating event).
So several decay heat removal systems can be aligned as DHR-LOP2, DHR-LOP3a and DHR-LOP-3b main equipment:
DHRS1, DHRS2, DHRS3.


DHR-LOP2 safety features/ Detection failure
 Implementation of adequate detection parameter or/and permanent operation (DHRS3)
 …



DHR-LOP2 safety features/Defects
 Adequate quality level of design and manufacturing and surveillance
 Redundancy if requested by safety analysis
 …



DHR-LOP2 safety features/Loss of external electrical supply
 Emergency supply (e.g. diesel) /passive means
 …



DHR-LOP2 safety features/Hazards
 Adequate design of DHRS with respect to earthquake
 Physical separation of mechanical, I&C, electrical trains between DHRS and normal operation DHRS
 …



DHR-LOP2 safety features/Several secondary loop draining likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency
 Additional measures to prevent draining of several secondary loops
 …



DHR-LOP2 safety features/Failure of several primary pumps likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency
 Additional measures to prevent primary pumps failure, e.g. safety pony motors
 …



DHR-LOP2 safety features/Reactor vessel leakage likely to lead to insufficient primary sodium level at
intermediate heat exchanger inlet
 Additional measures to prevent reactor vessel leak
 ..



DHR-LOP2 safety features/Consequences on DHRS of previous LOP failures
 …
4.3.3.3 L E V E L 3 A
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Objective


Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function (practically eliminated situation), once:


Either RC-LOP1 failure has occurred, reactor is shut down by RC-LOP2, and DHR-LOP2 failure has occurred.
If DHR-LOP2 can be performed by several systems (e.g. DHRS1, DHRS2 or DHRS3), failure of DHR-LOP2
means failure of one of them. The others remain available as DHR-LOP3a.



Or RC-LOP1 failure and RC-LOP2 failure have occurred, and reactor is shut down by RC-LOP3a.The decay
heat is removed by the available DHR systems. Conservatively, the normal operation DHR (DHR-LOP1 main
equipment) is not considered. One common mode failure could be considered for RC-LOP2 and one DHR
system.



Or both DHR-LOP1 and DHR-LOP2 failures have occurred. If DHR-LOP2 can be performed by several
systems (e.g. DHRS1, DHRS2 or DHRS3), failure of DHR-LOP2 means failure of one of them. The others
remain available as DHR-LOP3a.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with.


Decrease of primary sodium level



Degradation of primary sodium convection



Degradation of implementation of decay heat removal systems (long term mission)

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring decay heat removal (see
list below).
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Detection failure



Defects



Loss of external electrical supply



External loadings: hazards, sodium leaks, load drop…



Several secondary loops draining likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency



Primary pumps failure likely to lead to at least one DHRS inefficiency



Reactor vessel leakage likely to lead to insufficient primary sodium level at intermediate heat exchanger inlet



Consequences of previous level LOP failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
Decay Heat Removal Level 3a Lines Of Protection (DHR-LOP3a)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
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DHR-LOP3a main equipment
 Reactor pit liner
 Natural circulation in the primary circuit
 Decay heat removal systems (DHRS)

As indicated above, several decay heat removal systems can be aligned as DHR-LOP2, DHR-LOP3a and DHR-LOP-3b
main equipment but only two of them are available..
Concerning the implementation of the decay heat removal systems (DHRS), the safety features can be as follows:


DHR-LOP3a safety features/Detection failure + CCF with previous LOP
 Implementation of diverse detection parameter
 …



DHR-LOP3a safety features/Defects + CCF with previous LOP
 Diverse design of DHRS including I&C
 …



DHR-LOP3a safety features/Loss of external electrical supply + CCF with previous LOP
 Diverse emergency supply/passive means
 …



DHR-LOP3a safety features/Hazards + CCF with previous LOP
 Diverse design with respect to earthquake
 Physical separation of mechanical, I&C, electrical trains between the DHRS
 …



DHR-LOP3a safety features/Several secondary loop draining likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency + CCF with
previous LOP
 Implementation of one DHRS without the need for secondary sodium loops
 …



DHR-LOP3a safety features/Primary pumps failure likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency + CCF with previous LOP
 Implementation of one DHRS designed without the need for primary forced convection
 …



DHR-LOP3a safety features/Consequences on DHRS of previous LOP failures


…

4.3.3.4 L E V E L 3 B
Objective


Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function (practically eliminated situation), once:
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Either RC-LOP1 failure has occurred, reactor is shut down by RC-LOP2, and DHR-LOP2 and DHR-LOP3a
failures have occurred. If DHR-LOP2 can be performed by several systems (e.g. DHRS1, DHRS2 or DHRS3),
one of them remains available as DHR-LOP3b.



Or RC-LOP1 and RC-LOP2 failures have occurred, reactor is shut down by RC-LOP3a, and DHR-LOP2 failure
has occurred. If DHR-LOP2 can be performed by several systems (e.g. DHRS1, DHRS2 or DHRS3), two of
them remain available as DHR-LOP3b. One common mode failure could be considered for RC-LOP2 and one
DHR system.



Or RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RC-LOP3a failures have occurred, and reactivity is controlled. Once the reactor is
shutdown, DHR-LOP3b can be performed by several systems (e.g. DHRS1, DHRS2 or DHRS3).
Conservatively, the normal operation DHR (DHR-LOP1 main equipment) is not considered. Common mode
failures could be considered for RC-LOP2, RC-LOP3a and DHR systems.



Or DHR-LOP1, DHR-LOP2 and DHR-LOP3a failures have occurred. If DHR-LOP2 can be performed by
several systems (e.g. DHRS1, DHRS2 or DHRS3), one of them remains available as DHR-LOP3b.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with.


Decrease of primary sodium level



Degradation of primary sodium convection



Degradation of implementation of decay heat removal systems (long term mission)

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring the decay heat removal
(see list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Several secondary loops draining likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency



Primary pumps failure likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency



Reactor vessel leakage likely to lead to insufficient primary sodium level at intermediate heat exchanger inlet



Consequences of previous LOP failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
Decay Heat Removal Level 3b Lines Of Protection (DHR-LOP3b)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


DHR-LOP3b main equipment
 Reactor pit
 Natural convection in the primary circuit
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 Decay heat removal systems (DHRS)
As indicated above, several decay heat removal systems can be aligned as DHR-LOP2, DHR-LOP3a and DHR-LOP-3b
main equipment but only one of them is available.
Concerning the implementation of the decay heat removal systems (DHRS), the safety features can be as follows:


DHR-LOP3b safety features/Several secondary loop draining likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency + CCF with
previous LOP
 Implementation of two DHRS without the need for secondary sodium loops
 …



DHR-LOP3b safety features/Primary pumps failure likely to lead to DHRS inefficiency + CCF with previous LOP
 Implementation of two DHRS designed without the need for primary forced convection
 …



DHR-LOP3b safety features/Consequences on DHRS of previous LOP failures
 …
4.3.3.5 L E V E L 4

Objective


Mitigation of core melting accident.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with.


Decrease of primary sodium level



Degradation of primary sodium convection



Degradation of implementation of decay heat removal systems (long term mission).

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the decay heat removal function.
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Detection failure



Defects



External loadings: mechanical energy release, hazards …



Consequences of previous LOP failures



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
Decay Heat Removal Level 4 Lines Of Protection (DHR-LOP4)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
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Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


DHR-LOP4 main equipment:
 Reactor pit liner
 Natural convection in the primary circuit
 Decay heat removal systems (DHRS)

As already indicated, mitigated core melting accident does not result from decay heat removal systems failure. They are
available to remove decay heat in case of core melting accident provided they have not been damaged by consequences
of core melting accident. The normal operation DHRS is not considered.
Concerning the decay heat removal systems (DHRS) used in case of core melting accident, the safety features can be as
follows:


DHR-LOP4 safety features/ Detection failure
 Qualification of detection to core melting conditions
 …



DHR-LOP4 safety features/Defects + CCF with RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2, RC-LOP3a and RC-LOP3b
 Distinct I&C with respect to RC-LOP
 …



DHR-LOP4 safety features/Loss of external electrical supply + CCF with previous RC-LOP
 Distinct emergency power supply with respect to RC-LOP
 …



DHR-LOP4 safety features/Hazards + CCF with previous RC-LOP
 Design with respect to extreme earthquake
 Physical separation of I&C, electrical trains with respect to RC-LOP
 …



DHR-LOP4 safety features/Consequences of previous LOP failures
 Adequate design of DHRS and related safety features with regard to core melting accident consequences
 …

4.3.4

OPT for confinement function
4.3.4.1 L E V E L 1

During normal operation, the basic safety functions are implemented.
The reactivity control function and core heat removal function are designed so that the confinement of radioactive material
function is ensured by the first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel clad of sub-assembly pins).
Note: In ESFR-SMART project, the OPT implementation only concerns the barriers with respect to the fuel contained into
the core. The primary coolant as a source term during normal operation as well as fuel handling outside the core, treatment
and storage are not addressed in the ESFR-SMART exercise.
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Objective


Prevention of abnormal operation and failures leading to the degradation of the first confinement barrier.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of the first confinement barrier during normal operation.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring the first confinement
barrier during normal operation (see list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Design and manufacturing defects



Temperature transients due to RC-LOP1 and DHR-LOP1 failure



Corrosion



Earthquake



...

Confinement Level 1 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP1)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.


C-LOP1 main equipment:
 Fuel clad

Examples of C-LOP1 safety features with regard to the mechanisms:


C-LOP1 safety features/Fuel clad defects
 Adequate quality level of design and manufacturing
 …



C-LOP1 safety features/Temperature transients on fuel clad
 RC-LOP1 and DHR-LOP1 main equipment



C-LOP1 safety features/Corrosion of fuel clad due to air ingress
 Primary boundary leaktightness
 Cover gas overpressure
 Adequate fuel and component handling procedures
 …



C-LOP1 safety features/Earthquake
 Selection of site

4.3.4.2 L E V E L 2
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This level concerns confinement of radioactive material function in case of initiating events with potential degradation of the
first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel clad).
An initiating event corresponds to failures of equipment likely to lead to radiological releases.
Objective


To ensure confinement, once C-LOP1 safety features failure has occurred.

At this level of defence-in-depth, the design option is to still achieve the confinement function with the first confinement
barrier.
Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of the first confinement barrier.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring the first confinement
barrier (see list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Undetected manufacturing defects



Temperature transients



Corrosion due to air ingress in the primary circuit



Hazards (e.g. earthquake, aircraft crash)



Fuel sub-assembly drop during handling



Random fuel clad failure



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous level main equipment have to be
investigated.
Confinement Level 2 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP2)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


C-LOP2 main equipment:
 Fuel clad

Examples of C-LOP2 safety features with regard to the mechanisms:


C-LOP2 safety features/ Fuel clad defects
 Monitoring during operation with adequate corrective actions



C-LOP2 safety features/Temperature transients on fuel clad
 RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 main equipment
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C-LOP2 safety features/Corrosion of fuel clad due to air ingress in the primary circuit
 Detection of air ingress and implementation of mitigating provisions
 Thickness of the clad
 …



C-LOP2 safety features/Earthquake
 Design with regard to Design Basis Earthquake (considering para-seismic devices implementation if any)
 No safety feature identified for earthquake higher than DBE (leading to fuel clad failures).



C-LOP2 safety features/Fuel sub-assembly drop during handling into the reactor vessel
 Diverse provisions to prevent the drop or provisions to moderate the drop effect



C-LOP2 safety features/Random fuel clad failure
 Surveillance, reactor shutdown and corrective measures if needed (to protect the other pin clads)l

4.3.4.3 L E V E L 3
This level concerns confinement of radioactive material function in case of events with degradation of the first confinement
barrier (i.e. significant number of fuel clad failures).
The events requiring the level 3 provisions have a low occurrence frequency (rare initiating events and DEC-A).
Objective


To ensure confinement, once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2 safety features failures have occurred. At this level of defencein-depth, the first confinement barrier is postulated to be failed.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of implementation of the second confinement barrier.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring the second confinement
barrier (see list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Defects



Corrosion due to air ingress in the primary circuit



External loading: sodium leak, load drop, reaction between water and sodium (e.g. significant water inlet in
the primary boundary), hazards (e.g. earthquake, aircraft crash)…



Loading (temperature, pressure) due to accidents



Temperature loading on the reactor roof due to cooling circuit failure



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
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Confinement level 3 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP3)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


C-LOP3 main equipment:
 Reactor roof and seals
 Reactor vessel
 Cover gas system
 Primary sodium purification system
 Heat exchanger tubes

Examples of C-LOP3 safety features with regard to the mechanisms:


C-LOP3 safety features/Reactor roof and seals defects
 Adequate quality of design and manufacturing
 Monitoring and adequate corrective actions (e.g. reactor shutdown)
 …



C-LOP3 safety features/Corrosion due to air ingress in the primary circuit + CCF with previous levels
 The second confinement barrier can be damaged (in particular, air could enter the primary circuit following a
primary boundary loss of leaktightness). The confinement has to be ensured by the first confinement barrier,
and by means of detection of air ingress and implementation of mitigating measures.
 Risk of common cause failure with previous levels: an independent detection means of air ingress has to be
provided to protect the first confinement barrier.



C-LOP3 safety features/Loading (temperature, pressure) due to accidents
 Adequate design of main equipment to maintain leaktightness in case of accident loading



C-LOP3 safety features/Sodium leak on the reactor roof + CCF with previous levels
 Leaktightness of the roof can fail as well as the reactor containment structure. So the confinement function has
to be ensured by the first confinement barrier
 However, mitigating means located in the above roof area (RC-LOP and DHR-LOP) might be also damaged.
This could lead to a failure of the first confinement barrier. So, considering that the adequate prevention of
sodium pipe leak is a first safety feature with regard to RC-LOP1 and DHR-LOP1 (i.e. C-LOP1 safety
features), and that implementation of a leak-jacket and a detection of the leak with draining of the sodium loop
is a second independent safety feature with regard to RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 (i.e. C-LOP2 safety features),
the occurrence of the sodium leak on the roof has to be postulated at this third level of defence-in-depth. The
relevant safety features are as follows:
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o

To ensure reactor shutdown in case of sodium leak on the roof.

o

To ensure decay heat removal (with adequate leaktightness of the first confinement barrier) in case of
sodium leak on the roof.
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o

To ensure reactor roof and reactor containment structure integrity in case of sodium fire.

Reactor pit liner is not part of the safety features list, since this equipment is addressed both as C-LOP4 and as DHR-LOP
(in case of main vessel leakage, the objective is to prevent clad damage).
4.3.4.4 L E V E L 4
This level concerns confinement of radioactive material function in case of events with degradation of both first
confinement barriers: in particular, core melting accident.
It is considered that most of non-gaseous radionuclides remain into the core catcher, in which the adequate control of
reactivity and decay heat removal are performed (see dedicated LOP4). The third confinement barrier (level 4) addresses
gaseous fission products, volatile products and aerosols.
Objective


To ensure confinement, once C-LOP1, C-LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety features failures have occurred. At this level of
defence-in-depth, the first and second confinement barriers are postulated to be failed and the bounding case for
the third confinement barrier is the core melting accident.

Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:


Degradation of implementation of the third confinement barrier.

Mechanisms
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the main equipment ensuring the third confinement
barrier (see list below).
These mechanisms have to be identified. They should include:


Defects



External loading: sodium leak, load drop, reaction between water and sodium (e.g. steam release from concrete
walls in case of sodium fire, hazards (e.g. earthquake, aircraft crash )…



Consequences of core melting accident, e.g. mechanical energy release



Source term in the reactor containment structure higher than the one considered for its design in case of core
melting accident. The reactor containment structure is designed considering that a fraction of source term is kept in
the primary boundary.



Reactor containment structure by-pass



…

Mechanisms likely to correspond to common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.
Confinement Level 4 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP4)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
Safety features with regard to potential common cause failures with the previous levels main equipment have to be
investigated.


C-LOP4 main equipment:
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 Reactor containment structure: reactor building since it will be difficult to demonstrate the leaktightness of the
primary boundary in case of core melting accident and in order to limit the risk of confinement bypass.
Examples of C-LOP4 safety features with regard to the mechanisms:


C-LOP4 safety features /Reactor containment structure defects
 Adequate quality and surveillance
 …



C-LOP4 safety features/Loading due to core melting accident
 Core catcher (including support structures), which avoids consequences due to the interactions between
corium and concrete
 Reactor pit liner, which avoids consequences due to the interactions between primary sodium and concrete
 Design of the core to minimize mechanical energy release
 Design provisions to limit the discharge of primary sodium through the reactor roof
 Design provisions to avoid secondary sodium leaks on the roof
 If needed, design provisions (e.g. polar table) to limit the loading due to sodium fire.
 Adequate design of the reactor containment structure to provide leaktightness in case of sodium leak on the
reactor roof due to core melting accident
 If needed, design provision (concrete protection) to avoid release of steam due to wall concrete heating
 Adequate design of safety features to withstand core melting accident consequences
 …



C-LOP4 safety features/Source term in the reactor containment structure higher than the one considered for its
design in case of core melting accident
 Adequate leaktightness of the cover gas system
 Discharge of the cover gas safety valves in the retention room if any
 Isolation of the retention room if any
 Retention of non-volatile radioactive material into the core catcher and in the primary sodium
 Retention of primary sodium in the reactor pit liner
 Provisions to limit the discharge of cover gas and sodium on the reactor roof
 Design of the core to minimize mechanical energy release
 Adequate design of safety features to withstand core melting accident consequences
 …



C-LOP4 safety features/Risk of reactor containment structure by-pass
 Isolation devices on the main ventilation and on the circuits crossing the reactor containment structure
 Leaktightness of the secondary sodium loops (No isolation device)
 Risk of common cause failure with previous levels: Independent I&C with respect to RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2, RCLOP3a and RC-LOP3b
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 Adequate design of safety features to withstand core melting accident consequences
 …


C-LOP4 safety features/Earthquake
 At this level of defence-in-depth, an extreme earthquake is postulated and core melting accident is assumed to
occur.
The safety features are as follows:



o

adequate design of reactor containment structure and related safety features to avoid large or early
radiological release

o

…

C-LOP4 safety features/Aircraft crash
 Leaktightness of the reactor containment structure can be damaged.
The safety features are as follows:

4.4

o

Prevention of core melting by adequate design (fail-safe) or protection of shutdown systems and
protection of at least one DHRS.

o

Reactor containment structure integrity.

o

Adequate protection/design of the first barrier safety features or second confinement barrier with
respect to aircraft crash consequences (only one barrier is necessary since the significant aircraft
crash is very rare).

o

…

Application of OPT to the safety functions implemented for ESFR-SMART

4.4.1

Generals

Task 1.1.2 is in charge of reactor core development, mainly:


Core design in order to have the expected performances during normal operation, and adequate behaviour in
abnormal conditions. This behaviour relies on reactivity feedback coefficients. In particular, a low void effect is
expected in case of core melting accident.



Reactivity control system used during normal operation,



Active reactor shutdown systems,



Passive core shutdown systems,



Core discharge devices,



Core restraint device.

Task 1.1.3 is in charge of the safety architecture beyond reactor core, mainly:


Normal core heat removal system including systems in support (cooling, purification…),
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Decay heat removal systems including systems in support (cooling, purification…),



Core catcher,



Confinement systems and equipment.

It is proposed to apply the OPT method as follows:


Distribution of ESFR-SMART provisions in reactivity control, core heat removal and confinement functions
diagrams as main equipment/core design options.



To check if main equipment/core design options are provided at each level. If not, a strategy could be proposed:



4.4.2



Either to add a provision specification,



Or to provide a safety justification.

To assess the robustness of main equipment/core design options:


To identify the mechanisms likely to lead to the degradation, in particular the common cause failures with the
previous levels,



To propose safety features to cope with (prevent/overcome) the mechanisms.

Reactivity control function

See Appendix A.
4.4.3

Core heat removal function

See Appendix B.
4.4.4

Confinement function

See Appendix C.

4.5

Conclusions

An early assessment of the existing examples of application of the method has allowed to confirm that this method could
potentially help for providing recommendations for the safety design options implementation. This method could complete
the existing safety analysis (mainly deterministic analysis, probabilistic analysis, Line of Defence analysis).
Guidance for method application to ESFR-SMART studies (early design stage) has been provided in the present report.
Indeed, as concerns the practical construction process, the exercise has showed the importance that the people involved
in the exercise have the same understanding of the key elements, terminology used and scope of the assessment.
The objective is to implement the safety functions in accordance with defence-in-depth. The reactivity control and decay
heat removal functions are developed in consistency with defence-in-depth structure proposed by WENRA, based on the
prevention/mitigation of core melting accident. The confinement function is not addressed by WENRA structure: a specific
approach based on confinement barriers is proposed in the guidance.
The proposed adaptation of the OPT method for ESFR-SMART studies relies on:


the identification of the main equipment implemented at each level of defence-in-depth for each safety function,
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a systematic determination of the mechanisms likely to degrade them (mainly defects, loading), and in particular,
the potential common cause failures likely to affect provisions allocated to several levels of defence-in-depth.



The proposal of dedicated safety features to cope with these mechanisms.

At this step of the analysis, the occurrence frequency/probability of mechanisms is not considered.
The method adapted for ESFR-SMART does not request to allocate dedicated equipment to each level of defence-indepth. The distribution of the main equipment in the different levels is not mandatory a priori (e.g. the two reactor shutdown
systems are available at level 2 and one at level 3a).
The method adapted for ESFR-SMART provides a picture of the safety architecture, but safety objectives/ top level
guidelines have to be defined to assess its sufficiency; in particular, concerning the case of practical elimination
demonstration.
Compared to the existing safety methods, the most interesting and unique feature of the proposed adaptation of OPT
method is the systematic identification of the mechanisms.
The feedback concerning the use of OPT is as follows:


The systematic identification of mechanisms is very useful in a design phase. It allows further investigation of the
design, mainly the definition of additional safety features in particular with regard to the identified common cause
failures of provisions allocated to several levels of defence-in-depth (e.g. diversification of equipment,
physical/geographical separation of equipment, design or protection of equipment with regard to hazard loading)
and in consistency with the top level guidelines and the safety analysis.



Minimum knowledge of the design and process is necessary to identify the mechanisms and safety expertise on
the technology is necessary to address the safety issues.



The practical integration in the tables/diagrams of safety features/strategy with respect to mechanisms is
nevertheless complex, in particular in case of potential common cause failures. The integration of provisions in
regard to common cause failures has not been completely performed for confinement function but strategies have
been proposed in consistency with defence-in-depth).

Along with the graphical development of the OPT, the development of an Excel file is found useful to give some unique
numbering for each of the branches and/or elements of the OPTs. In addition to the graphical/Excel representation of the
OPTs, additional documentation seems necessary to explain in more detail each set of safety provisions and to judge on
its adequacy.
Finally, the application of the GIF QSR and OPT methods in ESFR-SMART framework has shown that additional guidance
is needed to use them in response to the project needs (e.g. design phase) and to get consistent results.
A lot of time has been spent to provide guidance for OPT at the expense of the application. However, this first application
is promising, since it has allowed to provide many requirements to develop the safety architecture with regard to defencein-depth implementation and to assess ESFR-SMART innovative design options.
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5. Recommendations for innovative design options development
Safety requirements have been provided for each safety function in Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix C. They include
top level guidelines when relevant, in particular concerning the prevention with regard to the core melting accident and to the
practically eliminated situations. The OPT application has also provided a list of safety requirements for the implementation
of the safety architecture of the plant.
The innovative design provisions proposed in Task 1.1.2 and Task 1.1.3 have been assessed in Appendix A, Appendix B
and Appendix C. Final outcomes and recommendations for future development are presented hereafter.

5.1

Reactivity control

The following recommendations/requirements are provided:


Independence between normal operation I&C and safety I&C.



Implementation of features with regard blockage of control rods.



Diversification of control rods mechanisms.



Hydraulic suspended rods can be investigated as a passive shutdown device in case of Unprotected Loss Of Flow
transients. Another possibility is to implement Curie-Point Electro-Magnet outside the core, just below the Upper
Core Structure. In this case, balance has to be made between the diversity of control rods and the capability of
CPEM to shut down the reactor in ULOF situations.



Additional prevention means (decrease of occurrence frequency of initiating events or implementation of additional
mitigating devices) are needed with regard to slow Unprotected Transient Over Power..



Concerning sub-assembly faults, enhanced prevention of the blockage has to be implemented.

The efficiency of the active and passive shutdown means has to be checked by means of transient studies. Several studies
are performed in ESFR-SMART, in particular in WP1.3 about the unprotected transients.

5.2

Decay heat removal

Three decay heat removal systems are provided. In accordance with OPT application, each DHRS has to prevent by itself
core melting accident (practically eliminated situation in this case). Regarding the global prevention of this accident, two
strong and one medium lines of defence have to be provided.
Studies performed in Task 1.1.3 have allowed to preliminary assess the performances of DHRS. The outcomes are as
follows:


DHRS1 (direct passive decay heat removal through intermediate heat exchangers and sodium/air cooling by
chimneys) is efficient and could be considered as a strong Line Of Defence.



DHRS2 (passive decay heat removal by means of secondary sodium loops and then, air cooling of sodium
contained in the steam generators): the efficiency of the system has to be improved. Air circulation by chimney
(natural circulation) is investigated. This would allow to consider this system as the second strong LOD. Thermal
pumps are necessary with regard to risk of secondary stratification in the sodium loops.



DHRS3 (decay heat removal by means a circuit implemented outside the reactor vessel): the efficiency of the
system is not sufficient at the current stage of studies. Forced convection is needed in the cooling circuits and
in the primary circuit. Emergency supply has to be implemented.

At the current stage of studies, the objective is to use DHRS1, DHRS2, DHRS3 for decay heat removal in case of core
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melting accident. The selection of the system(s) has not been determined: they shall resist mechanical energy relase and
provide sufficient performances.
The application of OPT and LOD methods provides the following requirements:












With regard to one or several secondary loops spurious draining likely to degrade DHRS efficiency:


High prevention of several secondary loops draining (adequate procedures)



Design of DHRS-1 to maintain its performances in case of secondary loops draining



In case of spurious draining of one secondary sodium loop (considered as a DBC2), DHRS-1 and DHRS-2
should meet DBC4 limits without one secondary loop and with consideration of one single failure.

With regard to primary pumps failure likely to degrade DHRS efficiency:


High prevention of primary pumps failure



In case of loss primary forced circulation (due to the primary pumps failure or Station Black-Out, both
considered as a DBC4), DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 should prevent core melting accident with natural convection in
the cooling loops and without the consideration of one single failure.



In case of a loss of offsite power (considered as a DBC2), DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 should meet DBC4 limits with
natural convection in the cooling loops and with consideration of one single failure (if primary pumps are
emergency supplied, primary forced convection is considered).

With regard an IHX tube failure likely to degrade DHRS efficiency (medium term draining of the affected secondary
sodium loop):


Prevention of IHX tube failure (DBC2 or DBC3)



DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 should be designed to meet DBC4 limits without the degraded loop and with
consideration of a single failure for both of them (case of DBC2 IHX leak)



DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 could be designed to meet DBC4 limits without the degraded loop and without a single
failure (case of DBC3 IHX leak)

In general internal and external hazards (e.g. fire, earthquakes, flooding) need to be considered with particular
attention due to the potential of cause common cause failure conditions, e.g.:


Risk of damage by aircraft crash of both DHRS1 and DHRS2 chimneys has to be addressed.



Very high prevention of hazards in the above roof area, likely to damage equipment used for DHRS, DHRS2
and DHRS-3 (e.g. I&C), has to be provided.

Reactor vessel leakage likely to degrade DHRS efficiency


Prevention of the reactor vessel leakage (adequate quality, surveillance of the reactor vessel)



Implementation of the reactor pit liner and the reactor pit with the capability to provide a sufficient primary
sodium level and to withstand primary sodium loadings

The transfer of decay heat from the core to the DHRS is performed by primary sodium natural circulation when
forced circulation is no more ensured. Particular attention has to be paid to the transition between the forced
circulation and the natural circulation. The hydraulic path shall always remain available.
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5.3

Confinement function

Task 1.1.3 has provided very few information with regard to the third confinement barrier implementation, so the
assessment of related design options is limited.
Nevertheless, the OPT application has allowed to provide a significant list of safety requirements related to the
confinement barriers.
The design effort concerns the second confinement barrier leaktightness in order to decrease the requirements on the third
confinement barrier, and so to limit the plant cost. A reactor containment structure is nevertheless needed, since it will be
difficult to demonstrate the leaktightness of the primary boundary in particular in case of core melting accident and to limit
the confinement by-pass. The source terms located inside the reactor building other than core one have also to be
considered as well as accidents other than core melting accidents, likely to lead to radiological releases.
Another objective to limit the cost is to avoid the implementation of a polar table on the above roof area. This polar table
allows to limit the loadings on the reactor building. Without a polar table implementation, the following safety issues have to
be addressed:


Characterization of the primary sodium released in the above roof area (amount, speed…) and the consequences
of the induced fire on the reactor building in case of core melting accident..



Prevention/consideration load drops on the equipment on the reactor roof in particular in case of external hazards.



Management of primary and secondary sodium leaks in the above roof area: consequences on the reactor roof
and on the reactor building (thermal-hydraulic and pressure transients assessment, impact on the concrete walls
and on the leaktightness in particular in case of primary sodium purification pipe leak in the above roof area)

The discharge of the safety valves implemented on the cover gas and inter-vessel gas circuits has to be directed into the
reactor building. If the objective is to reduce the leaktightness requirements of the reactor building, the discharge of the
safety valves should be directed in a retention room located into the reactor building.
Besides, the knowledge on the radionuclide retention in the primary sodium, transport into the primary boundary and the
reactor building has to be improved (in particular, concerning sodium derived aerosols, volatile products). This will allow to
reduce the uncertainties and could impact on the design of the third confinement barrier.
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Appendix A. Reactivity control function implementation (CEA input)
A.1 Reactivity control function: safety design options implementation
A.1.1

ESFR-SMART design features related to the reactivity control function

In the ESFR-SMART design, further improvements compared to the previous CP-ESFR design are considered for the
reactivity control function. The devices related to this safety function are designed in order to ensure an enhanced
diversification level and a more effective implementation in case of accidental transient. In particular, in order to be in
adequacy with the safety requirements (preliminary listed in section A.1.3), the following design features are implemented
in the plant design for core damage prevention reasons. These are:


The implementation of two automatic shutdown systems (24 Control and Shutdown Devices & 12 Diverse
Shutdown Devices) with a high level of diversification. Two separate and diverse I&C systems are also foreseen,
each one triggering the protection systems of one control rod group (each group gathers 12 CSD & 6 DSD). These
active control rods are responding to usual safety criteria (cf. section Safety objectives & preliminary safety criteria),
especially for diversification and single failure criteria, with two different types of control rods. The diversity should
also include the monitored parameters,



The provision of passive negative-reactivity insertion devices (12 DSD equipped with Curie Points ElectroMagnets (CPEM), and if necessary some hydraulic rods) in addition to the automatic shutdown systems. The
number of hydraulic rods should be deduced from accidental transient simulations. Each of these passive
shutdown devices should stop the reactor if a given threshold on a physical parameter is reached (temperature
and/or flowrate) in case of an unprotected transient (reactor automatic shutdown failure), and they initiate the
reactor shutdown without any I&C order or electrical supply,



The prevention of the core meltdown by valuing the core favourable natural behaviour (negative feed-back
effects, low void effect core design, e.g. CFV-like core) in case of the reactor automatic actuation failure up to
passive shutdown implementation if needed.

Design measures against core damage consequences from unprotected transients are also implemented. In case of core
meltdown, the ESFR-SMART plant design is better adapted to the mitigation function than the CP-ESFR one:


The low void worth core (e.g. CFV-like core) significantly reduces the mechanical energy that may be released in
case of core melting accident,



An in-vessel core catcher is provided at the bottom of the vessel, dimensioned for the whole fissile core
meltdown. The re-criticality is made impossible by geometry (spreading of the corium on the core catcher). It is also
avoided by using dedicated material (such as hafnium-type neutron poisons) inside the core catcher,



Transfer tubes located inside the core are intended to channel the molten fuel to core catcher in order to limit the
possibility of recriticality of corium inside the core. Their adequate number and position should be deduced from
core melting accident studies.

Finally, in addition to these main design features, some other investigated improvements are foreseen in order to facilitate
the reactivity control during normal operation:


Some pads located on the subassemblies hexagonal cans prevent any significant core compaction when the plant
is in operation (they come into contact in normal operation when the core power rises).



Ultrasonic measurements at the core periphery would make possible to monitor its global geometry during
operations.

This project has received funding from the Euratom research and training
programme 2014-2018 under the grant agreement n°754501
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A.1.2

Safety objectives

One of the three safety functions to fulfil in the safety demonstration for a nuclear system is the chain reaction control,
directly linked to the reactivity control. Thus, the core and the dedicated devices in a nuclear reactor should be specifically
designed in order to guarantee this objective. In particular, it is mandatory to:


Ensure a sufficient sub-criticality margin for shutdown states, in any situation (fuel handling, maintenance), in any
circumstances (fuel handling failure, earthquake…),



Control the reactivity during the plant start-up, the divergence steps and when criticality is reached,



Control the power evolutions related to normal reactivity variations during normal operation, and ensure the reactor
stability through favorable inherent safety characteristics (e.g. a negative power and temperature coefficients),



Make possible the reactor shutdown (within an allowable time) in case of normal, incidental or accidental situation,



Guarantee the return to a coolable sub-critical state in the long term for the core-degraded situations.

These objectives are more specifically detailed in the tables below, which are respectively dealing with the cold shutdown
state, the reactor start-up and the power operation states. However, the OPT tables associated to this document are only
dealing with normal operation states. Further developments will be required to extend this OPT approach to all the
situations (cold and hot shutdown stats, fuel and component handling, etc.).
Table 1: Safety objectives for the cold shutdown state

Objectives for the cold shutdown state

Criteria
Maintain the reactor in the cold shutdown state

Control the reactivity during cold shutdown states

Maintain the reactor in the cold shutdown state even
for control rods handling situations
Maintain the reactor in the cold shutdown state in
case of inadvertent replacement of a control rod (or
hydraulic device) by a fuel subassembly

Control the reactivity during fuel handling
Maintain the reactor in the cold shutdown state in
case of inadvertent unloading of 2 control rods (or
hydraulic devices) successively
Control the reactivity during handling in case of
external aggression
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Table 2: Safety objective for the reactor start-up

Objective for the start-up steps
Enable a safe approach to criticality and a safe
reactor divergence

Criteria
Maintain the reactor in the cold shutdown state when
the CSD and DSD devices are fully inserted in the
core and the hydraulic rods (if implemented in the
core design) are fully withdrawn

Table 3: Safety objective for the power operation states

Objectives for the power operation states

Criteria

Enable the reactor shutdown during power operation

During normal operation, being able to reduce the
core power from 100 % to less than 10 % of nominal
power in less than 1 s
Bring the reactor to the cold shutdown state by using
either the CSD & DSD devices and by considering
the single failure criterion (typically one control rod
blocked)

Control the reactivity during power operation

Bring the reactor in a neutronic hot shutdown state
(450°C) by considering the failure of a control rod
group1 associated to one specific I&C and a single
failure criterion on the other group
Bring the reactor in a neutronic hot shutdown state
(450°C) by considering the failure of a control rod
system1 (CSD or DSD) and the single failure
criterion on the other system

In addition to these safety objectives, an adequate prevention of the core melting in any situation has to be provided. The
use of the Line Of Defence (LOD) method consists in implementing the safety provisions (number, redundancy, quality)
necessary to prevent adequately the core melting in consistency with initiating event occurrence frequency. A prevention
equivalent to two strong lines and one medium line of defence has to be provided by the designer.

A.1.3

Safety Requirements

A preliminary list of safety requirements dealing with the reactivity control is proposed hereafter.
A control rod group gathers the rods related to the same I&C triggering system whereas a control rod system gathers the same design
rods (one system is CSD and the other is DSD).
1
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Safety requirements dealing with the automatic shutdown systems
1. The shutdown must be ensured by at least two diverse and physically separated systems.
2. Each shutdown system shall be able to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown state for
every AOO and DBA without exceeding fuel and barriers limits.
3. Each shutdown system consisting in control rods shall be designed to have sufficient reactivity worth
applying the single failure criteria, meaning even if one of the control rod with the maximum reactivity
worth is not counted.
4. For each shutdown system, control rod insertion shall be ensured even in case of deformation of core
components due to irradiation or design basis accidents.
5. For at least one of the two systems, control rod insertion shall be ensured even in case of mechanical
misalignment with the UCS (Upper Core Structure).
6. Shutdown systems shall be designed to have physical separation and diversity to the extent practicable to
prevent common cause failures: different structures/mechanisms for rod insertion, different designs for the
control rods and their guide tubes, physical separation of electric distribution boards and cables,
independence of instrumentation and control systems.
7. Detection parameters for the reactor shutdown systems shall be diverse to the extent practicable.
8. Each shutdown system shall be designed according to a single failure criterion that applies to components
of actuation mechanisms, detectors and signal processing systems.
9. Each shutdown system shall be designed to be fail-safe.



Safety requirements dealing with the inherent core behavior
10. The reactor core shall be designed to have favorable inherent safety characteristics, e.g. a negative power
and temperature coefficients.
11. To the extent practicable, inherent reactivity reduction shall be based on the neutronic feedback effects to
reduce the core power at elevated temperatures in balance with available heat rejection capacities during
an ATWS (Anticipated Transient Without Scram).
12. The global void worth shall be sufficiently low (near zero or slightly negative). It shall also allow a good
core behavior even in case of unprotected transients (unprotected loss of flow, loss of heat sink…). In
particular, it shall be guaranteed that no energetic power excursion occurs in case of sodium boiling. In
addition to the global value which shall be slightly negative, a relevant criterion based on the spatial
distribution of the sodium voiding effect (and possibly to its comparison with the Doppler effect one) shall
be investigated.
13. In case of core meting accident, the mechanical energy released shall be significantly lowered due to the
low void worth.



Safety requirements dealing with the complementary passive shutdown systems
14. If needed, complementary passive reactivity reduction mechanisms shall be designed to provide sufficient
negative reactivity within an allowable time and to be activated and operated in direct response to natural
phenomena, without any active signals or power source.
15. These passive reactivity reduction mechanisms shall not be affected by any failure of the active systems.
16. Implementation of such devices shall not affect the efficiency of the automatic shutdown systems.
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Safety requirement dealing with the mitigation of core damage
17. Core design parameters, such as core height, shall be properly chosen to obtain effective negative
feedback due to failed fuel dispersion.
18. The design of a molten fuel discharge path shall prevent blockage due to freezing of molten relocated
cladding and/or fuel, be accessible prior to formation of large amounts of molten fuel, and have enough
capacity for timely discharge of molten fuel.
19. If considered in the plant design, the core catcher volume shall be dimensioned to the extent practicable
for the whole core meltdown (including fissile and fertile fuel, cladding and hexcan steels, etc.). The recriticality shall be avoided. This could be done by fissile material spreading and/or by using dedicated
material (such as hafnium-type neutron poisons) inside the core catcher and by geometrical
considerations. The sub-criticality shall be maintained in case of extreme natural hazard.

This is a preliminary list that will be completed at further design steps, especially regarding normal operation requirements,
control rods worth requirements, fuel handling requirements and core melting accident mitigation requirements.

A.2 Reactivity control: OPT implementation and safety design options
assessment
A.2.1

Development of OPT

For the reactivity control function, the defence-in-depth objectives are, for each level:






Level 1: Prevention of abnormal operation and failures which should need the reactor shutdown,
Level 2: Prevention of the core melting accident, once abnormal operation or failures, which should need reactor
shutdown, have occurred,
Level 3a: Prevention of the core melting accident, once one of the automatic reactor shutdown systems has failed,
Level 3b: Prevention of the core melting accident, once all the automatic reactor systems have failed,
Level 4: Mitigation of the core melting accident, after the passive systems/behavior failure.

To be in adequacy with these objectives, the following equipment are associated with each DiD level:







Level 1: components used during normal operation when reactor is not shut down. In particular, it involves the CSD
and DSD rods that are used for burn-up reactivity compensation. As the description of the design of ESFR-SMART
does not yet include an exhaustive list of the systems (sensors, I&C…) that may be involved in such regulations,
the complete equipment list of Level 1 will be detailed at further design steps,
Level 2: the two automatic shutdown systems (CSD and DSD),
Level 3a: one of the two automatic shutdown systems (CSD or DSD) or one of the control rod groups (common
cause failure on I&C),
Level 3b: passive shutdown systems (CPEM, possibly associated with hydraulic rods),
Level 4: mitigation devices (core catcher and transfer tubes).
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The OPT method consists in implementing for each DiD level the required lines of protection (LOP), e.g. the provisions
ensuring the robustness of the reactivity control regarding each level objective. The LOP implementation strategy is mostly
based on:







Level 1: Monitoring, alarm devices, adequate formations for operators, stable reactor operation, adequate design
and manufacturing, etc.
Level 2: Qualification & validation for the automatic shutdown systems, start-up tests, preventive maintenance, etc.
Level 3a: Diversification for the automatic shutdown systems, different structures/mechanisms for rod insertion,
different designs for the control rods and their guide tubes, physical separation of electric distribution boards and
cables, electrical independence of instrumentation, etc.
Level 3b: Qualification & validation for the passive shutdown systems, large safety margins, adequate transient
studies, adequate core conception (regarding neutronic feedback values), etc.
Level 4: Validated severe accident studies, experimental qualification for the mitigation devices, adequate core
catcher design and materials, etc.

Excel tables and corresponding diagrams have been developed. They are provided in Appendix I.

A.2.2

Analysis and recommendations for the design and future R&D

Table 4 synthesizes the main equipment used at each level of DiD.
Table 4: Equipment associated to the DiD levels in ESFR-SMART
DiD Level

1

2

3a

3b

4

Components used during normal
operation
CSD

Dedicated
I&C

DSD

Dedicated
I&C

CPEM
Hydraulic rods
Core natural behavior
Corium discharge tubes
Core Catcher
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Recommendation about the DSD devices
It comes out that some devices are used at several DiD levels. For instance, the CSD and DSD are used for normal
operation (regulation, normal shutdown and burn-up compensation), but also at level 2 and 3a. Moreover, the DSD are
equipped with CPEM, which are also used at level 3b. Thus:
 It is necessary to separate normal operation I&C and safety I&C used to trigger the scram in level 2 & 3a,
 It is necessary to design the DSD systems with an important margin to mechanical blockage in order to ensure
the reactor shutdown at level 2 and 3a with regard to mechanical blockage. CPEM can work at level 3b with
regard to I&C failures,
 It is necessary to diversify also the electromagnets ensuring shutdown function. CSD-EM are implemented in the
upper part of the reactor in gas atmosphere, while DSD-EM are implemented in sodium at the core outlet.
Recommendation about passive shutdown systems
Depending on the core natural behavior (that still has to be investigated), passive shutdown systems may be needed for
unprotected transients.
 For the ULOHS, Curie Point Electro-Magnet is suitable, especially if the CPEM is located close to the core outlet,
in the control rods used for the reactivity cycle compensation.
 For the ULOF, CPEM may not be able to shut down the reactor before the sodium boiling. The sodium
temperature indeed increases faster in the fissile subassembly than in the DSD where are located CPEM. In this
case, hydraulic suspended rods may be more suitable for the ULOF case. Another design solution is to put the
CPEM outside the core, just below the Upper Core Structure (UCS) to have a better response time in case of
ULOF. The drawback of this solution is that we have less diversification between CSD and DSD in case of
mechanical disarrangement between the core and the UCS. To sum up, balance has to be made between the
diversity of control rods and the capability of CPEM to shut down the reactor in ULOF situations.

A.2.3

Feedback on the OPT use

The OPT approach aims at:


Ensuring that LOP are implemented at each level (2, 3a, 3b),



Assessing the independence between the LOP of each level (absence of common cause failure) by identification of
the mechanisms likely to lead to each LOP failure.

As presented in the previous sections, these objectives were successfully achieved for the reactivity control function in the
ESFR-SMART reactor. It also enabled to draw recommendations about DSD devices and passive shutdown systems, and
more generally about the independence between the LOP of each DiD level.
However, the OPT analysis is not fully relevant to conclude about the general acceptability of a safety approach. A
complete safety analysis remains necessary to guarantee that for every sequence, i.e. depending on the initiator, the
required safety devices are operational at the right place, at the right time.
In particular, the OPT approach recommends to implement one device for each DiD level to ensure the robustness of the
safety function. This does not suit well the reactivity control case, for which, as mentioned above, some devices are used
for several levels (DSD). It would be preferable to guarantee that some provisions are specifically dedicated at each DiD
level and for each initiator family, as illustrated in Table 5.
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DiD Level

2

3a

LOHS

CSD and DSD

CSD or DSD

LOF

CSD and DSD

CSD or DSD

Slow TOP

SIRIB2, CSD and
DSD

CSD or DSD

3b
Core natural
behavior and/or
CPEM
Core natural
behavior and/or
CPEM or hydraulic
rods

4
Mitigation devices

Mitigation devices

Fast TOP

SAF3

CSD or DSD

Mitigation devices

Table 5: Equipment dedicated to each initiator family for each DiD levels

This complementary approach based on initiating events enables to:







Highlight that no safety device is dedicated for fast TOP: the CSD and DSD cannot limit the consequences of
these transients. Thus, the demonstration that these situations are practically eliminated is crucial. Prevention
means should be implemented, cf. section 3.2.1 (Recommendation about Practically Eliminated Situations).
Highlight that the prevention of the SAF has to be defined through adequate LOP2 and LOP3a. For instance, this
prevention strategy may be based on thermocouples located under the Upper Core Structure (UCS) or on
delayed neutron detectors.
Concerning the I&C protection system, remind that each initiator should be detected by at least two different
means in level 2 and 3a,
Highlight that there is no need to identify a dedicated device to a dedicated level of DiD. Indeed, a device that is
used at one level for one initiator may be used at another level for another initiator. That cannot appear clearly in
an OPT. Moreover, focusing on implementing one device for each DiD level may eventually impact safety
because of the resulting complexity diversification requirements, diverse manufacturers, etc.) of the safety
approach.

French acronym for « Système d’Inhibition de Remontée Intempestive de Barres », meaning Control Rod Withdrawal Inhibition
System.
3 SubAssembly Fault
2
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Recommendation about Practically Eliminated Situations
Following the OPT approach, some mechanisms are still not mitigated at level 4 (even at previous levels 2, 3a and 3b).
These are:


significant core compaction,



sudden core-support plate deterioration or collapse,



significant gas amount passing through the core.

Indeed, there are no safety devices dedicated to overpower transient for these DiD levels. These situations are an
exception to the DiD principles as no provisions are foreseen to ensure the safety function in such transient cases
including level 4. They shall be Practically Eliminated Situations (PES).
Practical elimination is an approach which, in first, identifies the severe accident situations that would not be manageable
under economically reasonable conditions. As these situations are an exception to the complete implementation of the DiD
principle, there should be only a limited number of PES, and these PES should be made extremely unlikely with a high
level of confidence. The objective of the approach is to:


make the situation physically impossible, for instance through appropriate design,

define an adequate set of independent and sufficiently reliable operating, organizational or design provisions for the
prevention of the PES, if the physically impossibility demonstration cannot be reached.

Some situations such as small and medium bubbles could thus be managed. However, other situations such as large
bubble passage should be addressed by other approaches
A solution may be to add some probabilistic insights for the specific PES cases. This method would enable to
implement some preventive measures dedicated to this initiator. For the gas passage example, instead of
considering a significant gas amount passing through the core from level 2 to level 4, it would consist of
considering:





Small gas bubbles at level 2,



Medium gas bubbles at level 3,



Large gas bubbles and significant gas passage at level 4.

Following this method, the small and medium gas bubbles, which are more likely to occur than the large gas
bubble, would be protected while the large bubble would still be unprotected. However, the lines of protection
dedicated to the small and medium bubbles would participate to the prevention of the large one in the frame of the
practical elimination approach.
 Another approach based on prevention provisions can be proposed for the large bubbles likely to lead to
unacceptable consequences. For this initiator, mitigation provisions cannot be implemented, but prevention
provisions can be provided and allocated to levels 1, 2, 3a and 3b instead of mitigating provisions. As three
independent LOD are needed for practical elimination demonstration (see guidelines list), the following can be
proposed:


Prevention of large bubble introduction or formation into the primary circuit,



Large bubble fragmentation into the primary pumps in addition to a gas release to the cover gas,



Adequate repartition of the bubble in the diagrid and at the core inlet to cross the core without leading to
inacceptable reactivity effects.
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Appendix B. Decay Heat Removal function implementation (JRC input)
B.1 Decay Heat Removal function: safety design options implementation
B.1.1

ESFR-SMART design features related to the Decay Heat Removal function

The ESFR-SMART design presents a completely new approach to assure the decay heat removal function compared to
the previous CP-ESFR design eliminating the use of dedicated DHR systems directly immersed in the hot or cold pool of
the reactor vessel (see[6]). As safety principle, the total loss of the core decay heat removal function is a situation to be
practically eliminated. In this respect, a set of redundant safety systems, diversified by design, operation mode (active and
passive), heat transfer modes and the heat sinks (air and water), and physically separated have been identified. These
are:


The DHRS-1, consisting of cooling circuits by sodium/air heat exchangers connected to each of the six IHXs
secondary sodium. The DHRS-1 loop operates in parallel to the secondary loop using the hot secondary sodium
extracted from the IHX as the working medium. The heat is rejected to the environment using sodium/air heat
exchanger located at the bottom of the air stack the largest part of which is located outside of the reactor building.
The cold secondary sodium comes back to the IHX cold sodium entry. Such a scheme promotes cooling of the
primary sodium in the IHX and therefore enhances the primary sodium natural convection through the core and
IHX.



The DHRS-2, making use of the steam generator modules to promote the cooling of SG casings by convection of
atmospheric air. Even in case of loss of feed water in the steam generators and loss of electricity supply for the
secondary pumps, the measures taken on the secondary loops should be able to assure an efficient decay heat
removal by active or passive ways.



The DHRS-3 or DHRS-Pit, consisting of two independent active cooling systems:


a first circuit with oil, installed in the gap between the insulation and the reactor vessel or inside the insulation
(to be decided based on the thermal calculations). The oil system will be in direct view of the main vessel.
With the suppression of the security vessel, this circuit should be very efficient during normal operation of the
plant. The oil under forced convection can remove the heat transferred by radiation from the reactor vessel at
high temperature.



a second circuit with water inside the mixed concrete/metallic structure is added to be sure to maintain this
structure under 70°C, even in mitigation case with a loss of the oil circuit.

In addition to these main DHR systems, further improvements are considered to enhance the decay heat removal function:


a primary pool and secondary loop design enabling an easy establishment of natural convection will be adopted;



the use of passive electromagnetic pumps (thermal pumps) for the secondary sodium loop and the DHRS-1 using
permanent magnets and thermoelectricity provided by the difference in temperatures. They need no external
electricity supply and provide a flow rate also in nominal conditions able to passively assure some flow rate or
increased possibilities of operation in natural convection regime.

In normal operation, decay heat removal is ensured by means of primary pumps, secondary sodium loops and a tertiary
system.
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Figure 1 : ESFR-SMART DHR systems (1) DHRS-1, (2) DHRS-2, (3) DHRS-3

B.1.2

Safety objectives

According to the ESFR-SMART top level guidelines (section 3.2), the complete failure of decay heat removal function has
to be practically eliminated since consequences are unacceptable and cannot be mitigated by adequate provisions. Given
that considerations of physical impossibility for this to occur cannot be applied for this case, an adequate prevention of the
situation corresponding to complete failure of decay heat removal function has to be provided so that the event itself must
be extremely unlikely with high level of confidence. The top level guidelines require three independent Lines Of Defence for
practical elimination demonstration. In accordance with SFR licensing feedback, two strong Lines Of Defence and one
medium Line Of Defence are requested for the prevention of this particular situation for ESFR-SMART design studies (see
Line Of Defence method in Appendix G).
The challenges related to the achievement of the decay heat removal function, considered at the current stage of studies,
are:
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1) Decrease of primary sodium level;
2) Degradation of primary sodium circulation;
3) Degradation of implementation of decay heat removal systems (either used during normal operation or used in
accident conditions), with consideration of the cold shutdown state, the reactor start-up and the power operation
states.

B.1.3

Safety requirements for designing decay heat removal systems

In line with the work of the GIF SFR SDC TF, the following design criteria are identified for the design of the decay heat
removal systems used in AOO and DBC [B-1]4:


In AOOs and DBAs, a dedicated set of Decay Heat Removal Systems (DHRS) shall be able to cool the reactor
core immediately after reactor shutdown and for as long as needed time. Several DHRS could be necessary to
meet AOO criteria. Combination with loss of off-site power and single failure of components is considered for the
deterministic safety analysis. The possibility to have a safety DHRS used to remove decay heat in normal
operation during shutdown shall be addressed if this option is selected for the design. The possible unavailability
due to maintenance or periodic tests shall be considered.



The system configuration and heat removal capacity of DHRSs, as well as transient characteristics, such as flow
coastdown of the primary pumps, shall be set not to exceed design limits of AOOs and DBAs, assuming a single
failure.



The actuation system of the DHRS shall be considered if passive or active with its associated failure modes
(redundancy, separation of I&C).



Provisions to prevent freezing of the sodium coolant to avoid blockage of coolant circulation shall be provided



Detection and mitigation measures against postulated decay heat fluid leaks shall be provided.



Adequate physical separation and qualification with regard to hazards shall be implemented.

In DEC-A, means for decay heat transfer shall be provided with the conditions listed below:


The heat removal capacity of decay heat removal measures for DEC-As shall be set so that the reactor systems
do not exceed the design limits for DEC-As.



Additional capacities of heat removal, and operation with natural as well as forced circulation, shall be considered
if needed.



For each initiating event, the measures shall be independent to the extent practicable from those used for AOOs
and DBAs and which have failed (generally for SFR, several DHRS are provided for AOO and DBA mitigation and
the combination with the failure of one or two of them corresponds to DEC-A). Table 9 in Appendix G provides the
limits which have to be met by the remaining LODs to be met by the sequences corresponding to the successive
failures of DHRS.

Start-up and operation procedures shall be established in line with diagnostic processes, even under severe environmental
conditions, such as after failure of DBA provisions.

4

The cooling of the reactor core shall be possible, even under extreme external hazards such as earthquakes,

Criteria provided for DHRS performances are also provided in Appendix D.
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flooding, tsunami and missiles likely to lead to a common cause failure and their consequences, such as longterm loss of all AC power supplies.


Passive mechanisms shall be used to the extent practicable.



Accident management provisions shall be made so that recovery operations can be performed in case of failure of
the DBA provisions. Application of mobile power sources and manual operations in case of loss of power are
examples of extensions of such capabilities.

Prevention of coolant freezing


In order to prevent sodium (or other types of coolant such as NaK) freezing in DHRSs, design measures, such
as keeping a minimum flow rate, providing an electric heater, or hot gas blow heating, shall be provided. To
prevent freezing in the air coolers, design measures shall be provided, e.g. keeping forced circulation in the
sodium circuits and independent control of subsystems for prevention of common cause failures due to
malfunction of the air flow regulators and blowers.

Natural circulation capability


In order to enhance the reliability of the decay heat removal function and to maintain the function under long-term
loss of all AC power, natural circulation capability should be properly incorporated into the whole decay heat
removal system.



The reactor cooling system shall be designed to have an adequate height difference between core and heat
exchangers, and an adequate pressure drop for enhancing natural circulation capabilities of the coolant.



Use of active devices, as well as instrumentation and control, should be limited, and shall have sufficient grace
time in both automatic and manual operation modes.

Enhancement of the reliability of the decay heat removal function
In order to avoid a common cause failure in case of DEC-A, independence, that is diversity and physical separation of the
decay heat removal measures shall be adequately assured for both AOOs/DBAs and DEC-A.
Examples of potential common cause failures are earthquakes, aircraft crashes, flooding, sodium freezing in air coolers,
sodium fires on the reactor roof, and loss of all AC power.
Diversity in system configurations, components, working fluids (sodium, gas), operational principles (forced circulation and
natural circulation), and physical separations, shall be adequately introduced.
Core melting accident heat removal
In DEC-B , means for decay heat transfer shall be provided with the conditions listed below:


Measures shall be provided to retain degraded core materials in the vessel to facilitate heat removal during core
melting accident.



Measures shall be provided to establish a stable cooling condition of a degraded core with due consideration of
the coolability of the remaining fuel inside the core region and any relocated molten core materials.



The retention structure shall resist the thermal load from a degraded core, as well as mechanical loads, including
any loads from Fuel-Coolant Interactions (FCI)..



A coolant flow path and heat sink shall be available for cooling of degraded core materials.
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Natural circulation capability shall be incorporated.



Structures and components that form the flow paths shall maintain their functions against adverse effects, such
as mechanical loads from core melting accident mechanical energy release and Fuel Coolant Interaction and
blockage by dispersed fuel debris.



For In-Vessel Retention (IVR), the reactor structure shall facilitate molten fuel dispersion and solidification in the
presence of adequate heat removal capability to prevent or mitigate erosion of any structure intended to retain the
degraded core materials caused by molten fuel.



Depending on the characteristics of the degraded core materials, preventive measures against erosion, such as
installing protective layers on core retention structures, should be considered.



Additional capacities of heat removal, and operation with natural as well as forced circulation, shall be considered
if needed.



The cooling of the reactor core shall be possible, with an adequate combination of systems used in DBA and
DEC-A, since DEC-B results from unprotected transients, even under extreme external hazards such as
earthquakes, flooding, tsunami and missiles likely to lead to a common cause failure and their consequences,
such as long-term loss of all AC power supplies.



Adequate diversity (e.g. configuration and operational mode) and physical separation of control systems (in
particular I&C) shall be implemented with regard to AOO, DBA and DEC-A ones.



Start-up and operation procedures shall be established in line with diagnostic processes, even under severe
environmental conditions, such as after failure of DBA and DEC-A provisions.



Passive mechanisms shall be used to the extent practicable.



Accident management provisions shall be made so that recovery operations can be performed. Application of
mobile power sources and manual operations in case of loss of power are examples of extensions of such
capabilities.

B.1.4

Safety requirements related to the primary coolant leak accidents (e.g., allowable primary
sodium level decrease and related organization of the reactor pit)

An innovative design feature in ESFR-SMART replacing the safety vessel and comprising a Reactor Pit Liner (RPL) is
installed to enclose the Reactor Vessel (RV) so that a sufficient sodium level can be maintained in the RV following a
sodium leak.


A minimum primary sodium level shall be maintained above the core, in particular to allow the heat transfer by
coolant circulation to DHR systems. The situation with a too low sodium level prevents the decay heat removal
function, the failure of which has to be practically eliminated. In ESFR-SMART guidelines, it is indicated that three
independent prevention provisions have to be implemented.



Reactor Vessel (RV) and Reactor Pit Liner (RPL) shall be designed, manufactured, installed, maintained and
inspected to have the highest level of reliability in order to prevent double leakage from RV and RPL.



In case of RV leak, the RPL collects the primary sodium for a long term storage. The double leakage from
RV and RPL has to be studied with regard to cliff edge effect. Design provisions have to be investigated in
order to guarantee a minimum sodium level needed for decay heat removal, e.g. limitation of the free
volume in the Reactor Pit (RP), to mitigate sodium chemical reaction inside the RP and to provide thermal
insulation of the RP.



The gap volume between the RV and the RPL shall be limited, so that the sodium surface level inside the RV
should, during a safe shutdown state, always be above the design limit level for sodium circulation (i.e.
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emergency sodium level) covered.


RPL and auxiliary pipes shall be designed so as to maintain the sodium surface of the primary coolant system at
a level necessary for decay heat removal in the case of a sodium leak accident in the primary coolant system.



Provisions shall be made to reduce the amount of sodium that leaks from the primary coolant system in case of a
failure of the reactor coolant boundary (risk of siphoning).

Prevention of RPL failure being subordinated to RV failure:


The RPL shall withstand thermal loads due to a sodium leak from the RV.



The RPL shall withstand mechanical loads from all possible causes (including extreme natural hazards), such as
earthquakes, while retaining leaked sodium for a long time.



The RPL shall withstand any interference with a failed RV (even considering thermal expansion, vibration, etc.).

Prevention of RP failure being subordinated to RV and RPL failures


The RP insulation shall withstand thermal loads due to a sodium leak following the RV and RPL failures.



The RP shall withstand mechanical loads from all possible causes, such as earthquakes, while retaining leaked
sodium for a long time.



The RP shall withstand any interference with a failed RPL (e.g. thermal expansion, etc.)

Prevention of common cause failure between RV, RPL and RP:


The design shall separate the support structures of the RV and RPL to the extent practicable, or prevent failures of
common parts of the support structures.



The design shall prevent common cause defects in manufacturing.



The design shall ensure sufficient margins against internal/external hazards, including earthquakes.

B.2 Decay Heat Removal function: OPT implementation and safety design
options assessment
B.2.1

Development of OPT

The Objective Provision Tree method has been applied to the core heat removal function according to the guidelines
described in section 4.3.3 with the main expected outcome to have a preliminary assessment of the independence of the
Defence-in-Depth levels, by means of the adequacy of equipment with regard to common cause failures.
It was anticipated that the preliminary stage of the ESFR-SMART design concept does not allow to identify an exhaustive
list of postulated initiating events and systems failures to have a clear representation of the safety architecture and
associated lines of protections associated per initiating event and per level of Defence-in-Depth.
In addition, the performances of Decay Heat Removal Systems identified in the ESFR-SMART design (DHRS-1, DHRS-2
and DHRS-3) are studied in other Tasks of the project.
According to the guidelines of Section 4.4.3, the challenges related to the achievement of the core heat removal (decay
heat removal when the reactor is shut down) fundamental safety function considered are:
1) Decrease of primary sodium level;
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2) Degradation of primary sodium circulation;
3) Degradation of implementation of decay heat removal system (either used during normal operation or accident
conditions).
In the development of the OPT, it was however considered more complete to address the three challenges across the
Defence-in-Depth levels.
The list of main equipment ensuring the safety function identified for each level of Defence-in-Depth is indicated the
following table5.
DiD Level

Main equipment
Decrease
of
sodium level

primary

Degradation of primary
sodium circulation

Degradation
of
implementation of DHRS

DID Level 1

Reactor Vessel

Forced Circulation

1 secondary loop + 6 SGs

DID Level 2

Reactor Vessel

Forced Circulation

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3

DID Level 3a

Reactor Pit Liner

Natural Circulation

DHRS-1//DHRS-2;
DHRS-2// DHRS-3;
DHRS-3//DHRS-1;

DID Level 3b

Reactor Pit

N/A

DHRS-1;
DHRS-2;
DHRS-3

DID Level 46

Reactor Pit Liner

Natural Circulation

DHRS-1;
DHRS-2;
DHRS-3

Table 6: Main equipment ensuring the safety function for each level of Defence-in-Depth
Excel tables and corresponding diagrams have been developed. They are provided in Appendix J.

B.2.2

Analysis and recommendations for the design and future R&D

A preliminary assessment of the three DHRS concepts proposed by Task1.1.3 was made according to the OPT method [B7]. The application of this method leads to request that each DHRS has to prevent by itself core melting accident (in this
case, practically eliminated situation).
Besides, the LOD approach is considered for the practical elimination demonstration of the complete failure of decay heat
removal function.
The results of preliminary transient studies are used hereafter to assess if the proposed DHRS can be considered as
strong or medium LODs.
With the current design, the first transients studies (performed in the frame of Task 1.1.3) lead to the following outcomes:


DHRS-1 can be considered as a strong LOD (passive), corresponding to category D of IAEA classification for

Since the total loss of decay heat removal is postulated to be practically eliminated Severe Accident plant status (Level 4) is postulated
to be caused by the loss of reactivity function only.
6 DHR main equipment to be tested to supply its function despite the mechanism occuring under severe accident conditions.
5
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passive systems, since it requires I&C and DC power for its actuation.


DHRS-2 can be considered as a strong LOD. DHRS-2 requires forced circulation (using passive thermal pumps)
on sodium side, to avoid risk of thermal stratification. Air circulation can be improved by chimney (natural
circulation) or blowers (electrically supplied).



DHRS-3 with the design proposed by Task1.1.3 at this stage of the project cannot be considered as a LOD, since
transient results show that it is unable to evacuate 100% of the DH before 3 days, but its contribution may help the
PRA demonstration (out of the scope of ESFR-SMART).

The assessment of the three DHRS concepts, in particular made according to the OPT method and LOD method (see
Appendix G), identified a set of recommendations/requirements. The main ones are indicated hereafter:
DHRS-1
a) The use of thermal pumps can indeed enable to remove decay heat in a passive way assisting the natural
circulation of the secondary sodium (in particular, in order to avoid freezing in normal operation);
b) A potential weakness of the ESFR architecture may be identified in the IHX needed for both DHRS-1 and DHRS-2.
In case of IHX tube failure, DHRS-1 without one secondary sodium loop and with consideration of single failure
should be able to meet the DBC4 requirements.
c) The design of DHRS-1 should maintain its performances despite several secondary sodium loops draining.
d) In case of spurious draining of one secondary sodium loop (considered as a DBC2), DHRS1 should meet DBC4
limits without one secondary loop and with consideration of one single failure.
e) In case of loss primary forced circulation (considered as a DBC4), DHRS-1 should prevent core melting accident
with natural convection in the cooling loops and without the consideration of one single failure.
f)

In case of a loss of offsite power (considered as a DBC2), DHRS-1 should meet DBC4 limits with natural
convection in the cooling loops and with consideration of one single failure.

g) Hazards on the reactor roof (e.g.sodium fire or load drop), may cause damage to DHRS-1 (dedicated secondary
sodium loop can be degraded) . A particular attention should be paid to this risk, including the potential associated
I&C failure, since it it is a potential common cause failure for DHRS-1, DHRS-2 and DHRS-3.
h) The use of chimneys for DHRS-1 can also be considered as a weakness with respect to aircraft crash and a
potential common cause failure for both DHRS-1 and DHRS-2.
i)

Adequate attention of the DHRS-1 secondary sodium pipes crossing the reactor roof should be made with respect
to mechanical energy release in case of core melt scenarios.

DHRS-2
a) Thermal pumps implementation for secondary loop is considered as an improvement to cope with potential thermal
stratification in natural convection.
b) As mentioned for DHRS-1, a potential weakness of the ESFR architecture may be identified in the IHX
needed for both DHRS-2 and DHRS-1. In case of IHX tube failure, DHRS-2 without one secondary sodium loop
and with consideration of single failure should be able to meet the DBC4 requirements.
c) Very high prevention of spurious draining of all of the secondary loops used for DHRS-2, should be provided.
d) In case of loss primary forced circulation (considered as a DBC4), DHRS-2 should prevent core melting accident
with natural convection in the cooling loops and without the consideration of one single failure.
e) In case of a loss of offsite power (considered as a DBC2), DHRS-2 should meet DBC4 limits with natural
convection in the cooling loops and with consideration of one single failure.
f)

Hazards on the reactor roof (e.g. sodium fire or load drop) may cause damage to DHRS-2 (secondary sodium loop
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can be degraded) A particular attention should be paid to this risk, including the associated I&C failure, since it is
a potential common cause failure for DHRS-1, DHRS-2 and DHRS-3.
g) The use of chimneys for DHRS-2 can also be considered as a weakness with respect to aircraft crash and a
potential common cause failure for both DHRS-1 and DHRS-2. As in the Japanese design, blowers could be added
for improving the SG efficiency, without the need of chimney.
h) Adequate attention of the DHRS-2 secondary sodium pipes crossing the reactor roof should be made with respect
to mechanical energy release in case of core melt scenarios.
i)

Any potential common cause failure (e.g. large fire or load fall on the roof) that may cause damage to both DHR
systems should be assessed, including I&C failure.

DHRS-3
a) The main issue is to find a design allowing to meet the safety requirements at the beginning of the accident.The
OPT analysis shows that the system could provide a high diversification level with regard to the previous DHR
systems. Concerning the physical separation, it should however be ensured that the DHRS-3 cooling circuits are
not crossing the above-roof area.
b) In case of a loss of offsite power (considered as a DBC2), DHRS-3 should prevent core melting accident with
forced primary convection (using diesels as emergency electrical supply) and without consideration of one single
failure.
c) The interaction of sodium with oil from DHRS3 tubes has to be addressed in case of a leak of the reactor pit liner.
d) The implementation of insulation layer prevents interaction between sodium and concrete.
To ensure the requested primary sodium level, three successive provisions are provided:
-

the reactor vessel: adequate quality of design and manufacturing, surveillance, reparability;

-

the reactor pit liner: adequate design with gap between reactor vessel and reactor pit liner to cope with deformation
due to mechanical energy release and to withstand primary sodium loadings (including core melting accident);

-

and the reactor pit: adequate design of reactor pit against thermo-mechanical transient and potential chemical reaction
(inner layer of inert material)

In general internal and external hazards (e.g. fire, earthquakes, flooding) need to be considered with particular attention
due to the potential of cause common cause failure conditions (although this is beyond the scope of ESFR-SMART
project).
The transfer of decay heat from the core to the DHRS is performed by primary sodium natural circulation when forced
circulation is no more ensured. Particular attention has to be paid to the transition between the forced circulation and the
natural circulation. The hydraulic path shall always remain available.

B.2.3

Feedback on the OPT use

The objective of the OPT is to help designers to ensure that Defence in Depth philosophy is applied in a systematic,
comprehensive and adequate manner from the very beginning of the design process [B-3].
The major strength of the method (and ISAM in general) is in the systematic analysis of the design leading to the
exhaustive (as far as achievable) identification of the mechanisms likely to degrade the safety equipment provided at each
level that then can help in assuring the independence of the DiD levels by means of diversification, physical and functional
separation.
The iterative implementation of this task at different design stages allows the designer to successively elaborate design
details which demonstrate unambiguously the consistency with the DiD principles.
The construction of the HR OPT was based on the guidelines indicated in section 4.3.3 and has as main expected
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outcome the assessment of the independence of the Defence-in-Depth levels, by means of the adequacy of equipment in
regard to common cause failures.
Although the identification and possible elimination of potential common cause failures is a pivotal pre-requisite to assure
the independence of the respective Defence-in-Depth levels, it is only throughout an exhaustive list of postulated initiating
events and systems failures that becomes possible to have a clear representation of the robustness of the safety
architecture with the lines of protections associated per initiating event and per level of Defence-in-Depth.
As concerns the practical construction process, the exercise showed the importance that the people involved in the
exercise have the same understanding of the key elements, terminology used and scope of the assessment.
As indicated in [B-3], it is recommended to start the exercise by the development of an OPT for a given level of defence in
depth and related objective and safety function by each of the working teams. Based on the comparison and mutual
verification of the performed work, a common understanding of the methodology shall be developed which is needed for its
further consistent application.
Based on the mechanisms affecting the main equipment, the nature of the safety feature is either related to the
characteristics of the equipment itself (e.g. diversification, qualification against earthquake), or its protection to maintain its
operability (e.g. armour against load drop, missiles are sodium leaks, surveillance).
Another aspect is the need to have an adequate collection of design, research and safety assessment documentation that
may be needed to develop the OPTs. The development of exhaustive safety architecture requires an extensive knowledge
of the potential risks and of the design in order to identify the possible mechanisms and the potential common cause failure
conditions.
The designers need to have available the general design documentation and any information relevant to the boundary
conditions and reliability performance parameters of design for safety critical equipment.
Along with the graphical development of the OPT, the development of an excel file is found useful to give some unique
numbering for each of the branches and/or elements of the OPTs. However, besides the graphical/Excel representation of
the OPTs, additional documentation remains necessary to explain in more detail each set of safety provisions and when
judging on its adequacy.

B.3 Objectives and scope for the QSR
The IAEA GSR Part 4 [B-2] explicitly advocates the requirement to assess the safety of nuclear installations in two distinct
and complementary areas: “Safety assessment is the systematic process that is carried out throughout the lifetime of the
facility or activity to ensure that all the relevant safety requirements are met by the proposed (or actual) design. Safety
assessment includes, but is not limited to, the formal safety analysis”.
The first area – i.e. the compliance with all the relevant requirements - requires an approach as systematic and
standardized as possible so as to avoid the risk of biased or incomplete assessments. This is the key objective of the
Quality Safety Features Review (QSR) tool which has been developed in the years 2000 and included within the Integrated
Safety Assessment Methodology (ISAM) developed by the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) / Risk and Safety
Working Group (RSWG) [B-3].
Since the Fukushima Dai-ichi accident in 2011 there has been significant enhancements in the requirements to further
improve the safety of nuclear installations and in order to integrate the learnings from the accident. In addition, many
national and international bodies have published new or updated requirements.
In this context, it has been decided to update the ISAM QSR tools in order to take into account all these new insights.
The Qualitative Safety Features Review (QSR) is presented as an instrument to help the design and the assessment of the
plant process and its safety architecture. Its structure allows helping to guarantee the safety of the nuclear installation.
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The tool shall be capable to help the designer to qualitatively assess the safety of the design options identifying strong
characteristics or vulnerabilities. The QSR analysis is obviously one step of an iterative process where the designer is
invited to focus his attention on the identified vulnerabilities to look for solution’s improvements or alternative solutions.

B.3.1

The QSR and the notion of safety architecture

The suggested QSR approach is consistent with the logic of the ISAM / Objective Provision Tree (OPT) [B-3]. Coherently
with this logic, the objective of the safety architecture’s representation is to identify, for each plausible plant condition (i.e.
for each initiating event and for each sequence generated by any plausible failures) the provisions that embody the
different and subsequent levels of DiD (i.e. the Layers of Provisions (IAEA terminology – [B-4] or Lines of Protection – LOP
(GIF/RSWG terminology – [B-3]).
With the ISAM/OPT, the safety architecture of the installation is not seen as an univocal static set of provisions
implemented to respond to abnormal situations (detection, control and, as needed, mitigation of accident consequences)
but rather as a set of provisions organized, as appropriate and on a case-by-case basis, specifically for each initiating
event and as a function of the possible sequence generated by the plausible provisions’ failures, in order to face the
challenges raised vis-à-vis the various fundamental safety functions.
As such, the representation of the safety architecture, which is the input for the safety assessment (deterministic and/or
probabilistic), must be able to integrate this variability while guaranteeing, for each configuration, the compliance with the
principles of Defence in Depth (DiD) and, in particular, to guarantee the functional redundancy and the independence
between the different levels7.
As defined, the safety architecture shall meet the applicable safety objectives while guaranteeing the compliance with the
IAEA Safety Fundamentals and the IAEA Safety Requirements. Consistently with these Fundamentals and Requirements,
the DiD concept, and all the principles for its implementation, represents the foundation of the deterministic approach to
build the safety architecture.
In this context, the compliance with the DiD principles shall be checked, i.e.: the appropriateness of the approach for the
construction of the safety architecture, the adequacy in terms of performances of the implemented “layers of overlapped
provisions” (cf. INSAG 10), and the availability of adequate margins to correctly address the uncertainties. The key
objective of the QSR, and its check list, is to help guaranteeing this compliance.
A final comment is needed to emphasize that the QSR does not claim to replace the standards of the IAEA and in
particular the SSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) [B-4] and its requirements, and must be perceived as a practical complement.
As indicated, according to GSR Part 4 [B-2], the evaluation of a concept must be carried out on the one hand to verify
compliance with these requirements and on the other hand with the safety analysis itself. The use of the QSR should be
seen as a prerequisite for this evaluation, which makes it possible to highlight, in absolute terms for a given solution, or in
relative terms for competing solutions, any weak points that may either justify abandoning the solution, or to motivate a
priority, in terms of efforts, to improve the compliance with the requirements.

B.3.2

The QSR table – Class 1, 2, 3 & 4

The independence between the DiD levels is one of the key principles to be fulfilled. This requires a comprehensive and appropriate
representation of the safety architecture, in terms of provisions implemented for each initiating event, and for each safety function at
each level of DiD. Coherently with the Fundamental safety Standards, the objective is to ensure that the failure of a DiD level does not
affect the efficiency and the performance of the next one(s) (i.e.: functional redundancy).
The Objective Provision Tree (OPT) methodology and the complementary notion of Line of Protection (LOP) identify for each initiating
event, for each safety function and, for each level of the defence, the provisions implemented and allow identifying possible lack of
independence between the DiD levels (e.g. overlapping of provisions on different levels).
7
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The QSR table – Class 1, 2, 3 & 4 apply to a specific technology. It develops, as feasible, the upstream level to cover the
specificities of the technology under examination.
Further developments remain feasible and can be justified if, within the context of a given technology, a specific concept
shows characteristics which motivate such development.

B.3.3

The Level 1 of the DiD

As anticipated, a specific introduction is justified for the first level of the Defense in depth to help the comprehension of its
developments within the QSR.
1st level: PREVENTION - Excerpt from the NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) [B-4]: The purpose of the first level of defence is to
prevent deviations from normal operation and the failure of items important to safety8 . This leads to requirements
that the plant be soundly and conservatively sited, designed, constructed, maintained and operated in accordance with
quality management and appropriate and proven engineering practices.
To meet these objectives, careful attention is paid to the selection of appropriate design codes and materials, and to the
quality control of the manufacture of components and construction of the plant, as well as to its commissioning. Design
options that reduce the potential for internal hazards contribute to the prevention of accidents at this level of defence.
Attention is also paid to the processes and procedures involved in design, manufacture, construction, and in-service
inspection, maintenance and testing, to the ease of access for these activities, and to the way the plant is operated and to
how operating experience is utilized. This process is supported by a detailed analysis that determines the requirements for
operation and maintenance of the plant and the requirements for quality management for operational and maintenance
practices.
Within the QSR tables, the recommendations concerning the 1st level of DiD are organized in five distinct themes which are
the basis for further developments:
1.

1st level: PREVENTION: Prevention of abnormal operation and failures

1.1. Compliance with the defence in depth, i.e.: Work out and set up a robust design for process and safety
architecture which complies with the principle of defence in depth through the combination of a number of consecutive and
independent levels of protection that would have to fail before harmful effects could be caused to people or to the
environment. If one level of protection or barrier were to fail, the subsequent level or barrier would be available. The
independent effectiveness of the different levels of defence is a necessary element of defence in depth.
1.2. Compliance with the Safety Objectives, effectiveness of each of the different layers, i.e.: Work out and set up a
robust design for process and the safety architecture able to meet the safety objectives
1.3. Compliance with the principle ALARA, i.e.: Work out and set up a design for process and the safety architecture
that, while meeting the safety objectives, comply with the principle of ALARA (Complementary to the recommendation 1.2)
1.4. Compliance with the need for the harmonization of safety and security architecture, i.e.: Work out and set up a
design for process and the safety / security architecture so that safety measures do not compromise security and security
measures do not compromise safety.
1.5.

8

Other design considerations

I.e. the first level of the DiD pursues two complementary objectives:
 Prevent abnormal operation, i.e. the prevention against circumstances that eventually may lead to an initiating event and
whose failure will result in the existence of abnormal operation)
 Prevent system failures, i.e. the prevention of circumstances that may fail system, structures and that constitute other DiD
levels.
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Within the QSR tables, the themes above are developed considering the following sub-themes
1.1.

Compliance with the defence in depth


Basic Plant Process



Definition of the Design Basis for the plant design and the assessment



Definition and implementation of the Safety architecture (following the logic of the Objective Provision Tree).
Definition of the Lines of Protection (OPT / LOP) performances : physical performances, availability and reliability

1.2.

Compliance with the Safety Objectives


Safety objectives for the Design Basis



Practical elimination



Management of uncertainties & modelling of the abnormal conditions

1.3.

Compliance with the principle ALARA


ALARA for the operational conditions



ALARA for the Design Basis Accidents & Design Extension Conditions

1.4.

Compliance with the need for the harmonization of safety and security architecture.


Intrinsic and extrinsic security characteristics - security architectures



Harmonization of the safety and security measures

1.5.

Others design considerations

B.3.4

Application to the Sodium Fast reactor Technology (SFR)

As detailed by the SFR/SDC Criterion 42bis (Plant system performance of a sodium-cooled fast reactor; [B-5]), the overall
plant system shall be designed considering the specific characteristics of a sodium-cooled fast reactor as described below.
i.

The reactor core is not in its most reactive configuration under normal operating conditions. This could lead to a
positive reactivity insertion due to an unfavourable change in reactor core geometry.

ii.

The sodium void reactivity may be positive in the central region of the reactor core. This could lead to a positive
reactivity insertion due to sodium boiling or gas entrainment.

iii.

The high boiling temperature of sodium at standard atmospheric pressure enables the reactor cooling system to
operate at low pressure with a large margin to boiling.

iv.

The high thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficient of sodium, the large temperature gradient in the reactor
core, and the decrease of sodium density with increasing temperature enable decay heat removal by natural
circulation of the coolant.

v.

Sodium is chemically active and opaque, and it is solid below 98 ºC.

vi.

The mist and vapour of sodium are deposited on the components.

vii.

Due to chemical risk of sodium which burns in air and reacts with water, impact of such chemical reactions to items
important to safety must be prevented

Starting from the QSR table – Class 1, 2 & 3, the final QSR - table Class 1, 2, 3 & 4 is developed in order to integrate such
characteristics (see Excel file attached to D1.1.1).
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Appendix C. Confinement of radioactive material function implementation (KIT
input)
In the following the ESFR-SMART confinement of radioactive material function, i.e. its capability for prevention of the
release of radioactive nuclides to the environment is addressed. The function’s implementation is assessed by using the
Objective Provision Tree (OPT) method that (1) identifies dangerous event sequences, mechanisms and challenges and
(2) describes the relevant countermeasures, independent for different levels of defence-in-depth. These levels range from
the fuel clad level, challenged at nominal and near-nominal conditions, to the reactor containment structure, challenged
after hypothetical severe accidents.

C.1 Confinement of radioactive material function: safety design options
implementation
C.1.1

ESFR-SMART design features related to the confinement of radioactive material function

The safety functions are implemented via the dedicated equipment and also due to inherent ESFR-SMART safety features,
including those (1) general for large sodium fast reactors with mixed oxide fuel and (2) specific ones, i.e. the safety
measures specially developed for the ESFR-SMART project on the basis of the earlier CP-ESFR project. The general SFR
intrinsic features, such as low pressure in the primary/secondary circuits, good corrosion resistance of structures to sodium
at operating conditions, etc., have been already confirmed in practice.
The core safety measures developed in ESFR Task 1.1.2 are mainly related to the re-criticality prevention. The major recriticality prevention points for the initiation phase, i.e. before massive pin-failure, of a hypothetical accident are: (1)
reduction of the sodium void effect and (2) passive negative reactivity insertion at elevated temperatures. For the later
accident phases, the main measure is the introduction of corium discharge tubes to evacuate molten steel/fuel from the
core to the core catcher, thus reducing the re-criticality potential in the molten core. The re-criticality prevention provisions
for the initiation and later phases are important issues, but they are primarily related to reactivity control function. The direct
influence of Task 1.1.2 safety measures on the confinement of radioactive material function is indirect, via the reactivity
control function. The confinement of radioactive material function is addressed directly in Task 1.1.2 in a smaller scale: due
to (1) performed pin-design optimizations, that essentially confirm the radial pin geometry of CP-ESFR and should ensure
proper reactor operation at nominal and near-nominal conditions and (2) the implicit consideration of the inner spent fuel
storage within the reactor vessel, this inner storage supporting the confinement of radioactive material function for the
spent fuel, providing that strong re-criticalities are excluded.
The system safety measures are developed in ESFR Task 1.1.3. The safety vessel is replaced by pit with a metal liner.
One of the objectives is to reduce the cost. For the confinement of radioactive material function, the important point in this
design is that a sodium leak to the volume between the pit and the vessel would not make the IHX uncovered by sodium:
because of the limited volume size. A thick metallic roof of the vessel is chosen due to several reasons, including the
mechanical resistance of the roof and the minimization of aerosol deposits because of a higher temperature at the inner
thick roof surface. Instead of targeting for a dome or polar table as barriers for radioactivity leaks after a reactor roof failure,
following a hypothetical accident, the ESFR-SMART approach is the minimization of the reactor roof penetrations. For
some components, such as pumps and IHXs, sealing shells are proposed to be welded. For rotating plugs, special seals,
which are solid at operation and made liquid for handling, are considered. Following the SPX design strategy, the primary
cold trap is inside the vessel. Thus a combination of newly proposed and proven by practice design solutions addresses a
number of safety and design/cost issues, while the confinement of radioactive material function of the vessel benefits in
particular from the above mentioned system safety measures.
ESFR-SMART is a new SFR system, which differs from SFRs developed in the past by a large number of new features.
The most distinctive are: the large pin diameter and fuel volume fraction, introduction of a sodium plenum above the core,
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shorter inner fissile core and longer inner fertile blanket, lower sodium void effect, passive shutdown devices and corium
discharge tubes. A limited number of calculations and experiments is available on the mentioned points by now. This basis
should be extended by ESFR-SMART activities in order to deepen partner’s understanding of the major ESFR-SMART
safety functions, including those related to the confinement of radioactive material function, which is analyzed in detail in
the following sections.

C.1.2

Safety objectives

One of the three safety functions to fulfil in the safety demonstration for a nuclear system is the confinement of radioactive
material function. Thus, the main equipment ensuring this safety function – fuel clad, reactor roof and seals, cover gas
system, reactor vessel, primary sodium purification system, intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) tubes, as well as reactor
containment structure, should be specifically designed in order to guarantee this objective. In particular, it deals with:


Prevention of abnormal operation and failures leading to the degradation of the first confinement barrier – fuel clad,



Ensuring confinement of radioactive material, once C-LOP1 safety features failure has occurred,



Ensuring confinement of radioactive material, once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2 safety features failures have occurred. At
this level of defence-in-depth, the first confinement barrier (fuel clad) is postulated to be failed,



Ensuring confinement of radioactive material, once C-LOP1, C-LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety features failures have
occurred. At this level of defence-in-depth, the first (fuel clad) and second (primary cooling system) confinement
barriers are postulated to be failed and the bounding case is the core melting accident.

The safety objectives, as related to the confinement of radioactive material function, have been defined in Ref. [4] (see
Appendix E) as follows:
SA_O4: Reducing the radiological impact as far as reasonably achievable by design provisions, for all operating, incidental
and accidental states, decommissioning and dismantling activities, notably by reducing as far as reasonably achievable:
 individual and collective doses for workers and individual dose for first responders,
 radioactive discharges to the environment,
 quantity and activity of radioactive waste.
SA_O5: Ensuring consistency of radiological consequences for normal operation with European directive 96/29/EURATOM
and ICPR 103.
SA_O6: Ensuring that radiological consequences of abnormal events do not exceed radiological consequences of normal
operation.
SA_O7: Ensuring that accidents without severe core damage induce no off-site radiological impact or only minor
radiological impact: in particular, no necessity of iodine prophylaxis, sheltering nor evacuation.
SA_O8: Reducing potential radioactive releases to the environment from accidents with severe core damage, also in the
long term, by following the qualitative criteria below:


accidents with severe core damage which would lead to early or large releases have to be practically eliminated,



for the other ones:
 Ensuring that there should be no need for offsite measures in case of severe core damage accident,
 In case of no fully achievement, it should be justified by designer and design provisions have to be taken so
that only limited protective measures in area and time are needed for the public (no permanent relocation, no
need for emergency evacuation outside the immediate vicinity of the plant, limited sheltering, no long term
restrictions in food consumption) and that sufficient time is available to implement these measures.
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C.1.3

Safety Requirements

The confinement of radioactive materials shall be provided in all situations, both normal and accidental, including considered
situations of general core meltdown, and for all plant states.
A containment system shall be provided to ensure or contribute to the achievement of the following safety functions:
 confinement of radioactive substances in operational states and in accident conditions,
 protection of the reactor against external natural and human induced events,
 radiation shielding in operational states and in accident conditions,
 control of radiological releases.
A particular attention should be paid to control the risk of a containment bypass and to the performance of containment in
severe accident conditions, including the resistance of the primary circuit to the mechanical energy release, the behaviour of
the reactor building and the effectiveness of auxiliary systems.
The application of the OPT method provides a list of safety requirements for the implementation of the confinement function
(see next section).
If radiological impact is studied in ESFR-SMART, quantitative performances of the confinement barriers would have to be
defined in complement to the radiological requirements.

C.2 Confinement of radioactive material function: OPT implementation
and safety design options assessment
C.2.1

Development of OPT

The purpose of the Objective Provision Tree (OPT) method is to support the implementation of safety functions in
consistency with the defence-in-depth approach in an adequate manner. The ambition is in particular to establish the
robustness of levels including the independence in performing their safety function with regard to the performance of
previous levels of lower order. The Lines Of Protection related to each level should include not only the equipment
performing the functions, but also the safety features which are implemented in order to ensure the robustness of the
equipment, including provisions with respect to the causes and consequences the failures of previous levels.
The use of the WENRA approach is not focused on developing confinement function in parallel with defence-in-depth.
Indeed, in WENRA, the confinement function is addressed when studying the initiating events and induced sequences, but
these sequences may not correspond to the combination of initiating events with confinement barrier failures, since they
may not lead to core melting accident.
For Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR), the confinement function is achieved by means of:
 the first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel clad): effective during normal operation and in case of anticipated
frequently occurring events,
 the second confinement barrier (reactor roof, reactor main vessel, cover gas system, primary sodium purification
system, heat exchangers tubes): for events with degradation of the first confinement barrier, i.e. in case of rarer
events,
 the third confinement barrier (e.g. reactor containment): for events with degradation of the first and second
confinement barriers, i.e. in case of very rare events, leading to core melting accident.
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So, it was proposed to develop and implement in the ESFR-SMART project a specific approach for the OPT method related
to the confinement function.
This approach addresses primarily the confinement of radioactive substances contained in the core. The confinement of
radioactive substances contained in the primary circuit during normal operation or those that may be released during fuel
handling or relocation from/to the core is not addressed here.
This specific approach is based on the implementation of confinement barriers. The following levels are defined:
 Level 1: prevention of the degradation of the first confinement barrier in normal operation,
 Level 2: maintenance of the first confinement barrier by means of implementation of reactor shutdown measures,
decay heat removal systems, other dedicated systems,
 Level 3: implementation of the second confinement barrier,
 Level 4: implementation of the third confinement barrier, in particular in case of a core melting accident.
For each level of defence, the confinement function is developed as recommended in section 4.3.4.
 Objective: adapted to the level of defence-in-depth and the confinement function
 Challenges: in general, this item corresponds to a qualitative degradation of the implementation of the safety
function. It is proposed to indicate directly the sub-functions if any.
 Mechanisms: it is proposed to indicate the phenomena likely to degrade the LOP main equipment ensuring the
safety function and in particular those which can be a common cause failure with the previous levels.
 Lines Of Protection (LOP): it is proposed to indicate 1) LOP main equipment (and phenomena) performing the
safety function and 2) the related safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main
equipment performances.
The mechanisms likely to degrade the equipment used to perform a safety function at a given level are in general as follows:
 equipment intrinsic failures (e.g. defect due to manufacturing or to design failure, in service surveillance error),
 external loadings (e.g. hazards including sodium leaks potential consequences, mechanical transients including
load drops, chemical reactions),
 causes or consequences of failure of equipment of the previous levels.
The design objective is then to reduce as much as possible the common cause failures with previous defence-in-depth
levels.
Level 1
During normal operation, the basic safety functions are to be implemented.
The reactivity control function and core heat removal function are designed so that the confinement of radioactive material
function is primarily ensured by the first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel clad of sub-assembly pins).
Note: In the frame of ESFR-SMART, the OPT implementation only concerns the barriers with respect to the fuel contained into the core.
The primary coolant as a source term during normal operation as well as fuel handling outside the core, treatment and storage are not
addressed in the frame of the ESFR-SMART exercise.

Objective
 Prevention of abnormal operation and failures leading to the degradation of the first confinement barrier.
Challenges
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Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:
 Degradation of the first confinement barrier during normal operation.
Main equipment ensuring the safety function
It was defined to be as follows:
 Fuel clad.
Mechanisms likely to degrade the main equipment
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the first confinement barrier during normal operation.
It was defined to be as follows:
 Defects in as-fabricated fuel pins,
 Corrosion,
 Mechanisms likely to lead to exceed operating temperatures,
 Mechanisms likely to lead to abnormal peaking factor due to incorrect composition of the fuel,
 Earthquake,
 Mechanical loading due to fuel sub-assembly drop.
Confinement Level 1 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP1)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances (if the component is
safety related).
 Defects in as-fabricated fuel pins:
 Adequate quality of fuel pin design (e.g. use of qualified codes) and manufacturing
 Corrosion:
 Adequate fuel pin design with regard to internal corrosion
 Provisions limiting concentration of oxygen in Na (purification devices)
 Provisions ensuring primary boundary leaktightness with regard to air ingress
 Slight overpressure of cover gas to prevent air ingress
 Adequate equipment handling procedures with regard to air ingress
 Provisions ensuring primary boundary leaktightness with regard to water ingress
 Slight overpressure of cover gas to prevent air with water content ingress
 Adequate equipment handling procedures to avoid water ingress
 Provisions preventing corrosion due to other causes
 Mechanisms likely to lead to exceed operating temperatures:
 Adequate margins for fuel operating conditions
 Adequate quality of provisions allowing to determine fuel temperature: mainly power measurement, primary
coolant global flow measurement (+ flow calibration in each fuel SA), coolant temperature measurement and
monitoring for each fuel SA, modelling, redundancy, if requested by safety analysis)
 Qualified core modelling
 Adequate fuel SA loading scheme definition and QA&QC
 Fuel SA labelling to avoid incorrect fuel SA loading
 Adequate quality of fuel refuelling operations
 Fuel SA spike design features for SA and absorber rods discrimination
 RC-LOP1 and DHR-LOP1 main equipment
 Mechanisms likely to lead to abnormal peaking factor due to incorrect composition of the fuel:
 Adequate quality of fuel pin manufacturing
 Earthquake:
 Adequate site selection
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Mechanical loading due to fuel sub-assembly drop:
 Adequate quality of fuel refuelling operations
 Adequate quality of fuel SA hanging equipment + surveillance

Level 2
This level concerns confinement of radioactive material function in case of initiating events with potential degradation of the
first confinement barrier (i.e. the fuel pin clad).
An initiating event corresponds to failures of equipment likely to lead to radiological releases.
Objective
 To ensure confinement, once C-LOP1 safety features failure has occurred.
Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:
 Degradation of the first confinement barrier.
Main equipment ensuring the safety function
It was defined to be as follows:
 Fuel clad.
Mechanisms likely to degrade the main equipment
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the first confinement barrier.
Confinement barrier performances rely on the robustness of the barrier itself and on the robustness of the mitigation
provisions in case of an initiating event.
It was defined to be as follows:
 Undetected manufacturing defects,
 Corrosion due to air ingress,
 Corrosion due to water ingress (soda formation),
 Corrosion due to other processes – to be investigated in later stages,
 Thermal transients,
 Earthquake,
 Fuel sub-assembly drop during handling into the reactor vessel,
 Random fuel clad failure.
Confinement Level 2 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP2)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
 Undetected manufacturing defects:
 Monitoring of the cover gas to detect the failure and implementation of corrective measures if necessary
 Reactor shutdown at high radioactivity levels in the cover gas
 Corrosion due to air ingress:
 Sufficient thickness of fuel clad (provides grace period for detection and implementation of corrective actions)
 Detection of air ingress (with adequate quality, surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis) and
implementation of corrective measures
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Corrosion due to water ingress (soda formation):
 Sufficient thickness of fuel clad (provides grace period for detection and implementation of corrective actions)
 Detection of water ingress (with adequate quality, surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis)
and implementation of corrective measures
Thermal transients:
 Implementation of RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 main equipment
 Adequate design of fuel clad using qualified codes
Earthquake:
 Adequate design of fuel clad to maintain leaktightness in case of earthquake (considering paraseismic devices
implementation if any)
 No safety features identified for earthquakes higher than DBE (potentially leading to clad failures)
Fuel sub-assembly drop during handling into the reactor vessel:
 Diverse provisions to prevent the drop or provisions to moderate the drop effect (with adequate quality,
surveillance)
Random fuel clad failure:
 Surveillance, reactor shutdown and corrective measures if needed (to protect the other cladding)

Level 3
This level concerns confinement of radioactive material function in case of events with degradation of the first confinement
barrier (i.e. significant number of fuel clad failures).
The confinement function is ensured by the second confinement barrier (mainly primary sodium and cover gas boundaries).
Objective
 To ensure confinement, once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2 safety features failures have occurred. At this level of defencein-depth, the first confinement barrier is postulated to be failed.
Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:
 Degradation of implementation of the second confinement barrier.
Main equipment ensuring the safety function
It was defined to be as follows:
 Reactor roof and seals,
 Cover gas system,
 Reactor vessel,
 Primary sodium purification system,
 Intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) tubes.
Mechanisms likely to degrade the main equipment
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the second confinement barrier.
Confinement barrier performances rely on the robustness of the barrier itself and on the robustness of the mitigation
provisions (ensuring also core melting accident prevention), which also limit the loading on this barrier in case of an initiating
event.
It was defined to be as follows:
 Reactor roof and seals design or manufacturing defects or operational procedures errors
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Loading on the reactor roof as consequences of accidents
Loading due to a significant water ingress into the primary boundary
Thermal loading due to failure of reactor roof cooling circuit
Thermal loading due to sodium leak and sodium fire (not due to load drop)
Thermal loading due to sodium leak and sodium fire (due to load drop)
Mechanical damage due to load drop
Earthquake/External loading
Cover gas system design or manufacturing defects
Thermal loading on cover gas pipe on the roof due to sodium leak and sodium fire (not due to load drop)
Thermal loading on cover gas pipe on the roof due to sodium leak and sodium fire due to load drop
Loading on cover gas pipe as consequences of accidents
Mechanical damage of a cover gas pipe on the roof due to load drop
Buckling risk of cover gas tanks in case of pressure rise into the cover gas rooms (e.g. in case sodium fire in the
reactor building)
Reactor vessel design or manufacturing defects
Thermal/pressure loading on the reactor vessel as consequences of accidents
Buckling risk in case of pressure rise into the safety vessel or cover gas pressure decrease
Thermal loading on the purification system as consequences of accidents
Primary purification piping design or manufacturing defects
IHX tubes design or manufacturing defects
Risk of sodium leak and load drop, if primary sodium purification system is implemented in the above roof area
Mechanical damage of a primary sodium purification pipe on the roof due to load drop
Loading on IHX tubes due to steam generator unit accident

Confinement level 3 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP3)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
 Reactor roof and seals design or manufacturing defects or operational procedures errors:
 Adequate quality of design, manufacturing of reactor roof and seals and operational procedures
 Monitoring of the roof leaktightness to detect the failure and then reach safe conditions
 Reactor shutdown at high radioactivity levels in the above roof area
 Loading on the reactor roof as consequences of accidents:
 Adequate design of reactor roof and seals to provide leaktightness in case of accident
 Loading due to a significant water ingress into the primary boundary:
 Practical elimination of a significant introduction of water into the primary boundary likely to degrade the three
confinement barriers (i.e. implementation of three independent prevention provisions: e.g. no water circuit in
the above roof area, no primary circuit cooling system using water as coolant)
 Thermal loading due to failure of reactor roof cooling circuit:
 Adequate quality of design and manufacturing of reactor roof cooling circuit, surveillance, redundancy (if
requested by safety analysis)
 Monitoring to detect a failure and reactor shutdown implementation
 Emergency supply in case of Loss of Off-site Power
 Thermal loading due to sodium leak and sodium fire (not due to load drop):
 Adequate quality of design and manufacturing of sodium pipes in the above roof area + surveillance
 No connection of small pipes to main sodium pipes in the above roof area
 Thermal loading due to sodium leak and sodium fire (due to load drop):
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 Adequate procedures preventing load drop on sodium pipes in the above roof area (e.g. in case of fuel and
component handling)
 Quality of design and manufacturing of hanging devices + surveillance
 Prevention of load drop on sodium pipes due to internal and external hazards (e.g. aircraft crash, earthquake)
Mechanical damage due to load drop:
 Adequate procedures preventing load drop on the reactor roof in case of fuel and component handling
 Quality of design and manufacturing of hanging devices + surveillance
 Prevention of load drop on the reactor roof due to internal and external hazards (e.g. aircraft crash,
earthquake)
Earthquake/External loading:
 Adequate C-LOP3 main equipment design to provide leaktightness during earthquake conditions (IHX is firmly
connected to the roof (to avoid seismic displacements) and even welded to avoid any sodium leakage)
Cover gas system design or manufacturing defects:
 Adequate quality in the design and manufacturing process of cover gas system
 Monitoring of the cover gas system leaktightness to detect the failure and to reach safe conditions
 Reactor shutdown at high radioactivity levels in the above roof area or in the cover gas system rooms
 Implementation of a leak-jacket on the cover gas pipes on the roof
Thermal loading on cover gas pipe on the roof due to sodium leak and sodium fire (not due to load drop):
 Adequate design of cover gas system to provide leaktightness in case of sodium leak and fire on the roof
Thermal loading on cover gas pipe on the roof due to sodium leak and sodium fire due to load drop:
 Adequate design of cover gas system to provide leaktightness in case of sodium leak and fire on the roof
Loading on cover gas pipe as consequences of accidents:
 Adequate design of cover gas system to provide leaktightness in case of accident
Mechanical damage of a cover gas pipe on the roof due to load drop:
 Adequate procedures preventing load drop on cover gas pipes in the above roof area (e.g. in case of fuel
and component handling)
 Quality of design and manufacturing of hanging devices + surveillance
 Prevention of load drop on cover gas pipes due to internal and external hazards (e.g. aircraft crash,
earthquake)
Buckling risk of cover gas tanks in case of pressure rise into the cover gas rooms (e.g. in case sodium fire in the
reactor building):
 Adequate design of cover gas system to provide leaktightness in case of accident leading to pressure rise the
cover gas system rooms
Reactor vessel design or manufacturing defects:
 Adequate quality in the design and manufacturing process
 Measurement of radioactivity in the intervessel area
 Reactor shutdown at high radioactivity levels in the intervessel area
Thermal/pressure loading on the reactor vessel as consequences of accidents:
 Adequate design of reactor vessel to provide leaktightness in case of accident
 Adequate implementation of pressure control devices and safety valves
 Discharge of the safety valves in a specific room inside the reactor containment structure
Buckling risk in case of pressure rise into the safety vessel or cover gas pressure decrease:
 Adequate design of reactor vessel to provide leaktightness in case of accident
 Adequate implementation of pressure control devices and safety valves
 Discharge of the safety valves in a specific room inside the reactor containment structure
Thermal loading on the purification system as consequences of accidents:
 Adequate design of primary sodium purification system to provide leaktightness in case of accidents
Primary purification piping design or manufacturing defects:
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Adequate quality in the design and manufacturing process of primary sodium purification system
Measurement of abnormal radioactivity in the purification system rooms and in the leak jackets
Reactor shutdown at high radioactivity levels in the purification system rooms or above roof area
Implementation of primary sodium confinement provisions in case of sodium leak into the purification system
rooms
 Implementation in leak jackets in the above roof area
IHX tubes design or manufacturing defects:
 Adequate quality in the design and manufacturing process
 Measurement of the sodium level in the reactor vessel or in secondary loop equipment
Risk of sodium leak and sodium fire (due to load drop or not due to load drop), if primary sodium purification
system is implemented in the above roof area:
 Adequate design of primary sodium purification system to provide leaktightness in case of sodium leak and fire
on the reactor roof
Mechanical damage of a primary sodium purification pipe on the roof due to load drop:
 Adequate procedures preventing load drop on primary sodium purification pipes in the above roof area (e.g. in
case of fuel and component handling)
 Quality of design and manufacturing of hanging devices + surveillance
 Prevention of load drop on primary sodium purification pipes due to internal and external hazards (e.g. aircraft
crash, earthquake)
Loading on IHX tubes due to steam generator unit accident:
 Adequate IHX design to maintain leaktightness in case of maximum secondary circuit pressure formation
under the steam generator unit design basis accident (~55 bar in case of a sodium/water reaction resulting
from the failure of all tubes of a modular SG)












Common cause failure with previous LOP and additional C-LOP3 Safety features





The fuel clad and the RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 in support (C-LOP2) are independent from the reactor roof and
seals (C-LOP3). So, there is no common mode failure due to defects. Besides, failure of reactor roof leaktightness
or operational procedures errors correspond to failure of C-LOP1 safety features likely to lead to air ingress, which
is also likely to degrade the fuel clad (C-LOP2). Independent provisions to cover two levels of defence-in-depth are
proposed: e.g. detection in complement to the detection of air ingress implemented at the previous level.
 Independent detection of primary boundary loss of leaktightness (with adequate quality, surveillance,
redundancy if requested by safety analysis) in complement to the detection of air ingress implemented at the
previous level: e.g. detection of activity in the above roof area, diverse detection of air ingress.
In case of Loss Of Offsite Power, risk of common failure for electrical supply of RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 ensuring
fuel clad leaktightness (C-LOP2), and electrical supply of reactor roof cooling system.
 Independent electrical supply for the reactor roof cooling circuit, e.g. diverse diesels.
Thermal loading due to sodium leak and sodium fire (not due to load drop or due to load drop) is likely to degrade
safety equipment located on the roof ensuring the fuel clad leaktightness (C-LOP2), reactor roof and seals
leaktightness (C-LOP3) and reactor containment structure. The following independent provisions can be proposed:
 Adequate quality of the secondary sodium pipes: safety feature with regard to RC-LOP1 and DHR-LOP1
(which are safety features in support to C-LOP1),
 Leak jacket (adequate quality, surveillance) and leak detection and damaged loop draining (adequate quality,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis): diverse safety features with regard to RC-LOP2 and
DHR-LOP2 (which are safety features in support to C-LOP2),
 Prevention of load drop on sodium pipes on the roof,
 Protection of sodium pipes in the above roof area with regard to a load drop,
 If the sodium leak on the roof occurs:
o Ensure reactor shutdown in case of sodium leak on the reactor roof,
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Ensure decay heat removal (with adequate leaktightness of the first confinement barrier) in case of
sodium leak on the reactor roof,
o Ensure reactor roof and reactor containment structure integrity in case of sodium leak/fire.
Mechanical loading due to load drop on the roof is likely to degrade both safety equipment located on the roof
ensuring the fuel clad leaktightness (C-LOP2), cover gas pipes, primary sodium purification pipes and reactor roof
and seals leaktightness (C-LOP3). Furthermore, the failure of reactor roof integrity has to be practically eliminated.
The reactor containment structure leaktightness is not degraded except in cas of of primary sodium fire. The
following independent provisions can be proposed.
 Prevention of load drop on the reactor roof
 If the load drop on the reactor roof occurs:
o Design of the reactor roof to maintain its integrity in case of load drop.
o Protection of cover gas pipes and primary sodium purification pipes with regard to load drop
(enhanced prevention by means of adequate procedures for heavy load drops).
o Protection or adequate design of safety equipment located on the reactor roof (e.g. fail safe) with
respect to load drop (prevention of core melting accident) and either sufficient protection/design to
maintain the leaktightness of the first confinement barrier or design of the reactor roof to maintain its
leaktightness.
 If no leaktightness of both first confinement barriers can be provided in case of load drop, diverse prevention of
load drop on the reactor roof has to be provided.
 In case of primary sodium fire, devices to ensure the containment structure leaktightness have to be
implemented.
The fuel clad and the RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 in support (C-LOP2) are independent from the cover gas system
(C-LOP3). So, there is no common mode failure due to defects. Besides, failure of cover gas system leaktightness
correspond to failure of C-LOP1 likely to lead to air ingress, which is also likely to degrade the fuel clad (C-LOP2).
Independent provisions to cover two levels of defence-in-depth are proposed: e.g. detection in complement to the
detection of air ingress implemented at the previous level.
 Independent detection of cover gas system loss of leaktightness (with adequate quality, surveillance,
redundancy if requested by safety analysis): e.g. detection of activity in the above roof area and cover gas
system rooms, diverse detection of air ingress.
o





Level 4
This level concerns confinement of radioactive material function in case of events with degradation of both first confinement
barriers: in particular, core melting accident.
The confinement function is ensured by the third confinement barrier (mainly containment structure and isolation of
ventilation).
It is considered that most of non-gaseous radionuclides remain in the core catcher, in which the adequate control of
reactivity and decay heat removal are performed (see dedicated LOP4). The third confinement barrier (level 4) addresses
gaseous fission products, volatile products and aerosols.
Objective
 To ensure confinement, once C-LOP1, C-LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety features failures have occurred. At this level of
defence-in-depth, the first and second confinement barriers are postulated to be failed and the bounding case is
the core melting accident.
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Challenges
Challenges are the degraded situations to cope with:
 Degradation of implementation of the third confinement barrier.
Main equipment ensuring the safety function
It was defined to be as follows:
 Reactor containment structure.
Mechanisms likely to degrade the main equipment
Mechanisms are the phenomena likely to lead to the degradation of the implementation of the confinement function.
It was defined to be as follows:
 Reactor containment structure design / manufacturing defects
 Loading (temperature and pressure) on the reactor containment structure in case of core melting accident
 Source term in the reactor containment structure higher than the one considered for its design in case of core
melting accident
 Risk of reactor containment structure by-pass
 Earthquake
 Aircraft crash
 Loading due to generalized hydrogen deflagration
Confinement Level 4 Lines Of Protection (C-LOP4)
Lines of protection are the provisions implemented to ensure the function and its robustness: main equipment and related
safety features to prevent/overcome the mechanisms likely to degrade main equipment performances.
 Reactor containment structure design / manufacturing defects:
 Adequate quality of the reactor containment structures
 Periodical testing of leaktightness and reparation if needed
 Periodic visual inspection of the containment structures and reparation if needed
 Loading (temperature and pressure) on the reactor containment structure in case of core melting accident:
 Core catcher (including support structures), which avoids consequences due to the interactions between
corium and concrete
 Reactor pit liner, which avoids consequences due to the interactions between primary sodium and concrete
 Design of the core to minimize mechanical energy release
 Design provisions to limit the discharge of primary sodium through the reactor roof
 Design provisions to avoid secondary sodium leaks on the roof
 If needed, design provisions (e.g. polar table) to limit the loading due to sodium fire
 Adequate design of reactor containment structure to provide leaktightness in case of sodium leak in the
above roof area due to core melting accident
 If needed, design provision (concrete protection) to avoid release of steam due to wall concrete heating
 Adequate quality/surveillance of safety features and adequate design of safety features to withstand core
melting accident consequences (in particular, use of top-down approach)
 Source term in the reactor containment structure higher than the one considered for its design in case of core
melting accident:
 Adequate leaktightness of the cover gas system in case of core melting accident
 Discharge of the cover gas safety valves in the retention room, if any
 Isolation of the retention room, if any
 Retention of non-volatile radioactive material into the core catcher and in the primary sodium
 Retention of primary sodium in the reactor pit liner
 Provisions to limit the discharge of cover gas and sodium on the reactor roof
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 Design of the core to minimize mechanical energy release
 Adequate quality/surveillance of safety features and adequate design of safety features to withstand core
melting accident consequences
 Adequate modelling of radioactive materials transport
Risk of reactor containment structure by-pass:
 Isolation devices on the main ventilation and on the circuits crossing the reactor containment structure
 Leaktightness of the secondary sodium loops (no isolation device)
 Risk of common cause failure with previous levels: Independent I&C with respect to RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2, RCLOP3a and RC-LOP3b
 Adequate quality/surveillance of safety features and adequate design of safety features to withstand core
melting accident consequences
Earthquake:
 Adequate design of reactor containment structure and related safety features to maintain leaktightness in case
of extreme earthquake (considering paraseismic devices implementation, if any).
Aircraft crash:
 Adequate design of reactor containment structure to maintain its integrity in case of airplane crash
 Protection of at least one ventilation isolation device
 Prevention of core melting accident in case of aircraft crash by adequate design (fail-safe) or protection of
shutdown systems and decay heat removal systems in case of induced hazards or loading (e.g. sodium
leak/fire, load drop)
 Adequate protection/design of the first barrier safety features or second confinement barrier
Loading due to a generalized hydrogen deflagration:
 Practical elimination of a significant introduction of water into the primary boundary likely to degrade the three
confinement barriers (i.e. implementation of three independent prevention provisions: Adequate quality of
sodium equipment, minimization of water circuit in the reactor containment, etc.).

Common cause failure with previous LOP and additional C-LOP4 Safety features


Core melting accident for SFR mainly results from unprotected transients, which can be due to I&C failures. So,
I&C provided to mitigate core melting accident shall be independent from I&C used to prevent core melting
accident.
 Independent I&C with respect to I&C used as RC-LOP2 and RC-LOP3.

Excel tables and corresponding diagrams have been developed in accordance with the above analysis. They are provided
in Appendix K.

C.2.2

Analysis and recommendations for the design and future R&D

The above sections describe OPT implementation for the confinement function of radioactive materials. Four OPT levels are
considered, starting for normal operation (Level 1) till core degradation (Level 4), and the Lines Of Protection (LOP) are
formulated for all four levels. For higher levels, also common cause failures are addresses.
This OPT for the confinement function of radioactive materials implementation is supposed to support the designer in further
addressing and checking particular design decisions, however should be complemented by other safety studies in order to
support the final safety evaluation. Reverse sequences, e.g. pin failures induced by an IHX failure, i.e. caused by a steam
generator section failure, are to be considered in more detail. Another example is related to confinement failures due to
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failure of other safety functions (reactivity control, heat removal): these issues are addressed, but the analysis of such
sequences should still be performed. At the next step of the safety evaluation, also the results of transient analyses, taking
into account all possible accident initiators and the probabilities of particular scenarios (occurrence of events), should be
taken into consideration.

C.2.3

Feedback on the OPT use

Task 1.1.3 has provided very few information with regard to the third confinement barrier implementation, so the assessment
of related design options is limited.
The design effort concerns the second confinement barrier to decrease the requirements on the third confinement barrier,
and so to decrease the plant cost. A reactor containment structure is nevertheless needed, since it will be difficult to
demonstrate the leaktightness of the primary boundary in particular in case of core melting accident and to limit the
confinement by-pass.
Another objective to limit the cost is to avoid the implementation of a polar table on the above roof area to limit the loadings
on the reactor building, the following safety issues have to be addressed in particular:
 Characterization of the primary sodium released in the above roof area (amount, speed…) and of the induced fire.
 Characterization of the loading in the reactor building (thermal-hydraulic and pressure transients, impact on the
concrete walls).
 Prevention/ consideration load drops on the equipment on the reactor roof in particular in case of external hazards.
 Management of sodium leaks on the roof.
The discharge of the safety valves implemented on the cover gas and intervessel gas circuits has to be directed into the
reactor building. If the objective is to reduce the leaktightness requirements of the reactor building, the discharge of the
safety valves should be directed in a retention room located into the reactor building.
Besides, the knowledge on the radionuclide retention in the primary sodium, transport into the primary boundary and the
reactor building has to be improved (in particular, concerning sodium derived aerosols, volatile products). This will allow
reducing the uncertainties and could impact on the design of the third confinement barrier.
Finally: All, what is described in Appendix C, is a R&D exercise, thus improvements of the above guidelines are still to be
expected.
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Appendix D. Recommendations for transients to be studied in WP1.3
(Framatome input)
WP1.3 investigates key transients allowing to assess the implementation of the innovative design options, provided by Task
1.1.2 (core) and Task 1.1.3 (decay heat removal).
The list of transients is provided in accordance with WP1.3 sub-tasks organization.
1. Assessment of transient from forced to natural convection (Task 1.3.1) and assessment of primary pumps
(Task 1.3.2)
These tasks address the transition from forced to natural circulation within the reactor vessel using 3D (Task1.3.1) or more
simple ((Task1.3.2) thermal-hydraulics models.
The analysis should address:


the protected Loss Of Off-site Power (PLOOP) combined with the failure of the emergency diesel generators
(Protected station black-out – PSBO). This sequence is selected since it leads to the transition between forced
convection to natural convection in the primary circuit and it corresponds to a penalizing case concerning the
secondary side compared to the protected Loss Of Flow (PLOF) since secondary pumps are tripped. The protected
case is studied since it is the most frequent penalizing case, which allows identifying and understanding the
phenomena occurring during the transition phase. Indeed, the onset of natural convection is a sensitive issue for
the concept.



the unprotected Loss Of Flow (ULOF) and unprotected Loss Of Off-site Power (ULOOP): these very rare
sequences also lead to the transition between forced convection to natural convection in the primary circuit. They
are studied in Task1.3.4 on the reactivity control aspect. In the present tasks, the prior study should focus on the
circulation phenomena for the protected SBO. When the passive core shutdown systems are implemented, the
onset of natural convection in case on unprotected cases could be studied but with less stringent criteria.

Concerning PSBO, it is proposed to perform the following analyses:


Base case:


Coastdown of primary and secondary pumps due to loss of external electrical supply;



Reactor trip,



Failure of diesels to start. The studies performed in ESFR-SMART should use the following assumption: the
primary pump inertia is 10s (halving time)..



Assessment of the influence of the primary flow reduction curve (depending on the inertia of the primary pumps).



With regard to the secondary loops, the investigations should distinguish:


Trip of secondary pumps (instantaneous if electromagnetic pumps are used).



Natural convection start-up in cooling systems if any,



Draining of secondary loops (additional special case). This is just investigated in order to assess the
significance of the coolability through the IHXs, in particular on the transition between forced and natural
convection into the core. During this period, DHRS1 and DHRS2 have not yet started. The draining of the
secondary loops is postulated to be simultaneous with the primary pumps coastdown (assumption for the first
study, since the draining scenario is not precisely defined). If the results are sensitive to the secondary loops
assumptions, more realistic scenarios will have to be studied.
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Assessment of the influence of initial conditions (hot or cold conditions). LOOP combined with the failure of
emergency diesel generators (in case of station black out) can occur also in cold conditions. It is proposed to
assess if concerns are expected in that case. If a qualitative assessment allows showing that there is no problem,
no calculations are needed.



Assessment of the influence of the flowrate between the sub-assemblies. For the interassembly flow, there is a
controlled leakage for each assembly at his connection with the diagrid. But the global cold flow created by all
these leakages has a strange life. Due to the hydraulic overpressure created under the above core structure, hot
sodium is going down through the assemblies, and the interassembly flow is going in periphery. There is a
fluctuating interface inside the core between these cold and hot flow.



Assessment of the influence of start-up time of DHRS-1 and DHRS-2.

Consequences on the core have to be compared to category 4 criteria (if diesels are safety graded). As a minimum, no
sodium boiling is requested. More restrictive temperature criteria can be defined for the fuel and clad.
If no emergency diesel generators are implemented to supply the primary pumps, category 2 criteria shall be considered.
Additional task to analyse the behaviour of hydraulic diodes (support to design activities):
In order to be able to investigate hydraulic diodes, studies should be carried out (Notice: The option of hydraulic diode has
to be studied in a first time only to see if it gives some real advantage (as parametric studies). However, this should not be
done on the hydraulic diode concept itself, while it is still not fixed). The transients to study are the rapid loss of flow
accidents:


Primary pump seizure (instantaneous stop of one primary pump),



LIPOSO break (double ended guillotine rupture of one LIPOSO pipe).

2. Assessment of decay heat removal systems (Task 1.3.3)
This task addresses the performances of safety decay heat removal systems (DHRS) together with the convection in the
primary circuit.
In case of an initiating event, reactor is shut down and decay heat is removed. Decay heat removal systems are actuated.
Analyses have to be provided for two aspects of the safety analysis:


Deterministic analysis: to assess initiating event consequences considering stringent analysis rules (no
consideration of non-safety graded systems, penalizing initial conditions, combination with aggravating failure,
combination with loss of external electrical supply, consideration of uncertainties).



Adequate prevention of the situation corresponding to complete failure of decay heat removal function has to be
provided, since this situation has to be practically eliminated (indeed, consequences cannot be mitigated by core
melting mitigation provisions): at least, two strong Lines Of Defence and one medium Line Of Defence are
requested by the safety approach proposed for ESFR-SMART design studies. This means that for a frequent
initiating event (category 2), 3 safety decay heat removal systems are expected and two of them are designed
considering the Single Failure Criterion (the function has to be performed despite the failure of one component of
such systems). The designer has to select which systems are the strong LOD and which system is the medium
LOD (at least, DHRS-2 and DHRS-1 belong to strong LOD and DHRS-3 to medium LOD). Intermediate sequences
(corresponding to initiating event combined with successive failures of the systems) have to be considered in the
design.

It is proposed to perform the following analyses:
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Base cases:


Deterministic analysis of the protected Loss Of Off-site Power (PLOOP): reactor trip is performed and several
decay heat removal systems can be actuated together. Stringent analysis rules are used for the study of this
category 2 initiating event, in particular, a single failure is assumed on the decay heat removal means or on the
support functions (e.g. failure of one safety diesel supplying a primary pump and active decay heat removal system
if also supplied by the same safety diesel). Notice: The studies performed in ESFR-SMART should use the below
assumption - which is a requirement for the emergency diesel generators. Assumption: assuming that the primary
pump inertia is 10s (halving time) and the pony motor velocity 15% of the nominal velocity, this means that the
diesel generators have to be in full operation before around 60s. Concerning DHR systems, if they are not
permanently in operation, there is no need to start them rapidly taking into account the large thermal inertia of
sodium. They generally start when the sodium temperature exceeds significant value, higher than the nominal one.
This occurs several minutes after the reactor shutdown. Then, the diesel generators are already in operation.
Category 2 safety criteria have to be considered:


for the core (no damage of the fuel clad),



for the reactor vessel structures (no damage of the primary structures).

Parametric studies have to be performed concerning the influence of the starting time of the different decay heat
removal systems.
If the primary pumps are not supplied by safety diesel generators, natural convection has to be considered in the
primary circuit.


Practical elimination of the complete failure of decay heat removal function: combinations of protected Loss Of Offsite Power (PLOOP) with the successive failures of the decay heat removal systems including failures of their
support systems (e.g. failure of safety diesel generators) have to be determined. The failure of main emergency
diesels leads to natural convection in the primary circuit. It is proposed to study the penalizing following cases,
corresponding to decay heat removal function performed by only one DHRS and allowing to assess if the available
trains can perform the function:
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DHRS1:
o

prevention of severe accident (in this case, practically eliminated situation) has to be provided with this
only system

o

n-1 trains are considered if this system is a strong LOD (application of Single Failure Criterion), n trains if
this system is a medium LOD (DHRS-2 and DHRS-1 belong to strong LOD and DHRS-3 to medium
LOD)

o

DHRS1 is operated in a passive mode. In consistency, natural convection is considered in the primary
circuit.

DHRS2:
o

prevention of severe accident (in this case, practically eliminated situation) has to be provided with this
only system

o

n-1 trains are considered if this system is a strong LOD (application of Single Failure Criterion), n trains if
this system is a medium LOD (DHRS-2 and DHRS-1 belong to strong LOD and DHRS-3 to medium
LOD)
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o


DHRS2 passive operating mode is selected. In consistency, natural convection is considered in the
primary circuit.

DHRS3:
o

prevention of severe accident (in this case, practically eliminated situation) has to be provided with this
only system

o

n-1 trains are considered if this system is a strong LOD (application of Single Failure Criterion), n trains if
this system is a medium LOD (DHRS-2 and DHRS-1 belong to strong LOD and DHRS-3 to medium
LOD)

o

DHRS3 is operated in an active mode. In consistency, forced convection is considered in the primary
circuit (if primary pumps are emergency supplied by diesels).

Attention has to be paid to the coupling between the successive loops, and the potential impact on structures
temperatures.
Category 4 safety criteria are proposed for verifying prevention of severe accident for the above sequences. It is
expected that this will allow to check the criteria provided in Appendix H for intermediate sequences generated by
the LOD method:


for the core (as a minimum, no sodium boiling is requested. More restrictive temperature criteria can be
defined for the fuel clad),



for the primary structures (limited damage of certain structures).

Parametric studies
The influence of the following parameters has to be assessed:


the DHR systems starting time,



the location of the heat exchangers (natural convection). The axial position of IHX is fixed. The axial position of SG
and DHRS-1 HXs could be optimized to help natural convection (DHRS-1 HX should not be higher than 12 m
above IHX to avoid cavitation),



the flowrate between the sub-assemblies (natural convection; the interassembly flowrate can be an optimization
parameter).

Concerning unprotected transients:


Short term consequences on the core are studied in Task 1.3.4.



With respect to longer term consequences, decay heat removal systems have to be actuated in order to avoid a
significant damage on the structures (including decay heat removal systems themselves). The grace period and the
relevant actuation means can be investigated.

3. Assessment of passive core shutdown system (Task 1.3.4)
Unprotected transients (UT) are sequences corresponding to initiating events combined with a total failure of shutdown
systems. Two diverse shutdown systems are implemented for ESFR-SMART and each shutdown system corresponds to a
“strong” Line of Defence (reliability of each system is expected to be around 10-3 to 10-4 per demand). The consequences
of these very rare sequences are studied in order to determine if there is a cliff edge effect (i.e., whole core melting
accident) and for defining the requested performances of additional passive core shutdown systems (PCSS) to implement.
In general, category 2 initiating events are considered as initiators of UT. Also, category 3 initiating events have to be
considered as UT initiators to assess the robustness of the design.
Investigating UT sequences in Task 1.3.4 aims at providing answers to the following questions:
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Can feedback effects limit the core damages?



What is the grace period before temperatures go beyond acceptable limits for core integrity?



Otherwise, what should be the features of a passive core shutdown system likely to meet this requirement – esp.
response time?



What are the performances of PCCS proposed by Task1.1.3?



NB: While of concern during a UT sequence, the reactor structures integrity issue is connected to the decay heat
removal topic, elsewhere subject of a separate study - then not to be analyzed in Task1.3.4, which addresses the
short term phase of the transient (reactivity control capability).

Unprotected transients are usually split into four families. Each family groups initiating events leading to similar
phenomenology. They are reviewed hereafter.
Some examples of initiating events are provided hereafter; meanwhile this list is not intended to be comprehensive, as an
exhaustive identification of all core melting initiators has not been carried out yet for ESFR-SMART.
It is then proposed to study bounding transients not attached to a particular initiating event, but representative of events
that could be encountered further in the design process, while not being identified yet.
An important safety issue is to identify the cliff edge effect and then to assess the margins. Therefore, it is proposed to
parametrically consider the bounding events.
Category 4 safety criteria concerning the core are proposed for these very rare events. As a minimum, no sodium boiling is
to be present. More restrictive temperature criteria can be defined for the fuel clad.
Unprotected Loss of Flow (ULOF) and unprotected Loss Of Offsite Power (ULOOP):
The LOF is basically an initiating event that alters the normal flow configuration in the core (e.g. coastdown of one pump
or all primary pumps, a loss of offsite power (LOOP) inducing trip of primary (and secondary) pumps), blocked rotor in a
pump). The scenario can result in a drastic flow reduction in the core and a core heat-up.
Analyses to be performed:


ULOF:




Base case:
o

Primary pumps coast down (use of pump coast down curve specified for ESFR-SMART)

o

No reactor trip

o

No primary pump auxiliary motor start-up (common cause failure on I&C)

o

Secondary pumps kept in operation

Influence of primary flow reduction curve

It is assumed at this stage that consequences of one pump coastdown or seizure are bounded by those associated
to the coastdown of all primary pumps.


ULOOP:


Base case:
o
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o

No reactor trip

o

Diesels start-up

o

Secondary pumps stopped (not emergency supplied)



Influence of flow reduction curve



Influence of no diesels start-up (from 0 to all)

Unprotected Transient Over Power (UTOP):
From a general point of view, this transient type results from any reactivity insertion causing an increase of the core
nuclear power. Examples: spurious withdrawal of control rods by the operator or the control system; gas bubble convected
into the fuel assemblies, then boosting reactivity.
It is proposed to perform the following analysis:


Reactivity insertion sensitivity study.

Unprotected Loss Of Heat Sink (ULOHS):
The LOHS is basically an initiating event that alters (partially or globally) the systems cooling the primary circuit during
normal operation (e.g. failures in secondary loops, tertiary system). Thermal effect causes core and vessel heating but also
core support structures expansion; fuel assemblies move away one from another one, which in return induces a negative
reactivity insertion and then a decrease of the nuclear power. For vessel heat-up, CRDL (Control Rod Drive Line) reactivity
effects become important (negative for DL expansion, positive for vessel expansion).
Due to high temperature operation, the impact on the primary system has to be assessed (the actuation of decay heat
removal systems needs not be considered). In particular, primary pumps failure and a reactor vessel leak might occur.
It is proposed to perform the following analyses:


Base case:


Secondary pumps coast down (no natural circulation in the secondary loops)



No reactor trip



Primary pumps kept in operation (common cause failure on I&C)



Assessment of the influence of primary pumps failures as a function of time.



Assessment of the influence of the number of failed secondary cooling loops. If some cooling loops are kept in
operation, core support expansion is locally reduced. The impact on the transient has to be assessed (study
depending on modelling capability).



Assessment of the influence of a leak of the reactor vessel (study depending on modelling capability).

4. Preliminary design criteria
For ESFR-SMART, the following table indicates preliminary criteria on the fuel, cladding, reactor vessel and reactor pit:
Category
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Fuel limits

Fuel pin clad limit

Vessel

Reactor pit
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Category

Fuel limits

Fuel pin clad limit

Vessel

Reactor pit

Normal operating
conditions

No melting

No open clad failure

Below 400°C

Below 80°C

DBC2

No melting

No clad failure (Tclad <
700°C) except due to
random effects.

Below 450°C

Below 80°C

No melting

No systematic (i.e. large
number of) clad failure
(Tclad > 700°C)

Below 550°C

Below 80°C

DBC3

Any predicted
localized “melting”
(Tfuel > 2700°C) to be
shown to be
acceptable.
Simultaneous and
coincident clad failure
and fuel melting must
be excluded.

DBC4 and
complex
sequences

Very rare
complex
sequences and
limiting events
Severe accidents

No systematic clad
melting (Tclad > 1320°C).
Any predicted localized
clad melting may be
acceptable provided
that it can be shown that Below 650°C
it does not lead to
material relocation.

Below ~100°C

Decoupling criterion: no
clad dry- out, then no
sodium boiling.

No severe core degradation (e.g. no criticality
risk, decay heat removal capability maintained)

Coolability of the damaged core within the primary
system enclosure (e.g. sub-criticality in the long
term, decay heat removal capability)

Below 650°C

Below ~100°C

Below 650°C

Below ~100°C

Table 7: Preliminary criteria on the fuel, cladding, reactor vessel and reactor pit
Note: Integrity is required for vessel and pit, while leak tightness and operability are requested for the DHR equipment.
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Appendix E. SARGEN-IV safety objectives (Framatome input)
Safety objectives have been defined for European Generation IV reactors in Ref. [4]. In this SARGEN_IV report, it is
indicated that WENRA safety objectives (see Ref.[3]) could be considered as a minimum basis for the harmonized SARGEN
IV proposition:
 A “basis” because, they are consistent with the other approaches ([3] to [6]) or represent a necessary and
achievable improvement,
 “Minimum” because some complementary improvements should be identified as far as there should be
improvements between GEN III reactors and GEN IV ones.
SA_O1: Reducing of the frequencies of abnormal/accidental events and reducing the potential for escalation to accident
situations by enhancing plant capability to control abnormal events
SA_O2: Reducing, as far as reasonably practicable
 the core damage frequency taking into account all types of credible hazards and failures and credible combinations
of events,
 other releases of radioactive material from all sources
SA_O3: Providing due consideration to siting and design to reduce the impact of external hazards and malevolent acts
SA_O4: Reducing the radiological impact as far as reasonably achievable by design provisions, for all operating, incidental
and accidental states, decommissioning and dismantling activities, notably by reducing as far as reasonably achievable:
 individual and collective doses for workers and individual dose for first responders,
 radioactive discharges to the environment,
 quantity and activity of radioactive waste.
SA_O5: Ensuring consistency of radiological consequences for normal operation with European directive 96/29/EURATOM
and ICPR 103.
SA_O6: Ensuring that radiological consequences of abnormal events do not exceed radiological consequences of normal
operation.
SA_O7: Ensuring that accidents without severe core damage induce no off-site radiological impact or only minor
radiological impact: in particular, no necessity of iodine prophylaxis, sheltering nor evacuation.
SA_O8: Reducing potential radioactive releases to the environment from accidents with severe core damage, also in the
long term, by following the qualitative criteria below:


accidents with severe core damage which would lead to early or large releases have to be practically eliminated,



for the other ones:
 Ensuring that there should be no need for offsite measures in case of severe core damage accident,
 In case of no fully achievement, it should be justified by designer and design provisions have to be taken so
that only limited protective measures in area and time are needed for the public (no permanent relocation, no
need for emergency evacuation outside the immediate vicinity of the plant, limited sheltering, no long term
restrictions in food consumption) and that sufficient time is available to implement these measures.

SA_O9: Enhancing the effectiveness of the independence between all levels of defence-in-depth, in particular through
diversity provisions (in addition to the strengthening of each of these levels separately as addressed in the previous three
objectives), to provide as far as reasonably practicable an overall reinforcement of defence-in-depth.
SA_O10: Ensuring that safety measures and security measures are designed and implemented in an integrated manner.
Synergies between safety and security enhancements should be sought.
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SA_O11: Ensuring effective management for safety from the design stage. This implies that the licensee:


establishes effective leadership and management for safety over the entire new plant project and has sufficient in
house technical and financial resources to fulfil its prime responsibility in safety;



ensures that all other organizations involved in siting, design, construction, commissioning, operation and
decommissioning of new plants demonstrate awareness among the staff of the nuclear safety issues associated
with their work and their role in ensuring safety.
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Appendix F. Defence-in-depth implementation (Framatome input)
In accordance with Ref. [2], defence-in-depth concept should be implemented in a manner that is demonstrably:
 exhaustive: “the identification of the scenarios to be retained to design and size the safety architecture provisions
must be as exhaustive as possible. It has to be noted that, coherently with the defence-in-depth principle possible
lacks of exhaustiveness are compensated by consideration of enveloping situations which are taken into account
independently of their expected occurrence frequency”,
 graduated or progressive: “without that, “short” sequences can happen for which, downstream from the initiator, the
failure of a particular provision entails a major increase, in terms of consequences, without any possibility of
restoring safe conditions at an intermediate stage”,
 tolerant: “no small deviation of the physical parameters outside the expected ranges, can lead to severe
consequences (i.e., rejection of “cliff edge effects”)”,
 forgiving: “which guarantee the availability of a sufficient grace period and the possibility of repair during accidental
situations”,
 well balanced or homogeneous: “no sequence participates in an excessive and unbalanced manner to the global
frequency of the damaged plant states”.
Independence between the levels of defence-in-depth:
Independence of safety systems belonging to distinct levels of defence-in-depth relies on an adequate implementation of:
 diversification,
 physical or geographical separation,
 limitation of:
 shared components including for the systems ensuring a support function,
 common information or information depending on a same source,
 interactions by means of coupling, synchronization, communication procedures,
in order to avoid common cause failures and propagation of failures between the systems.
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Appendix G. Line Of Defence method (Framatome input)
The following description of the method is issued from the Ref. [8].
The line of defence method is a simple and conservative method which can be used to show the adequacy of protective
measures to demonstrate adequate prevention with regard to a given risk and to classify sequences. This method is
particularly well adapted to the case of the preliminary safety demonstrations associated to a new concept or a new project
to determine the number and quality of the preventive measures to be implemented.
There are three main types of lines of defence:


Preventive measures against occurrence of initiating events.



Active protection actions.



Inherent behaviour and natural resistance to event progression.

Taking into account their expected reliability, the lines of defence are classified as follows:


The strong lines of defence (a LOD) with an expected failure rate of about 10-3 to 10-4 per demand.



The medium lines of defence (b LOD) with an expected failure rate of about 10-1 to 10-2 per demand.

Conventionally, one can classify as lines of defence:
Strong lines:


High quality active systems with internal redundancy, emergency power supply, seismically qualification.



High quality passive components, seismically qualification.



Inherent behaviour which allows long delay for fault rectification.

Medium lines:
-

Classical active systems without internal redundancy.

-

Operator actions.

Two independent medium LODs are considered as equivalent to a strong LOD.
Two strong and one medium lines of defence (2a + b) to prevent core melting accident. Each LOD shall be sufficient to
prevent by itself core melting accident, in particular considering single failure criterion for strong LODs.
The following table provides the needed LODs to prevent core melting accident.
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Initiating event
category

LOD needed to prevent core
melting accident

DBC2

2a+b

DBC3

2a

DBC4

a+b
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Table 8: Needed LODs to prevent core melting accident
Besides, DBC2, DBC3 and DBC4 are studied with DBC analysis rules. The category limits have to be met with
consideration of:


penalizing rules (e.g. penalizing initial conditions, combination with single failure and loss of offsite power),



safety systems, which are actuated and available (i.e. not degraded by the initiating event, its consequences and
by the intiating event cause).

Concerning the sequences resulting from the lines of defence failures,. the following orientations are proposed for ESFRSMART studies in consistency with progressivity:

Initiating event
category

Failed line(s) of
defence combined
with the initiating
event

Category limits which have to be
met by the remaining actuated
LOD(s)

DBC2

b

DBC3 with DBC analysis rules (e.g.
single failure consideration)

DBC2

a

DBC4 with DBC analysis rules (e.g.
single failure consideration)

DBC2

a+b

DBC4 with DBC analysis rules (e.g.
single failure consideration)

DBC2

2a

No core melting with DEC-A
analysis rules

DBC3

a

DBC4 with DBC analysis rules (e.g.
single failure consideration)

DBC4

b

DBC4

a

DBC4 with DBC analysis rules (e.g.
single failure consideration)
No core melting with DEC-A
analysis rules

Table 9: Orientations for the consideration of the sequences resulting from the LODs failures
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Appendix H. Examples of practically eliminated situations for SFRs
(Framatome input)
The following list of examples of practically eliminated situations for SFRs is based on the list provided in Ref. [6].
Modifications concern the wording.






Situations likely to lead to a core meltdown accident with uncontrollable mechanical energy release:


Significant flow of gas through the core



Significant core compaction



Collapse of the core support structures

Situations likely to lead to the containment degradation and to fuel-sub-assembly accident with a huge radiological
release:


Massive water ingress into the primary circuit



Generalized hydrogen deflagration in the radiological containment



Loss of the decay heat removal function

Fuel-sub-assembly significant deterioration situations when the confinement measures may be not sufficient:


Core loading errors leading to fuel melting



Fuel-sub-assembly meltdown in spent fuel storage pool
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reactivity control safety function:
tables and diagrams
(CEA input)

Mechanisms likely to
degrade the main
equipment

RC-LOP1 Safety features to
cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Fundamental Safety
DiD Level
Function

Objective

Challenges

RC-LOP1 Main equipment
ensuring the (safety) function

L1

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures,
which should need reactor
shutdown

Degradation of an
equipment leading to a
failure in the correct core
power evacuation

Main equipment the failure of
which is likely to disturb normal
e.g. defect, operator/I&C
operation and local or global
failure, hazard...
core cooling (e.g. primary
pumps, subassemblies, IHX, etc.)

to be detailled at further
design stages (e.g. adequate
quality, alarm devices,
instrumentation, adequate
formation/qualification for
operators...)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures,
Unexpected reactivty
which should need reactor insertion
shutdown

Main equipment likely to insert
positive reactivity during normal e.g. operator failure,
operation (e.g. control rods, fuel temperature variations...
subassemblies, etc.)

to be detailled at further
design stages (e.g. alarm
devices, reactivity control...)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures,
Significant core compaction
which should need reactor
shutdown

Main equipment possibly leading
e.g. manufacturing
to core compaction (e.g.
defaults...
subassemblies, Hexcans, fuel
pins, earthquake, hazards, etc.)

to be detailled at further
design stages (e.g. high
quality subassembly
manufacturing, adequate core
design...)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures,
Core support structure
which should need reactor failure
shutdown

Main equipment possibly
involved in the core support
plate failure (e.g. main vessel,
strongback, support plate,
diagrid, etc.)

to be detailled at further
design stages (e.g. adequate
thermomechanical studies,
manufacturing, surveillance in
service...)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of abnormal
Main equipment possibly leading e.g. cavitation, gas
operation and failures,
Large gas bubble in the core to gas bubble passage in the core entrainment from the cover
which should need reactor
gas...
(e.g. anti-vortex devices, etc.)
shutdown

L1

L1

L1

L1

e.g. incorrect welding,
manufacturing defects...

to be detailled at further
design stages (e.g. pressure
sensors, adequate thermalhydraulics studies, adequate
qualification and validation
studies...)

RC-LOP1 Safety features to cope RC-LOP1 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms
mechanisms

RC-LOP1 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP1 Safety features to cope RC-LOP1 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
with (prevent/overcome) the
Comments
mechanisms
mechanisms

Fundamental Safety
DiD Level
Function

Objective

L2

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

RC-LOP2 Safety features to cope
RC-LOP2 Safety features to cope with
with (prevent/overcome) the
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms
mechanisms

RC-LOP2 Safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

RC-LOP2 Safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

RC-LOP2 Safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

RC-LOP2 Safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

Detection failure

Implementation of adequate detection
parameters for each family of events

Adequate quality of design and
manufacturing for detectors

Surveillance in service and reparation

Detectors redundancy (if requested by the
safety analysis)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

I&C defect

Adequate quality of design and
manufacturing for I&C

Surveillance in service and reparation

I&C redundancy (if requested by the safety
analysis)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Rods and mechanisms defects

Adequate quality of design and
manufacturing for rods and mechanisms

Surveillance in service and reparation

Single failure criterion (I&C, mechanisms) if No common part with the normal reactor
shutdown system
requested by the safety analysis

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Loss of external electrical supply

Use of gravity for the shutdown system

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Control rods blockage or misalignment

Design margins

Surveillance in service

Sodium aerosol detection/treatment in the
rod mechanisms

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

External loadings : hazards, load drop...

Design of the reactor shutdown systems
including support with respect to
earthquake

Adequate procedures

Adequate quality of hanging devices

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Mechanical vibrations due to reactor
equipement operation

Design margins

Appropriate equipment design

Start-up tests

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Sodium leakage over the reactor roof
affecting the rod mechanisms

Prevention provisions with regard to a
significant sodium leak on the roof (leak
jacket, detection and loop draining)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Control rods withdrawal

I&C monitoring of axial position of CSD

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Primary Na draining (e.g. break in the vessel)

Reactor Pit liner with adequate design,
quality and manufacturing

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Significant core compaction

The main equipment is not efficient for this
mechanism.

Need for Practical
Elimination

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Core support structure failure

The main equipment is not efficient for this
mechanism.

Need for Practical
Elimination

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident, once RCLOP1 main equipment failure (i.e. abnormal Degradation of the implementation All the reactor shutdown systems
operation or failure, which should need
of the reactor shutdown systems. (CSD + DSD)
reactor shutdown), has occurred.

Large gas bubble in the core

The main equipment is not efficient for this
mechanism.

Need for Practical
Elimination

Challenges

RC-LOP2 Main equipment ensuring Mechanisms likely to degrade the main
the safety function
equipment

Detection by subassembly
Limited reactivity worth of control rods
thermocouples + power measurement

Common cause failure
Comments
with previous LOP

if I&C redundancy is requested by the safety
analysis 6> implementation of physical
separation

Disconnection of the rod mechanism during
SIRIB
fuel handling

Independance of the normal operation
power control and the automatic
shutdown systems

DiD Level

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

RC-LOP3
Mechanisms likely to
Main equipment ensuring degrade the main
the safety function
equipment

RC-LOP3
Safety features to cope
with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

RC-LOP3
Safety features to cope
with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

RC-LOP3
Safety features to cope
with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

RC-LOP3
Safety features to cope
with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

RC-LOP3
Safety features to cope
with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

RC-LOP3
Safety features to cope
with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

RC-LOP3
Safety features to cope
Common cause failure
with
with previous LOP
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Fundamental Safety
Function

Objective

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
reactor shutdown
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
systems.
failures have occurred.

One of the two shutdown
reactor systems (CSD or
Detection failure
DSD)

Detectors
diversification

Physical separation

CSD and DSD already used
for L2

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown
I&C failure
reactor systems (CSD or
DSD)

Diverse design of I&C
systems

High quality level for
the I&C

CSD and DSD already used
for L2

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown
Loss of external
reactor systems (CSD or
electrical supply
DSD)

Use of gravity for the
shutdown system

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown
reactor systems (CSD or
Actuator failure
DSD)

Diverse design of
mechanisms and
control rods

No common
equipments between Physical separation
the 2 shutdown systems

CSD and DSD already used
for L2

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown
Control rods blockage
reactor systems (CSD or
or misalignment
DSD)

Diverse design of
control rods

Sodium aerosol
detection/treatment in
the rod mechanisms

CSD and DSD already used
for L2

Challenges

Comments

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
reactor shutdown
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
systems.
failures have occurred.

One of the two shutdown
External loadings :
reactor systems (CSD or
hazards, load drop...
DSD)

Diverse design of
control rods

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
reactor shutdown
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
systems.
failures have occurred.

Sodium leakage over
One of the two shutdown
the reactor roof
reactor systems (CSD or
affecting the rod
DSD)
mechanisms

Fail-safe systems

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown
Primary Na draining
Adequate reactor pit
reactor systems (CSD or
(e.g. break in the vessel) design
DSD)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown
reactor systems (CSD or
Core compaction
DSD)

The main equipment is
not efficient for this
mechanism.

Adressed as a
Practically Eliminated
Situation

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown
Core support plate
reactor systems (CSD or
failure
DSD)

The main equipment is
not efficient for this
mechanism.

Adressed as a
Practically Eliminated
Situation

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core
Degradation of the
melting accident, once RC- implementation of the
LOP1 and RC-LOP2
reactor shutdown
failures have occurred.
systems.

One of the two shutdown Large gas bubble
reactor systems (CSD or
passing through the
core
DSD)

The main equipment is
not efficient for this
mechanism.

Adressed as a
Practically Eliminated
Situation

Fail-safe systems

Physical separation of
I&C systems

CSD and DSD already used
for L2

CSD and DSD already used
for L2

DiD Level

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

RC-LOP3 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP3 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP3 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP3 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP3 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP3 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Challenges

RC-LOP3 Main equipment ensuring
the safety function

RC-LOP3 Safety features to cope
Mechanisms likely to degrade the
with (prevent/overcome) the
main equipment
mechanisms

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

Core design

Sodium boiling

Use of validated and qualified
Adequate neutronic feedback
effects in order to avoid boiling or codes for transient calculations
during the safety demonstration
limit boiling effects

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

Passive shutdown systems (e.g.
CPEM+DSD or hydraulic rods)

Loss of external electrical supply

Passive insertion, no need of
electricity

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Passive shutdown systems (e.g.
CPEM+DSD or hydraulic rods)

Actuator failure

Adequate quality level (for design
Surveillance
and manufacturing)

Margins for shutdown thresholds

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Passive shutdown systems (e.g.
CPEM+DSD or hydraulic rods)

Absorber rods manufacturing
defects

Adequate quality level (for design
Surveillance
and manufacturing)

No common part with the previous
levels

CSD and DSD already used for L2 and
L3a

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

Passive shutdown systems (e.g.
CPEM+DSD or hydraulic rods)

Control rods blockage or
misalignment

Diverse design

Surveillance

CSD and DSD already used for L2 and
L3a

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

Passive shutdown systems (e.g.
CPEM+DSD or hydraulic rods)

External loadings : hazards, sodium
Diverse design of mechanisms,
Design with respect to earthquake
control rods
leaks, load drop...

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Prevention of core melting accident,
once, RC-LOP1, RC-LOP2 and RCLOP3a failures have occurred.

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

Fundamental Safety Function Objective

Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function
Degradation of the
implementation of the
reactivity control safety
function

Common cause failure with previous
LOP

Comments

CSD and DSD already used for L2 and
L3a

Adequate quality level (for design
and manufacturing)

No common equipments between
passive systems actuator and
previous systems actuators

CSD and DSD already used for L2 and
L3a

External loadings occurring over
the reactor roof do not affect the
passive shutdown system, or failsafe passive systems

Core compaction

The passive core behavior is not
able to avoid large reactivity
insertion

Adressed as a Practically
Eliminated Situation

Core design

Core support plate failure

The passive core behavior is not
able to avoid large reactivity
insertion

Adressed as a Practically
Eliminated Situation

Core design

Large gas bubble passing through
the core

The passive core behavior is not
able to avoid large reactivity
insertion

Adressed as a Practically
Eliminated Situation

Core design

DiD Level

Fundamental Safety Function Objective

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Challenges

RC-LOP4 Main equipment
ensuring the safety function

RC-LOP4 Safety features to cope
Mechanisms likely to degrade the
with (prevent/overcome) the
main equipment
mechanisms

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core design

Sodium boiling

Contribution of the neutronic
shielding above the core

Adequate neutronic feedback
effects in order to avoid or limit
boiling

RC-LOP4 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP4 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP4 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP4 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP4 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

RC-LOP4 Safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Common cause failure with previous
LOP

Comments

Use of validated and qualified
codes for transient calculations
during the safety demonstration

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Core compaction

Main equipments possibly leading
to core compaction (e.g.
Critical configuration in the core
subassemblies, Hexcans, fuel
after core melting
pins...)

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Corium discharge tubes

Discharge tube defect

Adequate quality of design &
manufacturing

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Corium discharge tubes

Mechanical blockage in the
discharge tubes

Surveillance in service

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Corium discharge tubes

Upwards corium ejection in the
discharge tubes

Adequate design

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Corium discharge tubes

Solidification or freezing of corium Adequate discharge tube design
in discharge tubes
and structural material

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core catcher

Core catcher defect

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core catcher

Degradation of the upper layer of
Adequate structural material and
the core catcher (corrosion, corium
design
and steel jets)

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core catcher

Mechanical energy release in case
of core melting accident

Adequate design of the core to
minimize mechanical energy
release

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core catcher

External loadings: earthquakes

Design to withstand extreme
earthquakes

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core catcher

Critical configuration in the core
catcher

Adequate geometry of the core
catcher

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core design

Important core compaction

The mitigation devices are not
efficient

Adressed as a Practically
Eliminated Situation

L4

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core design

Core support plate failure

The mitigation devices are not
efficient

Adressed as a Practically
Eliminated Situation

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Mitigation of core melting
accident

Degradation of the
implementation of the severe
accivent mitigation devices

Core design

Large gas bubble passing through
the core

The mitigation devices are not
efficient

Adressed as a Practically
Eliminated Situation

L4

L4

L4

L4

L4

Adequate quality of design &
manufacturing

Qualification of the discharge tube Independence of the tube opening
design and structural material
with regard to the scenario

Qualification of discharge tubes

Adequate core melting accident
studies

Qualification of discharge tubes

Adequate core melting accident
studies

Adequate structural material for
the core catcher

Surveillance

Adequate design of the core
catcher (and its support structure)

Neutronic poison

Appendix J

Application of OPT to
Decay Heat Removal safety function:
tables and diagrams
(JRC input)

DiD Level

L1

L1

L1

L1

L1

L1

L1

L1

L1

L1

Reactor Vessel

See C-OPT level 3 related diagram

See C-OPT level 3 related diagram

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance

Objective

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
Decrease of primary sodium
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor level
shutdown states

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
Degradation of primary sodium
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor circulation
shutdown states

LIPOSO

Failure
(e.g. defects, corrosion, thermomechanical loadings)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
Degradation of primary sodium
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor circulation
shutdown states

LIPOSO

Hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake if requested by
safety analysis

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
Degradation of primary sodium
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor circulation
shutdown states

Fuel Assembly

Plugging
(e.g. debris, cladding failure/cracking)

Procedures to minimize construction and
maintenance debris

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay
heat removal function (practically eliminated
Degradation of primary sodium
situation), once:
circulation
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay
heat removal function (practically eliminated
Degradation of primary sodium
situation), once:
circulation
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

Hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake if requested by
safety analysis

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
Degradation of primary sodium
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor circulation
shutdown states

IHX

Debris/ Na solidification due to
overcooling

Procedures to minimize construction and
maintenance debris

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
Degradation of implementation
which could lead to the degradation of decay
of decay heat removal system
heat removal during normal operation reactor
used during normal operation
shutdown states

Secondary Loop
(including IHX tubes and SG vessel)

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
Degradation of implementation
which could lead to the degradation of decay
of decay heat removal system
heat removal during normal operation reactor
used during normal operation
shutdown states

Secondary Loop
(including IHX tubes and SG vessel)

Hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake if requested by
safety analysis

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal system
used during normal operation

Secondary Pumps

Defects
(e.g. mechanical failure, operator error)

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal system
used during normal operation

Secondary Pumps

Hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake if requested by
safety analysis

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal system
used during normal operation

Tertiary System

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal system
used during normal operation

Tertiary System

Hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake if requested by
safety analysis

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal system
used during normal operation

Steam Generator Tubes

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal system
used during normal operation

Steam Generator Tubes

Hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake if requested by
safety analysis

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L1

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L1

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L1

Mechanisms likely to degrade the main
equipment

DHR-LOP1
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

Fundamental Safety Function

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L1

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L1

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor
shutdown states
Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor
shutdown states
Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor
shutdown states
Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor
shutdown states
Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor
shutdown states
Prevention of abnormal operation and failures,
which could lead to the degradation of decay
heat removal during normal operation reactor
shutdown states

Challenge

DHR-LOP1
Main equipment ensuring the
(safety) function

DHR-LOP1
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP1
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Design for retention of debris prior Design of pump to prevent oil
ingress
inlet to the core

Adequate procedure to prevent
inadverted closure of IHX valve (if
any)

DHR-LOP1
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP1
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP1
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP1
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Comments

DiD Level

Mechanisms likely to degrade the main
equipment

DHR-LOP2
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures, which could lead to the
degradation of decay heat removal during normal operation reactor shutdown Decrease of primary sodium level Reactor vessel
states

See C-OPT level 3 related diagram

See C-OPT level 3 related diagram

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of abnormal operation and failures, which could lead to the
degradation of decay heat removal during normal operation reactor shutdown Decrease of primary sodium level Provisions to mitigate primary sodium siphoning
states

Not investigated

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

Detection failure

Implementation of adequate detection parameter

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

I&C failure

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

Loss of external electrical supply

Emergency Diesel generators
(Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

External hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake (considering paraseismic devices, if any)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Forced circulation
(Primary pumps + pony motors)

Internal hazards loadings: e.g. sodium
leaks on the reactor roof

Prevention of sodium leaks on the reactor roof

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Forced circulation
(Global hydraulic path)

Inadverted closure/plugging of hydraulic
paths

Adequate procedures for preventing actuation of all
closure devices if any

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

Detection failure

Implementation of adequate detection parameter

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

I&C failure
(e.g. defects, hazards)

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis

Adequate physical separation with regard to internal
hazards

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis

Reparability

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

Loss of external electrical supply

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Natural circulation + thermal pumps
(Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance)

[DHRS-3]
Emergency Diesel generators
(Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

External hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquakes (considering paraseismic devices, if any)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
of decay heat removal systems
(long term mission)

Fundamental Safety Function

Objective

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

L2

Challenge

DHR-LOP2
Main equipment ensuring the (safety) function

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHR-LOP2
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Internal hazards loadings: load drop on the Adequate procedures preventing load drop on sodium
reactor roof
pipes in the above-roof area (e.g. in case of fuel and
component handling)

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Quality of design and manufacturing of hanging devices
and surveillance

Internal hazards loadings outside the
above-roof area

Adequate prevention of internal hazards outside the
above-roof area

Adequate physical separation of mechanical,electrical
trains of same system if requested by safety analysis

Spurious draining of one secondary loop

Adequate design to ensure DHR without the availability
of one secondary loop and with considering single failure

Spurious draining of several secondary
loops

Adequate prevention against several secondary loops
draining

IHX leaks
(eventually leading to secondary loop
draining)

Adequate design to ensure DHR with degradation of one
IHX and with considering single failure

Failure of all primary pumps

Adequate prevention against failure of primary forced
circulation

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

Prevention or design of occurence of mechanical loads inside the
above-roof area
(e.g. loads drop, missiles)

Leak jacket + secondary loop draining
implementation to prevent sodium on all three
DHRS(s) I&C.

Adequate physical separation of mechanical, I&C,
electrical trains and systems by safety analysis

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Internal hazards loadings: sodium leaks on Prevention of the sodium leaks on the reactor roof:
the reactor roof
Implementation of leak jacket;
Detection/Draining of the affected loop

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHR-LOP2
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety analysis

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3: DHRS1 : Dedicated secondary sodium loops cooled by air
DHRS2: Main secondary sodium loops with steam generators cooled by air
DHRS3: Reactor pit cooling circuit

DHR-LOP2
Related safety features to cope with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP2
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHR-LOP2
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHR-LOP2
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

Common cause failure with previous LOP

Comments

DiD Level

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

L3a

DHR-LOP3a
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHR-LOP3a
Related safety features to cope with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Reparability

Fundamental Safety Function

Objective

Challenge

DHR-LOP3a
Mechanisms likely to degrade the main
Main equipment ensuring the (safety)
equipment
function

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Decrease of primary sodium
level

Reactor pit liner (replacing safety
vessel)

Defects

Adequate quality of design and
manufacturing, surveillance

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Decrease of primary sodium
level

Reactor pit liner (replacing safety
vessel)

External hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate design against earthquake
(considering para-seismic devices, if any)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Decrease of primary sodium
level

Reactor pit liner (replacing safety
vessel)

Loading (pressure, temperature) transients Adequate design of reactor pit liner against
in case of accidents
thermo-mechanical transients

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
Natural circulation in primary circuit
circulation

Design error with regard to natural
circulation performance

Adequate quality of design with margins
(e.g. maximized height between hot and cold Qualified modelling tools supported by experimental evidence
spot)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
Natural circulation in primary circuit
circulation

Slow start-up of natural circulation

Primary pumps inertia (flywheel) to favour
the transition from forced to natural
circulation

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
Natural circulation in primary circuit
circulation

External hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

A priori no impact is expected

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium
Natural circulation in primary circuit
circulation

Internal hazards loadings: sodium leaks on
A priori no impact is expected
the reactor roof

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of primary sodium Natural circulation
circulation
(Global hydraulic path)

Inadverted closure/plugging of hydraulic
paths

Adequate procedures for preventing
actuation of all closure devices if any

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

Detection failure

Diversification of detection provisions
(measure parameters, type of equipment,
geographical position) [at least one DHRS
actuation ]

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

I&C failure
(e.g. defects, hazards)

Diversification of I&C provisions (e.g. against Adequate physical separation of at least one DHRS (with regard
defects, earthquakes) [at least one DHRS ]
to other DHRS) against internal hazards

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

Defects

Diversification of at least one DHRS

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

Loss of external electrical supply

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Natural circulation + thermal pumps
(Adequate quality of design and
manufacturing, surveillance)

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

External hazards loadings: e.g. earthquake

Adequate diversification of at least one DHRS
against earthquake

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Internal hazards loadings: sodium leaks on
DHRS-3 implemented outside of reactor roof Design/Protection of one of the two DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 against
the reactor roof
sodium leak

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Internal hazards loadings: load drop on the
Protection of one of the two DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 against load drop
DHRS-3 implemented outside of reactor roof
reactor roof
on sodium pipes in the above-roof area (e.g. in case of fuel and
component handling)

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

Adequate physical separation of at least one
Internal hazards loadings outside the aboveDHRS (with regard to other DHRS) against
roof area
internal hazards outside the above-roof area

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

Spurious draining of one secondary loop

Adequate design to ensure DHR without one
DHRS, without the availability of one
secondary loop and with considering single
failure

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

Spurious draining of several secondary
loops

At least one DHRS not affected by several
secondary loops draining

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

IHX leaks
(eventually leading to secondary loop
draining)

Adequate design to ensure DHR without one
DHRS, with the degradation of one IHX and
with considering single failure

Degradation of implementation
DHRS-1//DHRS-2 or DHRS-1/DHRS-3
of decay heat removal systems
or DHRS-2/DHRS-3
(long term mission)

Failure of all primary pumps

At least one DHRS not affected by failure of
primary forced circulation

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3a

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal function
(practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

DHR-LOP3a
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHR-LOP3a
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

Implementation of control devices and safety valves on
associated gas system

[at least one DHRS]
[at least one DHRS]
Protection against mechanical loads inside the aboveProtection or design against sodium leak inside the
roof area
above-roof area
(e.g. loads drop, missiles)

DHR-LOP3a
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP3a
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP3a
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Common cause failure with previous LOP

Comments

DiD Level

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3b

L3a

L3b

L3b

DHR-LOP3b
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

Decrease of primary sodium level Reactor pit

Defects

Adequate quality of design and construction

Decrease of primary sodium level Reactor pit

External hazards loadings: e.g.
earthquake

Adequate design earthquake (considering paraseismic devices, if any)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Decrease of primary sodium level Reactor pit

Loading (pressure, temperature,
chemical) transients in normal
Adequate reactor pit cooling system
operation and accidental conditions

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Objective

Challenge

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Detection failure

Diversification of detection provisions (measure
parameters, type of equipment, geographical
position)
[all three DHRS actuation]

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

I&C failure
(e.g. defects, hazards)

Diversification of I&C provisions (against defects,
earthquakes)
[all three DHRS ]

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Defects

Diversification of three DHRS(s)

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Loss of external electrical supply

[DHRS-1 or DHRS-2]
Natural circulation + thermal pumps
(Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance)

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

External hazards loadings: e.g.
earthquake

Adequate diversification of the three DHRS and
one of them designed to withstand the postulated
extreme earthquake (considering para-seismic
devices, if any)

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Internal hazards loadings: sodium
leaks on the reactor roof

DHRS-3 available because implemented outside of
reactor roof

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Internal hazards loadings: load drop

DHRS-3 available implemented outside of reactor
roof

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Adequate physical separation of at least a second
Internal hazards loadings outside the
of the three DHRS against internal hazards outside
above-roof area
the above-roof area

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Spurious draining of one secondary
loop

Each DHRS ensures DHR function without the
availability of one secondary loop and with
considering single failure for DHRS-1 and DHRS-2

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Spurious draining of several
secondary loops

At least a second DHRS not affected by several
secondary loops draining.

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

IHX leaks
Each DHRS ensures DHR function with the
(eventually leading to secondary loop degradation of one IHX and with considering single
draining)
failure for DHRS-1 and DHRS-2

Degradation of implementation of
decay heat removal systems (long DHRS-1 or DHRS-2 or DHRS-3
term mission)

Failure of all primary pumps

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3b

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3b

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3b

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3b

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3b

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

L3b

L3a

DHR-LOP3b
Main equipment ensuring the
(safety) function

Mechanisms likely to degrade the
main equipment

Fundamental Safety Function

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed
Prevention of the complete failure of the decay heat removal
function (practically eliminated situation), once:
- reactor is shut down;
- previous DHR-LOP(s) have failed

At least a second DHRS not affected by failure of
primary forced circulation.

DHR-LOP3b
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHR-LOP3b
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHR-LOP3b
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

[at least a second DHRS]
Protection + geographical separation against
mechanical loads inside the above-roof area
(e.g. loads drop, missiles)

[at least a second DHRS]
Protection or design + geographical separation
against sodium leak inside the above-roof area

Adequate design of reactor pit against
thermo-mechanical transient and potential
chemical reaction (inner layer of inert
material)

Adequate physical separation of all DHRS
with regard to internal hazards

DHR-LOP3b
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

DHR-LOP3b
Related safety features to
cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP3b
Related safety features to
cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Common cause failure with previous LOP

Comments

DiD Level

Fundamental Safety Function

Objective

Challenge

DHR-LOP4
Main equipment ensuring the (safety) function

Mechanisms likely to degrade the main
equipment

DHR-LOP4
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

L4

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Mitigation of core melting accident

Decrease of primary sodium level

Reactor pit liner (replacing safety vessel)

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance

L4

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Mitigation of core melting accident

Decrease of primary sodium level

Reactor pit liner (replacing safety vessel)

Mechanical energy release in case of core
melt accident

Design of the core to minimise the mechanical energy Adequate gap between reactor vessel and reactor pit liner to cope
release
with deformation due to mechanical energy release

L4

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Mitigation of core melting accident

Decrease of primary sodium level

Reactor pit liner (replacing safety vessel)

Loading (pressure, temperature) on reactor Adequate design of reactor pit liner to provide leakpit liner in case of core melt accident
tightness in case of reactor vessel leak

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Mitigation of core melting accident

Decrease of primary sodium level

Reactor pit liner (replacing safety vessel)

L4

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Mitigation of core melting accident

Degradation of primary sodium
circulation

Passive heat transfer means (e.g. natural circulation, Uncertainties on corium location and
conduction, irradiation)
thermalhydraulic path

Detection failure

Implementation of adequate detection parameter in
case of core melt accident

I&C failure
(e.g. defects, hazards)

Adequate independence with regard to RC-LOP I&C

Defects

Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance, redundancy if requested by safety
analysis

L4

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Mitigation of core melting accident

L4

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Mitigation of core melting accident

Degradation of implementation of
Adequate combination of
decay heat removal systems (long term
DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3
mission)

Mitigation of core melting accident

Degradation of implementation of
Adequate combination of
decay heat removal systems (long term
DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3
mission)

Mitigation of core melting accident

Degradation of implementation of
Adequate combination of
decay heat removal systems (long term
DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3
mission)

L4

L4

L4

L4

L4

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

CORE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Reparability

DHR-LOP4
Related safety features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the mechanisms

Adequate design of reactor pit liner to maintain leaktightness in case of extreme earthquake (considering
para-seismic devices, if any)

L4

Degradation of implementation of
Adequate combination of
decay heat removal systems (long term
DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3
mission)

Earthquake

DHR-LOP4
Related safety features to cope with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Adequate core catcher design and location

Adequate modelling of core melt phenomena

Mechanical energy release in case of core
melt accident

Robust IHX design with respect to mechanical energy
release

Mitigation of core melting accident

Degradation of implementation of
Adequate combination of
decay heat removal systems (long term
DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3
mission)

Earthquake

Adequate design of requested DHRS (including
chimneys and safety features, e.g. emergency diesel)
to withstand extreme earthquake (considering paraseismic devices, if any)

Mitigation of core melting accident

Degradation of implementation of
Adequate combination of
decay heat removal systems (long term
DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3
mission)

Mechanisms likely to affect long term
operation (e.g. fire, defects)

Reparability

Adequate redundancy and physical separation

Mitigation of core melting accident

Degradation of implementation of
Adequate combination of
decay heat removal systems (long term
DHRS-1//DHRS-2//DHRS-3
mission)

Loss of external electrical supply

[DHRS-1//DHRS-2]
Natural circulation + thermal pumps
(Adequate quality of design and manufacturing,
surveillance)

[DHRS-3]
Emergency Diesel generators
(Adequate quality of design and manufacturing, surveillance,
redundancy if requested by safety analysis)

Design of the core to minimise the mechanical energy release

Adequate design of the secondary and DHRS1 pipes crossing the reactor roof with respect
to mechanical energy release and potential
impact on the reactor roof

DHR-LOP4
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP4
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP4
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DHR-LOP4
Related safety features to cope
with (prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Common cause failure with previous LOP

Comments

Appendix K

Application of OPT to
confinement of radioactive material safety function:
tables and diagrams
(KIT input)

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Defects in as-fabricated fuel pins

Adequate quality of fuel
pin design (e.g. use of
qualified codes) and
manufacturing

Adequate fuel pin design
with regard to internal
corrosion

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

DiD Level

L1

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures Degradation of the first
CONFINEMENT OF
confinement barrier
Fuel clad
leading to the
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
degradation of the first during normal operation
confinement barrier

L1

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures Degradation of the first
CONFINEMENT OF
confinement barrier
Fuel clad
leading to the
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
degradation of the first during normal operation
confinement barrier

Corrosion

L1

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures Degradation of the first
CONFINEMENT OF
confinement barrier
Fuel clad
leading to the
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
degradation of the first during normal operation
confinement barrier

Adequate quality of
provisions allowing to
determine fuel
temperature: mainly power
measurement, primary
coolant global flow
Mechanisms likely to lead to exceed
operating temperatures.
Not Adequate margins for fuel measurement (+ flow
Qualified core modelling
calibration in each fuel SA),
operating conditions
investigated in detail in the frame of
coolant temperature
ESFR-SMART
measurement and
monitoring for each fuel SA,
modelling, redundancy, if
requested by safety
analysis)

L1

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures Degradation of the first
CONFINEMENT OF
confinement barrier
Fuel clad
leading to the
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
degradation of the first during normal operation
confinement barrier

Mechanisms likely to lead to abnormal
peaking factor due to incorrect
Adequate quality of fuel
composition of the fuel .
pin manufacturing
Not investigated in detail in the frame of
ESFR-SMART

L1

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures Degradation of the first
CONFINEMENT OF
confinement barrier
Fuel clad
leading to the
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
degradation of the first during normal operation
confinement barrier

Earthquake

Adequate site selection

L1

Prevention of abnormal
operation and failures Degradation of the first
CONFINEMENT OF
confinement barrier
Fuel clad
leading to the
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
degradation of the first during normal operation
confinement barrier

Mechanical loading due to fuel subassembly drop

Adequate quality of fuel
refueling operations

Objective

Challenges

C-LOP1
Main equipment
ensuring the (safety) function

Mechanisms likely to degrade the main
equipment

Fundamental Safety
Function

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Provisions limiting
Provisions ensuring primary
Slight overpressure of cover
concentration of oxygen in boundary leaktightness with
gas to prevent air ingress
Na (purification devices)
regard to air ingress

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Adequate equipment
handling procedures with
regard to air ingress

Provisions ensuring primary
Slight overpressure of cover Adequate equipment
boundary leaktightness
handling procedures to
gas to prevent air with
with regard to water
avoid water ingress
water content ingress
ingress

Adequate fuel SA loading
Fuel SA labelling to avoid
scheme definition and QA&QC incorrect fuel SA loading

Adequate quality of fuel
refueling operations

Fuel SA spike design
features for SA and
absorber rods
discrimination

RC-LOP1 and DHR-LOP1
main equipment

C-LOP1
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Comments

Provisions preventing
corrosion due to other
causes

In case of too high operating temperature,
reactor shutdown is requested (see RC
diagrams)

In case of too high operating temperature,
reactor shutdown is requested (see RC
diagrams)

Adequate quality of fuel SA
hanging equipment +
surveillance

C-LOP2
Main equipment
ensuring the safety
function

Mechanisms likely to
degrade the main
equipment

C-LOP2
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

C-LOP2
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome) the
mechanisms

Undetected
manufacturing defects

Monitoring of the cover gas to
detect the failure and
implementation of corrective
measures if necessary

Reactor shutdown at high
radioactivity levels in the cover
gas

Detection of air ingress (with
Sufficient thickness of fuel clad
adequate quality, surveillance,
(provides grace period for
redundancy if requested by safety
detection and implementation
analysis) and implementation of
of corrective actions)
corrective measures

DiD Level

Fundamental Safety
Function

Objective

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 safety
Degradation of the first
Fuel clad
confinement barrier
features failure has
occurred

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 safety
Degradation of the first
Fuel clad
features failure has
confinement barrier
occurred

Corrosion due to air
ingress

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 safety
Degradation of the first
Fuel clad
features failure has
confinement barrier
occurred

Detection of water ingress (with
Sufficient thickness of fuel clad
Corrosion due to water
adequate quality, surveillance,
(provides grace period for
ingress (soda
redundancy if requested by safety
detection and implementation
formation)
analysis) and implementation of
of corrective actions)
corrective measures

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
Degradation of the first
once C-LOP1 safety
Fuel clad
features failure has
confinement barrier
occurred

Corrosion due to other
processes: to be
investigated in later
stages

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 safety
Degradation of the first
Fuel clad
confinement barrier
features failure has
occurred

Thermal transients

Implementation of RC-LOP2
Adequate design of fuel clad using
and DHR-LOP2 main equipment qualified codes

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
Degradation of the first
once C-LOP1 safety
Fuel clad
features failure has
confinement barrier
occurred

Earthquake

Adequate design of fuel clad to
maintain leaktightness in case
of earthquake (considering
paraseismic devices
implementation if any)

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 safety
Degradation of the first
Fuel clad
features failure has
confinement barrier
occurred

Diverse provisions to prevent
Fuel sub-assembly drop
the drop or provisions to
during handling into the
moderate the drop effect (with
reactor vessel
adequate quality, surveillance)

Challenges

No safety features identified for
earthquakes higher than DBE
(potentially leading to clad
failures)

C-LOP2
Safety features to cope
with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP2
Safety features to cope
Common cause failure
with
with previous LOP
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Comments

L2

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 safety
Degradation of the first
Fuel clad
features failure has
confinement barrier
occurred

Random fuel clad
failure

Surveillance, reactor shutdown
and corrective measures if
needed (to protect the other
cladding)

DiD Level

Fundamental Safety
Function

Objective

Challenges

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

L3

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

C-LOP3
Mechanisms likely to
Main equipment ensuring degrade the main
the safety function
equipment

C-LOP3
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Reactor roof and seals

Adequate quality of
Reactor roof and seals
design, manufacturing
design or manufacturing
of reactor roof and seals
defects or operational
and operational
procedures errors
procedures

Reactor roof and seals

Adequate design of
Loading on the reactor
reactor roof and seals to
roof as consequences of
provide leaktightness in
accidents
case of accident

Reactor roof and seals

Practical elimination of
a significant
introduction of water
into the primary
boundary likely to
degrade the three
Loading due to a
confinement barriers
significant water ingress
(i.e. implementation of
into the primary
three independent
boundary
prevention provisions:
e.g. no water circuit in
the above roof area, no
primary circuit cooling
system using water as
coolant)

Reactor roof and seals

Adequate quality of
design and
manufacturing of
Thermal loading due to
reactor roof cooling
failure of reactor roof
circuit, surveillance,
cooling circuit
redundancy (if
requested by safety
analysis)

Reactor roof and seals

Thermal loading due to
sodium leak and sodium
fire (not due to load
drop)

Adequate quality of
design and
manufacturing of
sodium pipes in the
above roof area +
surveillance

C-LOP3
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Monitoring of the roof
leaktightness to detect
the failure and then
reach safe conditions

Monitoring to detect a
failure and reactor
shutdown
implementation

No connection of small
pipes to main sodium
pipes in the above roof
area

C-LOP3
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP3
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP3
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP3
Safety
features to cope with
Common cause failure with previous LOP
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Reactor shutdown at
high radioactivity levels
in the above roof area

The fuel clad and the RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 in support (C-LOP2)
are independent from the reactor roof and seals (C-LOP3). So, there
is no common mode failure due to defects.
Besides, failure of reactor roof leaktightness or operational
procedures errors correspond to failure of C-LOP1 safety features
likely to lead to air ingress, which is also likely to degrade the fuel
clad (C-LOP2).
Independent
provisions to cover two levels of defense-in-depth are proposed
independent detection of primary boundary loss of leaktightness
(with adequate quality, surveillance, redundancy if requested by
safety analysis) in complement to the detection of air ingress
implemented at the previous level: e.g. detection of activity in the
above roof area , diverse detection of air ingress.

Emergency supply in
case of Loss of Off site
Power

In case of Loss Of Offsite Power, risk of common failure for
electrical supply of RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 ensuring fuel clad
leaktightness (C-LOP2), and electrical supply of reactor roof cooling
system.
It is
proposed to implement an independent electrical supply for the
reactor roof cooling circuit e.g. diverse diesels.

Thermal loading due to sodium leak and sodium fire (not due to
load drop) is likely to degrade safety equipment located on the roof
ensuring the fuel clad leaktightness (C-LOP2), reactor roof and seals
leaktightness (C-LOP3) and reactor containment structure
leaktightness.
The
following independent provisions can be proposed:
- prevention of occurrence of sodium pipe leak
- leakjacket + sodium loop draining in case of sodium pipe leak
occurrence
- leaktightness of the first confinement barrier in case of sodium
leak occurrence on the roof: 1) Ensure reactor shutdown and decay
heat removal (with adequate leaktightness of the first confinement
barrier) in case of sodium leak on the roof 2) Ensure reactor roof
and reactor containment structure integrity in case of sodium
leak/fire

Comments

One of the successive
provisions has to be
consistent with the
results of the analysis of
the safety functions (RC,
DHR) LOP2.

L3

L3

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

Reactor roof and seals

Adequate procedures
preventing load drop on
Thermal loading due to
sodium pipes in the
sodium leak and sodium
above roof area (e.g. in
fire (due to load drop)
case of fuel and
component handling)

Reactor roof and seals

Adequate procedures
preventing load drop on
Mechanical damage due
the reactor roof in case
to load drop
of fuel and component
handling

Reactor roof and seals

Adequate reactor roof
and seals design to
provide leaktightness
during earthquake
conditions (IHX is firmly
connected to the roof
(to avoid seismic
displacements) and
even welded to avoid
any sodium leakage)

Earthquake/External
loading

Quality of design and
manufacturing of
hanging devices +
surveillance

Quality of design and
manufacturing of
hanging devices +
surveillance

Cover gas system

Monitoring of the cover
Adequate quality in the
Cover gas system design
gas system
design and
or manufacturing
leaktightness to detect
manufacturing process
the failure and to reach
defects
of cover gas system
safe conditions

Cover gas system

Thermal loading on
cover gas pipe on the
roof due to sodium leak
and sodium fire (not due
to load drop)

Adequate design of
cover gas system to
provide leaktightness in
case of sodium leak and
fire on the roof

Cover gas system

Thermal loading on
cover gas pipe on the
roof due to sodium leak
and sodium fire due to
load drop

Adequate design of
cover gas system to
provide leaktightness in
case of sodium leak and
fire on the roof

Prevention of load drop
on sodium pipes due to
internal and external
hazards (e.g. aircraft
crash, earthquake)

Thermal loading due to sodium leak and sodium fire due to load
drop is likely to degrade safety equipment located on the roof
ensuring the fuel clad leaktightness (C-LOP2), reactor roof and seals
leaktightness (C-LOP3) and reactor containment structure
leaktightness.
The following independent provisions can be proposed:
- prevention of occurrence of load drop on the sodium pipe
- protection of sodium pipe on the reactor roof with regard to load
drop
- leaktightness of the first confinement barrier in case of sodium
leak occurrence on the reactor roof: 1) Ensure reactor shutdown
and decay heat removal (with adequate leaktightness of the first
confinement barrier) in case of sodium leak on the roof 2) Ensure
reactor roof and reactor containment structure integrity in case of
sodium leak/fire due to load drop

Prevention of load drop
on the reactor roof due
to internal and external
hazards (e.g. aircraft
crash, earthquake)

Mechanical loading due to load drop on the reactor roof is likely to
degrade both safety equipment located on the roof ensuring the
fuel clad leaktightness (C-LOP2) and reactor roof and seals
leaktightness (C-LOP3). The reactor containment structure
leaktightness is not degraded.
The following independent provisions can be proposed:
- prevention of occurrence of load drop on the reactor roof
- leaktightness of the first confinement barrier in case of load drop
occurrence on the reactor roof: 1) Ensure reactor shutdown and
decay heat removal and adequate leaktightness of the first
confinement barrier or design of the reactor roof to maintain its
leaktightness in case of load drop on the reactor roof 2) Ensure
reactor roof integrity in case of load drop on the reactor roof

Reactor shutdown at
high radioactivity levels
in the above roof area
or in the cover gas
system rooms

The fuel clad and the RC-LOP2 and DHR-LOP2 in support (C-LOP2)
are independent from the cover gas system (C-LOP3).
So, there is no common mode failure due to defects.
Besides, failure of cover gas system leaktightness correspond to
failure of C-LOP1 likely to lead to air ingress, which is also likely to
degrade the fuel clad (C-LOP2).
Independent provisions to cover two levels of defense-in-depth are
proposed: independent detection of cover gas system loss of
leaktightness (with adequate quality, surveillance, redundancy if
requested by safety analysis) in complement to the detection of air
ingress implemented at the previous level: e.g. detection of activity
in the above roof area and cover gas system rooms, diverse
detection of air ingress.

Implementation of a
leak-jacket on the
covergas pipes on the
roof

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

Cover gas system

Adequate design of
Loading on cover gas
cover gas system to
pipe as consequences of
provide leaktightness in
accidents
case of accident

Cover gas system

Adequate procedures
preventing load drop on
Mechanical damage of a
cover gas pipes in the
cover gas pipe on the
above roof area (e.g. in
roof due to load drop
case of fuel and
component handling)

Quality of design and
manufacturing of
hanging devices +
surveillance

Cover gas system

Earthquake

Adequate cover gas
system design to
provide leaktightness
during earthquake
conditions

Cover gas system

Buckling risk of cover
gas tanks in case of
pressure rise into the
cover gas rooms (e.g. in
case sodium fire in the
reactor building)

Adequate design to
maintain leaktightness
in case of accident
leading to pressure rise
in the cover gas system
rooms

Reactor vessel

Adequate quality in the Measurement of
Reactor vessel design or
radioactivity in the
design and
manufacturing defects
manufacturing process intervessel area

Reactor vessel

Thermal/pressure
loading on the reactor
vessel as consequences
of accidents

Adequate design of
reactor vessel to
provide leaktightness in
case of accident

Reactor vessel

External loading (e.g.
earthquake)

Adequate reactor
vessel design to provide
leaktightness during
earthquake conditions

Reactor vessel

Buckling risk in case of
pressure rise into the
safety vessel or cover
gas pressure decrease

Adequate design of
reactor vessel to
provide leaktightness in
case of accident

Primary sodium
purification system

Adequate design of
Thermal loading on the
primary sodium
purification system as
purification system to
consequences of
provide leaktightness in
accidents
case of accidents

Prevention of load drop
on cover gas pipes due Reactor shutdown at
to internal and external high radioactivity levels
hazards (e.g. aircraft
in the above roof area
crash, earthquake)

Reactor shutdown at
high radioactivity levels
in the intervessel area

Adequate
implementation of
pressure control devices
and safety valves

Discharge of the safety
valves in a specific room
inside the reactor
containment structure

Adequate
implementation of
pressure control devices
and safety valves

Discharge of the safety
valves in a specific room
inside the reactor
containment structure

Mechanical loading due to load drop on a cover gas pipe is likely to
degrade cover gas pipe leaktightness (C-LOP3). The reactor
containment structure leaktightness is not degraded.
The following independent provisions can be proposed:
- prevention of occurrence of load drop on cover gas pipe
- protection of cover gas pipe with regard to load drop. For heavy
loads, reliance on enhanced prevention of load frop (adequate
procedures)

L3

L3

L3

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

L3

CONFINEMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

To ensure confinement,
once C-LOP1 and C-LOP2
safety features failures
have occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
second confinement
barrier

Primary sodium
purification system

Primary purification
piping design or
manufacturing defects

Adequate quality in the
design and
manufacturing process
of primary sodium
purification system

Primary sodium
purification system

Thermal loading due to
sodium leak and sodium
fire (due to load drop or
not due to load drop), if
primary sodium
purification system is
implemented in the
above roof area

Adequate design of
primary sodium
purification system to
provide leaktightness in
case of sodium leak and
fire on the reactor roof

Primary sodium
purification system

Adequate procedures
preventing load drop on
Mechanical damage of a
primary sodium
primary sodium
purification pipes in the
purification pipe on the
above roof area (e.g. in
roof due to load drop
case of fuel and
component handling)

IHX tubes design or
manufacturing defects

Intermediate heat
exchangers (IHX) tubes

Adequate IHX design to
maintain leaktightness
in case of maximum
secondary circuit
pressure formation
under the steam
Loading on IHX tubes
due to steam generator generator unit design
basis accident (~55 bar
unit accident
in case of a
sodium/water reaction
resulting from the
failure of all tubes of a
modular SG)

External loading (i.e.
earthquake)

Quality of design and
manufacturing of
hanging devices +
surveillance

Measurement of the
Adequate quality in the sodium level in the
reactor vessel or in
design and
manufacturing process secondary loop
equipment

Intermediate heat
exchangers (IHX) tubes

Intermediate heat
exchangers (IHX) tubes

Measurement of
abnormal radioactivity
in the purification
system rooms and in the
leak jackets

Adequate IHX tube
design to provide
leaktightness during
earthquake conditions

Reactor shutdown at
high radioactivity levels
in the purification
system rooms or above
roof area

Prevention of load drop
on primary sodium
purification pipes due to
internal and external
hazards (e.g. aircraft
crash, earthquake)

Implementation of
primary sodium
Implementation of
confinement provisions
leakjackets in the above
in case of sodium leak
roof area
into the purification
system rooms

Load drop on a primary sodium purification pipe is likely to degrade
safety equipment located on the roof ensuring the fuel clad
leaktightness (C-LOP2), the reactor roof and seals leaktightness and
primary sodium purification pipe (C-LOP3) and reactor containment
structure leaktightness.
The following safety strategy can be proposed:
- prevention of occurrence of load drop on primary sodium
purification pipe
- protection of primary sodium purification pipe with regard to load
drop or prior drainning
- implementation of devices to ensure containment structure
leaktightness in case of primary sodium purification leak
occurrence due to load drop and : 1) Ensure core melting accident
prevention in case of primary sodium purification leak occurrence
due to load drop 2) Ensure reactor roof integrity in case of primary
sodium leak/fire due to load drop

DiD Level

Fundamental Safety
Function

L4

To ensure confinement,
once once C-LOP1, CCONFINEMENT OF
LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
features failures have
occurred

Objective

L4

To ensure confinement,
once once C-LOP1, CCONFINEMENT OF
LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
features failures have
occurred

L4

To ensure confinement,
once once C-LOP1, CCONFINEMENT OF
LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
features failures have
occurred

L4

L4

L4

To ensure confinement,
once once C-LOP1, CCONFINEMENT OF
LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
features failures have
occurred

To ensure confinement,
once once C-LOP1, CCONFINEMENT OF
LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
features failures have
occurred

To ensure confinement,
once once C-LOP1, CCONFINEMENT OF
LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
features failures have
occurred

Challenges

Degradation of
implementation of the
third confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
third confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
third confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
third confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
third confinement
barrier

Degradation of
implementation of the
third confinement
barrier

C-LOP4
Main equipment
ensuring the safety
function

Mechanisms likely to
degrade the main
equipment

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Reactor containment
structure

Reactor containment
structure design /
manufacturing defects

Adequate quality of the Periodical testing of
leaktightness and
reactor containment
reparation if needed
structures

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Reactor containment
structure

Reactor containment
structure

Source term in the
reactor containment
structure higher than
the one considered for
its design in case of core
melting accident

Adequate leaktightness
Discharge of the cover
Isolation of the
of the cover gas system
gas safety valves in the
retention room, if any
in case of core melting
retention room, if any
accident

Retention of nonvolatile radioactive
material into the core
catcher and in the
primary sodium

Risk of reactor
containment structure
by-pass

Risk of common cause
Isolation devices on the
failure with previous
main ventilation and on Leaktightness of the
levels: Independent I&C
the circuits crossing the secondary sodium loops
with respect to RC(no isolation device)
reactor containment
LOP1, RC-LOP2, RCstructure
LOP3a and RC-LOP3b

Adequate
quality/surveillance of
safety features and
adequate design of
safety features to
withstand core melting
accident consequences

Earthquake

Adequate design of
reactor containment
structure and related
safety features to
maintain leaktightness
in case of extreme
earthquake (considering
paraseismic devices
implementation, if any)

Aircraft crash

Prevention of core
melting accident in case
of air craft crash by
adequate design (failAdequate design of
safe) or protection of
reactor containment
Protection of at least
structure to maintain its one ventilation isolation shutdown systems and
decay heat removal
integrity in case of
device
systems in case of
aircraft crash
induced hazards or
loading (e.g. sodium
leak/fire, load drop)

Reactor containment
structure

Reactor containment
structure

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
Common cause failure with previous LOP
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Periodic visual
inspection of the
containment structures
and reparation if
needed

Core catcher (including
Loading (temperature support structures),
which avoids
and pressure) on the
consequences due to
reactor containment
structure in case of core the interactions
between corium and
melting accident
concrete

Reactor containment
structure

C-LOP4
Safety
features to cope with
(prevent/overcome)
the mechanisms

Reactor pit liner, which
Design of the core to
avoids consequences
due to the interactions minimize mechanical
energy release
between primary
sodium and concrete

If needed, design
Design provisions to
provisions (e.g. polar
Design provisions to
limit the discharge of
avoid secondary sodium table) to limit the
primary sodium through
loading due to sodium
leaks on the roof
the reactor roof
fire

Adequate
protection/design of the
first barrier safety
features or second
confinement barrier

Retention of primary
sodium in the reactor
pit liner

Provisions to limit the
discharge of cover gas
and sodium on the
reactor roof

Adequate
quality/surveillance of
Adequate design of
safety features and
reactor containment
If needed, design
adequate design of
structure to provide
provision (concrete
safety features to
leaktightness in case of protection) to avoid
release of steam due to withstand core melting
sodium leak in the
accident consequences
above roof area due to wall concrete heating
core melting accident
(in particular, use of topdown approach)

Design of the core to
minimize mechanical
energy release

Adequate
quality/surveillance of
Adequate modelling of
safety features and
radioactive materials
adequate design of
transport
safety features to
withstand core melting
accident consequences

Core melting accident for SFR mainly results from
unprotected transients, which can be due to I&C
failures. So, I&C provided to mitigate core melting
accident shall be independent fro from I&C used to
prevent core melting accident (RC-LOP2 and
RCLOP3a)

Comments

L4

To ensure confinement,
once once C-LOP1, CCONFINEMENT OF
LOP2 and C-LOP3 safety
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
features failures have
occurred

Degradation of
implementation of the
third confinement
barrier

Reactor containment
structure

Loading due to a
generalized hydrogen
deflagration

Practical elimination of
a significant
introduction of water
into the primary
boundary likely to
degrade the three
confinement barriers
(i.e. implementation of
three independent
prevention provisions:
Adequate quality of
sodium equipment,
minimization of water
circuit in the reactor
containment, etc.)

Appendix L

QSR: Example of check list development for SFR

REQUIREMENT
F
1st level : PREVENTION : Prevention of abnormal operation and failures
1.1.    Compliance with the defence in depth: Work out and set up a robust design for the plant (process and
safety architecture) which comply with the principle of defence in depth through the combination of a number
of consecutive and independent levels of protection that would have to fail before harmful effects could be
caused to people or to the environment. If one level of protection or barrier were to fail, the subsequent level
or barrier would be available. The independent effectiveness of the different levels of defence is a necessary
element of defence in depth.
·

Basic Plant’s Process
1.1.1.    Work out and set up a robust design for the plant’s process (i.e. the reactor core, primary & secondary
[1]
circuit and BOP), that will allow simple as feasible procedures for the reactor operations (control system ),
calibration, monitoring, inspection, testing and maintenance (repair or replacement) during normal
operating conditions (i.e. minimize process’ complexity[2] and avoid inherent instability; systematic
consideration of human factors and the human–machine interface during operation and shut down).
1.1.1.1.     Robustness of a reactor design is achieved ensuring a high quality of design, manufacture,
construction, and operation (and decommissioning), including adequate human performance. Robustness is
also improved through margins of operation; reliability of control systems (1 st level of the DiD); ageing
management; impact from incorrect human intervention; sufficient technical documentation; appropriate
training programmes; organization of plant; use of worldwide operating experience.
1.1.1.2.     Elaborate and set up a simple[3] neutronic design (fuel, core & internals) for the plant’s process
1.1.1.2.1.      Simplify the neutronic design for the normal operating conditions (e.g. power distribution
profile)
1.1.1.2.1.1.      Minimize the heterogeneous nature of the core: enrichments, geometries, materials, etc.
1.1.1.2.2.      Simplify the neutronic of the process for the control of the reactivity in normal operation
(e.g. inherent stability)
1.1.1.2.2.1.      Minimize the sensitivity to geometrical changes
1.1.1.2.2.2.      Minimize the sensitivity to the coolant physical – chemical characteristics
1.1.1.2.2.3.      Counter-reactions coefficients optimized with respect to the plausible changes of the
parameters which control them (Doppler – fuel temperature; sodium void coefficient – sodium
temperature; geometrical modifications of the structures – Fuel – structures – coolant ratio; etc.)
1.1.1.2.3.      Implement & optimize the safety margins around the operational conditions
1.1.1.2.3.1.      Minimize the reactivity swing over the cycle
1.1.1.2.3.2.      Large as feasible margins for the absorber rods’ worth versus the needs for the reactivity
control.
1.1.1.2.4.      Increase the range covered by systems for the control of the reactivity in normal operation
(e.g. sub criticality margin at shut down)
1.1.1.2.4.1.      Maximize subcriticality margins at shut-down to cover all plausible abnormal situations
during shutdown of the reactor (e.g. loading error, internal and external aggressions)
1.1.1.2.5.      Separate the function for the control of the reactivity in normal operation from that in
abnormal conditions (i.e. independence of DiD levels)
1.1.1.2.5.1.      In accordance with the principles of DiD, the control system should provide automatic
power reduction in Anticipated Operational Occurrences to avoid the emergency shut-down
1.1.1.3.     Elaborate and set up a simple plant’s (fuel, core & internals) thermo-hydraulic design for the
plant’s process
1.1.1.3.1.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic for the normal operating conditions : Heat removal (HR) in
nominal operating conditions and during nominal operational transients (i.e. the heat removal path from
the core until the BOP and the cold source)
1.1.1.3.1.1.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic of the primary circuit
1.1.1.3.1.2.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic of the secondary circuit
1.1.1.3.1.3.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic downstream the secondary circuit
1.1.1.3.2.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic for the normal Decay heat removal (DHR) (i.e. the DHR path
from the core and the structures until the cold source)
1.1.1.3.2.1.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic of the primary circuit in shut-down conditions
1.1.1.3.2.2.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic of the secondary circuit in shut-down conditions
1.1.1.3.2.3.      Simplify the thermo-hydraulic downstream the secondary circuit in shut-down conditions
1.1.1.3.2.4.      Design the DHR path for DBA and DEC to be able to work in natural convection
1.1.1.3.2.5.      Ease the transition between the forced and the natural convection
1.1.1.3.3.      Implement safety margins around the operational conditions
1.1.1.3.3.1.      Provide adequate margins between the operational conditions and the design limits for
the fuel, the clad, the reactor internals and structures in order to minimize the need for the protection
system [4] intervention (Level 3 of the DiD). [5]
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COMMENTS

1.1.1.3.4.      Increase the range covered by normal DHR systems (forced convection and / or natural
convection)
1.1.1.3.4.1.      Maximize the efficiency of forced and natural convection (primary, secondary,
downstream secondary) by limiting the pressure drops on the HR hydraulic paths
1.1.1.3.5.      Separate the normal operating HR function from the safety HR/DHR (i.e. independence of
DiD levels)
1.1.1.3.5.1.      In accordance with the principles of DiD, the DHR strategy (e.g. forced versus natural
convection) and the DHR path toward the selected cold source(s) in normal conditions and AOO, should
be different (through separation, diversification) from that implemented for the DBA and that for the
DEC conditions
1.1.1.4.     Elaborate and set up a plant’s (fuel, core & internals) simple thermo-mechanic design
1.1.1.4.1.      Simplify the primary circuit (vessel, internals) from thermal - mechanical point of view
addressing risks for :
1.1.1.4.1.1.      Leaktightness
1.1.1.4.1.2.      Corrosion
1.1.1.4.1.3.      Flaws and cracks propagation
1.1.1.4.1.4.      Vibrations
1.1.1.4.1.5.      Wear-out
1.1.1.4.1.6.      Redhibitory effects of irradiation
1.1.1.4.1.7.      Any other technology specific phenomenon
1.1.1.4.1.7.1.       E.g. the Thermal striping[6]
1.1.1.4.2.      Implement safety margins around the operational conditions
1.1.1.4.2.1.      Provide adequate margins (for stresses and strains) between the operational conditions
and the design limits for the fuel, the clad, the reactor internals and structures in order to minimize the
need for the protection system intervention (Level 3 of the DiD)[7].
1.1.1.4.3.      Minimize the number of systems connected to the primary circuit[8]
1.1.1.4.4.      Reduce the length of primary circuit pipes and the number of bends
1.1.1.4.5.      Minimize the number of welds in piping or vessels
1.1.1.4.6.      Minimize the number and the impact of operational transients
1.1.1.4.6.1.      Increased redundancies of operational systems may help to avoid operational transients
due to inspection testing and maintenance.
1.1.1.4.6.2.      Minimise the thermo-mechanical loads during operational transients
1.1.1.4.7.      Minimize the thermal – mechanical loads during maintenance and repair of internals and
large reactor components (e.g. pumps, IHX, etc.)
1.1.1.4.8.      Minimize the impact of abnormal or accidental transients
1.1.1.4.8.1.      Minimise the thermo-mechanical loads during abnormal and accidental transients.
1.1.1.4.8.1.1.       High conductivity for the coolant and large thermal inertia can help achieving the
objective.
1.1.1.5.     Elaborate and set up a simple & friendly plant’s Instrumentation & Control (I&C) system[9]
1.1.1.5.1.      Implement an exhaustive but hierarchical access to the information, compatible with the
needs for a safe operation[10].
1.1.1.5.2.      Improve the quality of the information. Minimize the epistemic uncertainties about the
operational plant conditions[11]
1.1.1.5.3.      Instrumentation and control systems for items important to safety at the nuclear power
plant shall be designed for high functional reliability and periodic testability[12] commensurate with the
safety function(s) to be performed.
1.1.1.6.     Elaborate and set up a simple plant layout (from the Core up to the BOP) allowing accessibility
for ISI&R[13]
1.1.1.7.     Improve human-systems interface
1.1.1.7.1.      Simplify and automatize as needed and justified[14] the procedures for the operation
1.1.1.7.2.      Simplify and automatize as needed and justified the procedures for the calibration,
monitoring, inspection and testing
1.1.1.7.3.      Simplify and automatize as needed and justified the procedures for the maintenance and
preventive repair or replacement
1.1.1.8.     Establish and maintain a strong safety culture:
1.1.1.8.1.      Implementing the necessary framework within an organization and the responsibility of the
management hierarchy.
1.1.1.8.1.1.      Implementing management practices which take into account the environment and
fostering attitudes conducive to safety
1.1.1.8.2.      Improving the attitude of staff at all levels in responding to and benefiting from the
framework with:
1.1.1.8.2.1.      Questioning attitude
1.1.1.8.2.2.      Rigorous and prudent approach
1.1.1.8.2.3.      Communication
·

Definition of the Design Basis for the plant’s design and the assessment

1.1.2.    Identify the challenges to the safety functions[15] and minimize the inherent sensitivity of the plant
process and the safety architecture to these challenges.
1.1.2.1.     Inherently minimize the sensitivity to challenges which affect the safety function “reactivity
control” (e.g. through ad-hoc counter reactions).
1.1.2.1.1.    Challenges initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion (positive or negative)
1.1.2.1.1.1.      Changes in fuel/coolant ratio
1.1.2.1.1.1.1.       Minimize the possibility of having gas transported by the coolant through the core
during normal operation
1.1.2.1.1.1.2.       Avoid sodium boiling
1.1.2.1.1.2.      Changes in core geometry during normal operation
1.1.2.1.1.2.1.       Minimize the possibilities for abnormal core geometrical modifications during
normal operation (e.g. unexpected compaction / expansion)
1.1.2.1.1.2.2.       Limit the possibility for an unexpected modification (rate and amplitude) of the ratio
between fuel and absorbers (e.g. introduction, withdrawal of absorber materials)
1.1.2.1.1.3.      Temperature variations
1.1.2.1.1.3.1.       Keep the plausible transient temperature variations (amplitude and rate) within a
range compatible with the capability of the inherent reactivity feedback to maintain the core power
in balance with available capabilities for heat removal.
1.1.2.2.     Inherently minimize the sensitivity to challenges which affect the safety function “heat removal”
(e.g. through ad-hoc inertia).
1.1.2.2.1.    Challenges initiated by the degradation of the normal heat production
1.1.2.2.1.1.      Anomalous power production distribution in the core (profile and / or level)
1.1.2.2.1.1.1.       As for the R1.1.2.1.1 above: Challenges initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
(positive or negative)
1.1.2.2.2.    Challenges initiated by the degradation of the normal heat removal path
1.1.2.2.2.1.      Degraded primary heat removal
1.1.2.2.2.1.1.       Degraded exchange between the fuel and the coolant
1.1.2.2.2.1.1.1.        Maintain the quality of fuel coolant exchange coefficients minimizing the
physical and chemical phenomena that can degrade them (corrosion, oxidation, etc.)
1.1.2.2.2.1.1.2.        Maintain the quality of exchanges at local level between fuel and coolant by
minimizing the risks of local blockage (e.g. presence of particles, local deformation of the clad, etc.)
1.1.2.2.2.1.2.       Degraded primary coolant flow
1.1.2.2.2.1.2.1.        Maintain the abnormal flow variations (e.g. reduction due to primary pumps run
down or shutting down ð inertia of pumps > Q p = f(t)) in a range compatible with the capacities of
the intrinsic countermeasures to avoid or limit the imbalance between the power produced and heat
evacuated.
1.1.2.2.2.2.      Degraded secondary heat removal
1.1.2.2.2.2.1.       Degraded exchange between the primary and the secondary side
1.1.2.2.2.2.1.1.        Maintain the quality of the exchange coefficients between primary and
secondary side (IHX) minimizing the physical and chemical phenomena that can degrade them
(corrosion, oxidation, etc.)
1.1.2.2.2.2.2.       Degraded secondary coolant flow
1.1.2.2.2.2.2.1.        Maintain the abnormal flow variations (e.g. reduction due to secondary pumps
run down or shutting down ð inertia of pumps > Q s = f(t)) in a range compatible with the capacities
of the intrinsic countermeasures to avoid or limit the imbalance between the power produced at the
primary and the heat evacuated at the secondary.
1.1.2.2.2.3.      Degraded ultimate heat removal
1.1.2.2.2.3.1.       Partial or total Loss of the heat sink
1.1.2.2.2.3.1.1.        Reliable access to the cold source, if necessary by providing an alternative cold
source accessible indefinitely
1.1.2.3.     Inherently minimize the sensitivity to challenges which affect the safety function “confinement
of radioactive substances” (e.g. through limited Fission Products mobility).[16]
1.1.2.3.1.      The realization of the safety functions reactivity control (R1.1.2.1) and heat removal
(R1.1.2.2) participates in this safety function, for example by safeguarding the integrity of the first
barrier (FP release > Source term generation) and /or the integrity of the other barrier(s) (Source term
containment).
1.1.2.3.2.      A complement may come from the ability to reduce the mobility of fission products, for
example with the retention within the coolant (Source term reduction).
1.1.2.3.3.    Challenges initiated by the failure of a barrier
1.1.2.3.3.1.      Failure of the first barrier (Source term generation)
1.1.2.3.3.1.1.       Provide the means to keep the primary circuit clean
1.1.2.3.3.2.      Failure of the second barrier (Source term release within the containment)
1.1.2.3.3.2.1.       Provide the means to keep the containment atmosphere clean
1.1.2.3.3.3.      Failure of the third barrier (Source term release within the environment)
1.1.2.3.3.3.1.       Provide the means to control and filter the releases

1.1.3.    Identify the plausible internal hazards as well as the natural and human induced external events and
hazards[17], minimize – as feasible - their frequency of occurrence and their consequences.
1.1.3.1.     The potential internal hazards to be considered for the safety demonstration being identified,
appropriate inherent features for prevention and mitigation of their consequences shall be provided to
minimize their potential impact e.g. trough adequate general plant lay-out.
This issue is Technology dependent and has to be developed for a given technology. Example of hazards to
be considered for minimization are: fire, explosion, flooding, missile generation, collapse of structures and
falling objects, pipe whip, jet impact, release of fluid from failed systems or from other installations on the
site. The risks associated with these hazards are related to the stored energy, the flammability, the
potential for chemical reactions, the possible criticality outside the reactor core, etc..
1.1.3.1.1.      Minimize the energy stored in the primary fluid which can be released in the event of a
change in boundary conditions (e.g. depressurization)
1.1.3.1.2.      Minimize through adequate layout (geometrical layout and inert atmosphere as justified)
the risk for sodium chemical reaction with air, water and other materials, including associated pressure
waves, temperature increase and product releases, e.g. hydrogen.
1.1.3.2.     The potential external hazards[18] to be considered for the safety demonstration being
identified, appropriate inherent features for prevention and mitigation of their consequences shall be
provided to minimize their potential impact, e.g. trough adequate general plant lay-out and site selection.
The risk associated with the external hazards are the generation of consequent internal aggressions and in
particular common cause failures. The safety of the plant shall not be permitted to be dependent on the
availability of off-site services such as electricity supply and firefighting services.
This issue is Technology and Site dependent and has to be developed for a given technology and a given
site.
1.1.3.2.1.      Minimize plausible loads on sodium-containing structures whose failure could lead to
Sodium - air and / or Sodium - water reactions
1.1.3.2.2.      Minimize the plausible interactions between structures containing items important to safety
and any other plant structure.
1.1.3.2.3.      Ensure that items important to safety are capable of withstanding the effects of external
events considered in the design, and if not, other features shall be provided to protect the plant and to
ensure that the required safety function will be performed.
1.1.4.    Considering the implemented plant process and the safety architecture (cf. R1.1.5 to R1.1.21), and
following the logic of the OPT (Ref. 2) (cf. R1.1.2: Challenges > Mechanisms), identify and categorize the
plausible Postulated Initiating Events (PIE) and corresponding Plant States[19] [20] [21], looking for
exhaustiveness (i.e. including internal and external hazards) considering all plausible plant conditions (i.e.
during operation and shut down). A technically supported justification shall be provided for exclusion from
the design of any initiating event that is identified in accordance with the comprehensive set of postulated
initiating events
Identify the event or sequences to be practically eliminated.
PIE are almost systematically technology and plant dependent. While the challenges are quite generic and
technology neutral, the mechanisms indicated below must be considered as examples).
Inherently minimize the PIE frequency N.B. the inherent minimization of PIE consequences is achieved
following the recommendations listed below (cf. R1.1.6) .
For accident studies of AOO and DBA, an aggravating failure shall be taken into account.
1.1.4.1.     The minimization of frequency of occurrence of PIE is achieved through: Margins of design;
Design simplification; Improvement of manufacture and construction; Improvement of materials;
Redundancy of operational systems; Inertia[22] to cope with transients.
1.1.4.2.     Identify and inherently minimize the frequency of PIE which affect the safety function “ reactivity
control ”
1.1.4.2.1.      Mechanisms correlated to the unexpected reactivity insertion (positive or negative cf.
R1.1.2.1.1). (Examples, not necessarily exhaustive, are concept dependent)
1.1.4.2.1.1.      Changes in fuel/coolant/absorber ratio during normal operation
1.1.4.2.1.1.1.       Malfunction of Reactivity Control System (RCS)
1.1.4.2.1.1.1.1.        Single or multiple control rod withdrawal (CRW) – Improve the reliability of the
RCS
1.1.4.2.1.1.1.1.1.          Example of aggravating failure : Fault of a detector delaying the trip signal
to terminate the CRW
1.1.4.2.1.1.1.2.        Inadvertent control rod drop in full power conditions – Improve the reliability of
the RCS
1.1.4.2.1.1.2.       Operator failure
1.1.4.2.1.1.2.1.        Single or multiple control rod withdrawal (CRW) - Improve the reliability of the
RCS; Fail safe approach
1.1.4.2.1.1.3.       Incorrect refueling operation
1.1.4.2.1.1.3.1.        Improve the reliability of the refueling procedures; Fail safe approach
1.1.4.2.1.1.4.       Inadvertent modification of the fuel/coolant/absorber ratio in the core
1.1.4.2.1.1.4.1.        Gas bubbles through the core – minimize the potential for gas production within
the primary circuit; avoid or minimize the possibility for gas entrainment within the primary; avoid
the presence of dead zones with possible gas accumulation

1.1.4.2.1.1.4.2.        Sodium boiling – Provide margins between operational Na Temperatures and Na
boiling
1.1.4.2.1.1.4.3.        Foreign materials through the core (e.g. lubricant) – Avoid or limit the presence
of mobilizable foreign materials within the primary
1.1.4.2.1.2.      Changes in core geometry during normal operation
1.1.4.2.1.2.1.       Core geometry modification under unexpected mechanical loads - Minimize the
potential for unexpected core geometry modifications
1.1.4.2.1.2.1.1.        Mechanical loading following the failure of an absorber and gas release –
Reliable design for the absorbers.
1.1.4.2.1.2.1.2.        Core shacking due to pressure waves, e.g. following a SGTR whose consequences
(secondary pressure increase) are propagated through the secondary circuit toward the primary
circuit – Implement relief valves on the secondary; Reliable design for the IHX. Consider the
possibility for other sources of pressure waves (e.g. Phenix experience on unexpected reactivity
insertions)
1.1.4.2.1.2.1.3.        Molten fuel coolant interaction (MFCI) – Minimize the potential for fuel melting,
even partial (e.g. in-core melting within one or several fuel pellets)
1.1.4.2.1.3.      Temperature variations
1.1.4.2.1.3.1.       Core overcooling
1.1.4.2.1.3.1.1.        Primary pump acceleration – Improve the reliability of the pump control system
1.1.4.3.     Identify and inherently minimize the frequency of PIE which affect the safety function “ heat
removal ”
1.1.4.3.1.      Mechanisms correlated to the degradation of the normal heat production (cf. R1.1.2.2.1)
(cf. also the mechanisms related to the unexpected reactivity insertion: R1.1.2.1.1 & R1.1.4.2.1).
(Examples)
1.1.4.3.1.1.      Anomalous power production distribution in the core (profile and / or level) - Abnormal
peaking factor due to incorrect core management or abnormal local fuel/coolant/absorber ratio
1.1.4.3.2.      Mechanisms correlated to the degradation of the heat removal path (normal or safety heat
removal)
1.1.4.3.2.1.      Degraded primary heat removal
1.1.4.3.2.1.1.       Degraded exchange between the fuel and the coolant
1.1.4.3.2.1.1.1.        Physical / chemical phenomena which affect the heat exchange coefficients
(changes in conductivity, convection or radiation properties) - Provide the adequate means to keep
the properties within allowable ranges
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.       Degraded primary coolant flow – Flow reduction
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.1.        Flow reduction or blockages in the core - Minimise the risk for normal flow
disturbances; Set up a reliable primary fluid circulation
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.2.        Flow reduction or Loss of flow – Primary pump(s) malfunction. Set up a reliable
primary fluid circulation
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.2.1.          Coastdown of a primary pump or coastdown of all primary pumps due to
the LOSSP
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.2.2.          Inadvertent reduction of primary pump speed or Inadvertent acceleration
of primary pump speed
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.2.3.          Coastdown of all primary pumps not due to the LOSSP
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.2.4.          Seizure of one primary pump
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.3.        Flow reduction or Loss of flow – Primary circuit modification and bypasses. Set
up a reliable primary fluid circulation
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.3.1.          Break of one high pressure pipe between the primary pump and the diagrid
(LIPOSO)
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.3.2.          Conceive the internals to sustain the whole core melting ensuring both the
confinement and the heat removal
1.1.4.3.2.1.2.4.        Simplify the primary fluid path
1.1.4.3.2.1.3.       Degraded primary coolant flow – Risk for core uncovering - Leakage of coolant in the
primary circuit
1.1.4.3.2.1.3.1.        Simplify the geometry / layout of the primary circuit in order to reduce the
uncertainties related to the modelling of thermomechanical loads on the primary circuit
1.1.4.3.2.1.3.1.1.          Minimise the number of connections within the primary circuit
1.1.4.3.2.1.3.1.2.          Minimise the length of the pipes which carry primary fluid
1.1.4.3.2.1.3.1.3.          Minimise the energy stored within the primary fluid (e.g. the primary
pressure)
1.1.4.3.2.1.3.2.        Minimise the phenomena which, inducing abnormal stress and strains on the
primary circuit, can increase the risk of its failure/leakage (e.g. phenomenon which can induce
corrosion, creep, etc.)
1.1.4.3.2.1.3.2.1.          E.g. Leakage of the Reactor Vessels (RVs) or leakage of the RV and Guard
Vessel (GV) - RV and GV should be designed, maintained and inspected to have the highest level
of reliability in order to prevent leakages
1.1.4.3.2.2.      Degraded secondary heat removal
1.1.4.3.2.2.1.       Degraded exchange between the primary and secondary side

1.1.4.3.2.2.1.1.        Physical / chemical phenomena which affect the heat exchange coefficients
(changes in conductivity, convection or radiation properties) - Provide the adequate means to keep
the properties within allowable ranges
1.1.4.3.2.2.2.       Degraded secondary coolant flow – Flow reduction
1.1.4.3.2.2.2.1.        Flow reduction or Loss of flow - Set up a reliable secondary fluid circulation (i.e.
avoiding the possibility for uncontrolled bypasses)
1.1.4.3.2.2.2.2.        Flow blockages - Minimise the risk for flow disturbances
1.1.4.3.2.2.2.2.1.          Prevent the risk for sodium overcooling and freezing
1.1.4.3.2.2.2.3.        Simplify the secondary fluid path
1.1.4.3.2.2.3.       Degraded secondary coolant flow – Leakage of coolant in the secondary circuit (pipe
break)
1.1.4.3.2.2.3.1.        Minimise the number of connections on secondary circuit
1.1.4.3.2.2.3.2.        Minimise the length of the pipes which carry secondary fluid
1.1.4.3.2.2.3.3.        Minimise the energy stored within the secondary fluid (e.g. secondary pressure)
1.1.4.3.2.2.3.4.        Minimise the phenomena which, inducing abnormal stress and strains on the
primary circuit, can increase the risk of its failure/leakage (e.g. those phenomenon which can induce
corrosion)
1.1.4.3.2.3.      Degraded ultimate heat removal
1.1.4.3.2.3.1.       Provide reliable access to the ultimate heat sink
1.1.4.4.     Identify and inherently minimize the frequency of PIE which affect the safety function
“ confinement of radioactive materials ”
1.1.4.4.1.      Mechanisms correlated to the failure of a barrier
1.1.4.4.1.1.      Mechanisms correlated to the failure of the first barrier (fuel clad); Fuel clad failure can
happen at the beginning of life or late due to pin aging or due to design basis fault(s)
1.1.4.4.1.1.1.       Minimize the thermal – mechanical loads on the first barrier
1.1.4.4.1.1.2.       Minimize the risk for corrosion phenomena
1.1.4.4.1.1.3.       Minimize the risk for flaws propagation
1.1.4.4.1.2.      Mechanisms correlated to the failure of the second barrier (primary circuit)
1.1.4.4.1.2.1.       Develop as the 1.1.4.4.1.1 above for the second barrier
1.1.4.4.1.2.2.       Conceive the primary circuit and the circuits connected to the primary circuit:
1.1.4.4.1.2.2.1.    - designed to sustain the maximum pressure in case of failure of adjacent circuits
1.1.4.4.1.2.2.1.1.          Conceive the internals of the primary circuit to sustain the IHX rupture and
the subsequent pressure wave
1.1.4.4.1.2.2.2.    - designed to sustain the maximum pressure & temperature generated by possible
accident conditions & hazards (cf. R1.1.7)
1.1.4.4.1.2.2.2.1.          Conceive the internals of the primary circuit to sustain the whole core
melting ensuring both the confinement and the heat removal (In vessel core retention)
1.1.4.4.1.3.      Mechanisms correlated to the failure of the third barrier (secondary circuit –
containment)
1.1.4.4.1.3.1.       Develop as the 1.1.4.4.1.1 above for the third barrier
1.1.4.4.1.3.2.       Conceive the secondary circuit and the circuits connected to the secondary circuit:
1.1.4.4.1.3.2.1.    - designed to sustain the maximum pressure generated in case of failure of
adjacent circuits
1.1.4.4.1.3.2.1.1.          Conceive the secondary circuit to sustain the STGR rupture(s) and the
subsequent pressure wave
1.1.4.4.1.3.2.2.    - designed to sustain the maximum pressure & temperature generated by possible
accident conditions & hazards (cf. R1.1.7)
1.1.4.4.1.3.3.       Conceive the containment and the circuit connected with the containment:
1.1.4.4.1.3.3.1.    - designed to sustain the maximum pressure generated in case of failure circuits
and components located within the containment (cf. R1.1.7)
1.1.4.4.1.3.3.2.    – designed to sustain the maximum pressure & temperature generated by possible
internal and external hazards (cf. R1.1.7)
1.1.4.5.     The identification of accident sequences that have the potential to cause an early or large release
– to be practically eliminated - should be based on deterministic analyses, supported by engineering
judgment, operating experience and probabilistic assessment. They are obviously technology dependent;
not all the cases considered below are plausible and applicable for the different technologies. Practical
elimination shall be supported by specific demonstration (cf. R1.2.3).
Examples of events to be practically eliminated for an SFR (concept dependent; the list is not necessarily
exhaustive):
· Large reactivity insertion: Core support failure; Core compaction, Large core voiding; Large loading
errors; Ejection of control rods
· Total loss of decay heat removal system

· Dropped large load causing the failure of the primary system; Primary pump flywheel failures; Primary
vessel buckling due to external overpressure; ingress of large amount of water into the primary circuit
·
Definition and implementation of the Safety architecture (following the logic of the Objective Provision
Tree).
1.1.5.    Work out and set up a robust design for the plant process and safety architecture selecting options
which allow for as simple as feasible reactor management under anticipated operational occurrences,
accidents and severe accidents conditions (i.e. all the Plant states, cf. footnote N°19). Integrate the
principles of the defence in depth within the whole safety architecture for an exhaustive, progressive,
tolerant, forgiving and well-balanced defence[23].
N.B. The recommendation is considered hereafter concerning the simplification but it is further detailed
within the following sections R1.1.6 to R1.1.21. (cf. also R1.1.1)
1.1.5.1.     Robustness of a reactor design is achieved ensuring a high quality of design, manufacture,
construction, and operation (and decommissioning), including adequate human performance[24].
Robustness is also improved through margins of operation; reliability of control systems; ageing
management; impact from incorrect human intervention; sufficient technical documentation; appropriate
training programmes; organization of plant; use of worldwide operating experience.
o Inherent behaviour of the plant process and safety architecture
1.1.5.2.     Simplify the neutronic behaviour for the Reactivity control under abnormal conditions (e.g.
through inherent stability and adequate counter-reactions) (cf. R1.1.1.2; R1.1.2.1).
1.1.5.3.     Simplify the thermo-hydraulic behaviour for the Heat Removal and the Decay Heat removal
(DHR) under abnormal conditions (e.g. through natural convection, radiation and other passive provisions)
(cf. R1.1.1.3; R1.1.2.2).
1.1.5.4.     Simplify the thermo-mechanic behaviour for the structures under abnormal conditions (e.g.
limiting primary thermo-mechanical loads) (cf. R1.1.1.4; R1.1.2.3)
o Implementation of the safety architecture
1.1.5.5.     Control of reactivity Cf. NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6): R46 - Means shall be provided to ensure that
there is a capability to shut down the reactor of the nuclear power plant in operational states and in
accident conditions, and that the shutdown condition can be maintained even for the most reactive
conditions of the reactor core.
1.1.5.6.     Removal of heat (produced heat and decay heat) Cf. NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6): R47 - The
components of the reactor coolant systems for the nuclear power plant shall be designed and constructed
so that the risk of faults due to inadequate quality of materials, inadequate design standards, insufficient
capability for inspection or inadequate quality of manufacture is minimized.
Means of cooling the reactor core shall be provided to restore and maintain cooling of the fuel under
accident conditions at the nuclear power plant, even if the integrity of the pressure boundary of the primary
coolant system is not maintained. The capability to transfer heat to an ultimate heat sink shall be ensured
for all plant states.
1.1.5.7.     The capability to remove heat from the containment shall be ensured, in order to reduce the
pressure and temperature in the containment, and to maintain it at acceptably low levels
1.1.5.8.     Confinement of radioactive and toxic material Cf. NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6): R54 - A
containment system shall be provided to ensure, or to contribute to, the fulfilment of the following safety
functions at the nuclear power plant: (i) confinement of radioactive substances in operational states and in
accident conditions; (ii) protection of the reactor against natural external events and human induced
events; and (iii) radiation shielding in operational states and in accident conditions.
1.1.6.    Work out and set up a robust design for the plant process and safety architecture that will
inherently minimize the PIE consequences: inherent and fail safe behaviour, tolerant (inertia) and forgiving
(grace period) design. A general remark concerns the detection which must be as efficient and as quickest as
possible to limit the consequences.
Sufficient sub-criticality margins, core and structures heat removal and adequate barriers tightness
(radioactive material confinement) shall be guaranteed after reactor shutdown in normal and accident
conditions.
N.B.: The PIE are almost systematically technology and plant dependent . Indications below should be
considered as guidelines and should be developed for the technology under examination
N.B.: to minimize the consequences of a PIE an efficient and early as feasible detection (temperature
anomalies and or possible clad failure, etc.) is a common factor for all the following recommendations..
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1
of the DiD (cf. R2.1; R3.2; R4.2)
1.1.6.1.     Robustness of a reactor design : cf. R1.1.5.1

st

level of the DiD but it is applicable to all the levels

1.1.6.2.     In order to avoid the bypass of the DiD levels, the design shall provide for systems, structures and
components and procedures to control the course of and, as far as practicable, to limit the consequences of
failures and deviations from normal operation that exceed the capability of safety systems.
1.1.6.3.     Inherently minimize the consequences of Category 2 Initiating faults
Examples of Category 2 Initiating Faults (concept dependent; the list applicable to an SFR is not
necessarily exhaustive):

· Reactivity control : Spurious reactor Trip; Spurious power set back; Runaway of one operating rod;
Runaway of control rod system; Inadvertent drop of one absorber rod; handling error at one core position
· Heat removal : Coastdown of one primary pump; Inadvertent reduction of primary pump speed;
Inadvertent acceleration of primary pumps; Coastdown of one secondary pumps; Inadvertent reduction of
secondary pump speed; Inadvertent acceleration of secondary pumps; Dumping of one secondary loop; Loss
of feed water on one steam generator; Loss of feed water supply on several or all steam generators
(LOFWS); Increase of steam generator feed water flow; Turbine trip; Load rejection; Loss of station service
power of short duration (LOSSP); Small steam generator leakage; Failure in auxiliary or cooling system;
· Confinement : Pin failure leading to DN signal;
· Internal hazards : Internal flooding; Electromagnetic and radio interferences
· External hazards : Extreme weather conditions; External flooding; Hazards affecting water supplies
(E.g. Biological hazards e.g. crustaceans, seaweed)
N.B. The initiating events and their categorization are indicated as examples, they should be revised as a
function of the concept under examination.
1.1.6.3.1.      PIE which affect the safety function “reactivity control” – Provide inherent behaviour,
physical margins and managed (or imposed) slow kinetics after PIE which affect the safety function
“reactivity control” (e.g. limited movement (rate/amplitude) of control rod withdrawal).
1.1.6.3.1.1.      Mechanisms correlated to the unexpected reactivity insertion (positive or negative)
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.       Changes in fuel/coolant/absorber ratio during normal operation
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.1.        Malfunction of Reactivity Control System (RCS)
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.1.1.          Single (or multiple) control rod withdrawal (CRW) - Limit as feasible the
Control Rod(s) worth; Limit the inadvertent withdrawal speed while implementing the detection
in order to shut down the reactor
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.1.2.          Inadvertent control rod drop in full power conditions - Limit the
inadvertent drop speed while implementing the detection in order to shut down the reactor;
Provide provisions the management of control rod degradation (if any; risk of melting (?))
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.2.        Operator failure
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.2.1.          Single (or multiple) control rod withdrawal (CRW) - As for the
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.1.1 above
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.3.        Incorrect refueling operation
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.3.1.          Handling error – Provide adequate design for the fuel SA and for the
absorbers SA; Reliable procedures for refueling.
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.4.        Inadvertent modification of the fuel/coolant/absorber ratio in the core
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.4.1.          Gas bubbles through the core – minimize the positive void coefficient
within the core
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.4.2.          Local Sodium boiling – minimize the positive void coefficient within the
core
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.4.3.          Foreign materials through the core (e.g. lubricant, debris) – As for the
1.1.6.3.1.1.1.4.1 above.
1.1.6.3.1.1.2.       Changes in core geometry during normal operation
1.1.6.3.1.1.2.1.        Mechanical loading following the failure of an absorber and gas release – Design
considering the potential for sudden gas release from an absorber.
1.1.6.3.1.1.2.2.        Core shacking due to pressure waves. Consider the possibility for other sources of
pressure waves (e.g. Phenix experience on unexpected reactivity insertions)
1.1.6.3.1.1.3.       Temperature variations
1.1.6.3.1.1.3.1.        Core overcooling
1.1.6.3.1.1.3.1.1.          Primary pump acceleration/deceleration – optimize the coolant
temperature counter-reaction.
1.1.6.3.2.      PIE which affect the safety function “heat removal” – Provide inherent behaviour, physical
margins and slow kinetics after PIE which affect the safety function “heat removal” (e.g. large inertia
available)
1.1.6.3.2.1.      Mechanisms correlated to the degradation of the normal heat production (cf. the
mechanisms related to the unexpected reactivity insertion R1.1.2.1.1 & R1.1.4.2).
1.1.6.3.2.2.      Mechanisms correlated to the degradation of the normal heat removal path
1.1.6.3.2.2.1.       Degraded primary heat removal
1.1.6.3.2.2.1.1.        Degraded primary coolant flow – Flow reduction
1.1.6.3.2.2.1.1.1.          Flow reduction or Loss of flow – Primary pump(s) malfunction (e.g. due to
the LOSSP) - Implement an adequate inertia on the pump (electrical and or mechanical)
1.1.6.3.2.2.1.1.2.          Simplify the primary fluid path and set up the possibility for reliable natural
convection
1.1.6.3.2.2.1.2.        Degraded primary coolant flow – Risk for core uncovering - Leakage of coolant in
the primary circuit
1.1.6.3.2.2.1.2.1.          Provide an heat removal path accessible even with degraded sodium level
in the primary
1.1.6.3.2.2.1.2.2.          Increase as feasible the thermal inertia of the primary circuit

1.1.6.3.2.2.2.       Degraded secondary heat removal
1.1.6.3.2.2.2.1.        Degraded exchange between the primary and secondary side
1.1.6.3.2.2.2.1.1.          Physical / chemical phenomena which affect the heat exchange coefficients
(changes in conductivity, convection or radiation properties) - Provide the adequate means to
keep the properties within allowable ranges
1.1.6.3.2.2.2.2.        Degraded secondary coolant flow – Flow reduction
1.1.6.3.2.2.2.2.1.          Flow reduction or Loss of flow - set up the possibility for reliable natural
convection
1.1.6.3.2.2.2.2.2.          Flow blockages - Provide an alternative path toward a reliable cold source
1.1.6.3.2.2.2.2.3.          Degraded secondary coolant flow – Leakage of coolant in the secondary
circuit (pipe break) - Increase as feasible the thermal inertia of the secondary circuit
1.1.6.3.2.2.3.       Degraded ultimate heat removal
1.1.6.3.2.2.3.1.        Increase as feasible the thermal inertia of the ultimate heat sink
1.1.6.3.3.      PIE which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive materials” – Provide
inherent behaviour, physical margins and slow kinetics after PIE which affect the safety function
“confinement of radioactive materials” (e.g. limited mobility for the fission products)
1.1.6.3.3.1.      Mechanisms correlated to the failure of a barrier
1.1.6.3.3.1.1.       Mechanisms correlated to the failure of the first barrier
1.1.6.3.3.1.1.1.        Pin failure leading to DN signal – Provide adequate design and margins
1.1.6.3.3.1.2.       Mechanisms correlated to the failure of the second barrier
1.1.6.3.3.1.2.1.        Failure in auxiliary or cooling system – Provide adequate design and margins
1.1.6.3.3.1.3.       Mechanisms correlated to the failure of the third barrier
1.1.6.3.3.1.3.1.        Provide adequate design and margins
1.1.6.4.     Inherently minimize the consequences of Category 3 Initiating faults
Examples of Category 3 Initiating Faults (concept dependent; the list applicable to an SFR is not
necessarily exhaustive):
· Reactivity control : Ingress of foreign substances in the primary circuit;
· Heat removal : Large steam/water leak; large leak in secondary circuit; Loss of station service power of
long duration (LOSSP); inadvertent closure of IHX valve; Coastdown of all primary pumps not due to the
LOSSP;
· Confinement : Multiple failures in fuel transfer and storage systems leading to, e.g. stuck, dropping,
loss of cooling; Release of hazardous gases and material stored on site;
· Internal hazards : Conventional fire; internal missile
· External hazards : Earthquake
1.1.6.4.1.      PIE which affect the safety function “reactivity control” – Develop, as applicable[25], as the
1.1.6.3.1 above
1.1.6.4.1.1.      Foreign materials through the core (e.g. lubricant, debris) – As for the 1.1.6.3.1.1.1.4
above. Provide efficient instrumentation for an early detection of temperature anomalies and or
possible clad failure.
1.1.6.4.1.2.      Core shacking due to pressure waves, e.g. following a SGTR whose consequences
(secondary pressure increase) are propagated through the secondary circuit toward the primary circuit
– Relief valves on the secondary; Design considering the potential for sudden IHX failure and
pressurization of the primary circuit. Consider the possibility for other sources of pressure waves (e.g.
Phenix experience on unexpected reactivity insertions)
1.1.6.4.2.      PIE which affect the safety function “heat removal” – Develop, as applicable, as the 1.1.6.3.2
above
1.1.6.4.2.1.      Flow reduction or blockages in the core - Increase as feasible the thermal inertia of the
primary circuit
1.1.6.4.2.2.      Coast down of all primary pumps not due to the LOSSP - Implement an adequate inertia
on the pump (electrical and or mechanical)
1.1.6.4.2.3.      Simplify the primary and secondary fluid path and set up the possibility for reliable
natural convection
1.1.6.4.2.4.      Provide the access to an alternative and infinite cold source
1.1.6.4.3.      PIE which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive materials” – Develop, as
applicable, as the 1.1.6.3.3 above
1.1.6.5.     Inherently minimize the consequences of Category 4 Initiating faults
Examples of Category 4 Initiating Faults (concept dependent) (concept dependent; the list applicable to
an SFR is not necessarily exhaustive):
· Reactivity control : Loading errors
· Heat removal : Local subassembly cooling disturbances; Pump seizure; Leakage or rupture of primary
pump diagrid connection or internal structures including the diagrid; Primary sodium vessel leaks; Leakage
within the primary sodium circuit; Inadvertent dumping of all secondary loops at power; Abnormal passage
of gas through the core; Large leakage of primary sodium purification circuit; loss of redundant systems
(e.g. vault cooling system; roof cooling system; etc.); Double ended guillotine break
·

Internal hazards : Drop loads

·      External hazards : Earthquake; Man made hazards
1.1.6.5.1.      PIE which affect the safety function “reactivity control” – Develop, as applicable, as the
1.1.6.3.1 above
1.1.6.5.1.1.      Molten fuel coolant interaction (MFCI) – Minimize the potential for fuel melting, even
partial.
1.1.6.5.2.      PIE which affect the safety function “heat removal” – Develop, as applicable, as the 1.1.6.3.2
above
1.1.6.5.2.1.      Flow reduction or Loss of flow – Seizure of one primary pump: Design the diagrid in order
to optimize the sodium flow distribution between the SA
1.1.6.5.2.2.      Flow reduction or Loss of flow – Primary circuit modification and bypasses. LIPOSO :
Design the diagrid in order to optimize the sodium flow distribution between the SA
1.1.6.5.3.      PIE which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive materials” – Develop, as
applicable, as the 1.1.6.3.3 above
1.1.6.6.     Inherently minimize the consequences of Design extension conditions DEC A – Multiple Failures
- Selected multiple failure events including possible failure or inefficiency of safety systems involved in the
previous DiD level - Addressing multiple failure events emphasizes diversity in the design provisions of the
third level of DiD.
Examples of Multiple failures (Multiple failures resulting from common cause failures, affecting the same
safety or safety related system): ATWS, Station Black Out, Total Loss of Feedwater, etc.) (concept
dependent)
1.1.6.6.1.      Multiple failures which affect the safety function “reactivity control” – Develop, as
applicable, as the 1.1.6.3.1 above
1.1.6.6.1.1.      Anticipated Transients Without Scram – Provide adequate counter-reactions; - Provide a
“third level reactivity control” for the reactor shut down.
1.1.6.6.2.      Multiple failures which affect the safety function “heat removal” – Develop, as applicable,
as the 1.1.6.3.2 above
1.1.6.6.2.1.      Station Blackout - Provide an alternate power source to supply the necessary power in
design extension conditions
1.1.6.6.2.2.      Total loss of feed water - Provide an alternate heat removal path for the design extension
conditions
1.1.6.6.3.      Multiple failures which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive materials” –
Develop, as applicable, as the 1.1.6.3.3 above
1.1.6.7.     Inherently minimize the consequences of Design extension conditions DEC B – Severe accidents
Examples of Design Extension conditions (concept dependent; the list applicable to an SFR is not
necessarily exhaustive):
Leakage of main and safety vessels; Fuel subassembly meltdown; Sodium – water-air reaction in steam
generator building; Large sodium – water reaction in a steam generator; Sodium leak on the roof; large
sodium leak outside the secondary confinement
1.1.6.7.1.      DEC which affect the safety function “reactivity control” – Develop, as applicable, as the
1.1.6.3.1 above
1.1.6.7.2.      DEC which affect the safety function “heat removal” – Develop, as applicable, as the
1.1.6.3.2 above
1.1.6.7.3.      DEC which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive materials” – Develop, as
applicable, as the 1.1.6.3.3 above
1.1.6.8.     Events eliminated by design or practically eliminated . It is implicitly considered that for these
initiators and / or sequences it is not reasonable to foresee means of mitigation. The effort for their
practical elimination is carried out at the level of prevention and the demonstration of this same
elimination is carried out on a case by case basis
Examples of events to be practically eliminated for an SFR (concept dependent; the list is not necessarily
exhaustive):
- Large reactivity insertion: Core support failure; Core compaction, Large core voiding; Large loading errors;
Ejection of control rods
- Total loss of decay heat removal system
- Dropped large load causing the failure of the primary system; Primary pump flywheel failures; Primary
vessel buckling due to external overpressure; ingress of large amount of water into the primary circuit.
(cf. 1.2.3 below)
1.1.7.    Work out and set up a robust design for the plant process and safety architecture where items
[26]
important to safety are designed and located to withstand or to be protected against the effects of
abnormal conditions and / or hazards, in accordance with their importance to safety, and against common
cause failure mechanisms generated by hazards; their design shall provide for an adequate margin against
levels of generated loadings to be considered for design and to avoid cliff edge effects[27] (complementary to
the R1.1.2 above).
1.1.7.1.     Minimise the sensitivity of items important to safety vis à vis of loads and possible common cause
failure mechanisms resulting from environmental boundary conditions generated by the abnormal
conditions/plant states (e.g. temperature, humidity, etc.)
1.1.7.2.     Minimise the sensitivity of items important to safety vis à vis of loads and possible common cause
failure mechanisms generated by internal hazards (e.g. fires, flooding, chemical reactions)
1.1.7.3.     Minimise the sensitivity of items important to safety vis à vis of loads and possible common cause
failure mechanisms generated by human induced hazards (physical protection)

1.1.7.4.     Minimise the sensitivity of items important to safety vis à vis of loads and possible common cause
failure mechanisms generated by natural external hazards (e.g. earthquakes)
1.1.7.5.     A set of design limits consistent with the key physical parameters for each item important to
safety for the nuclear power plant shall be specified for all operating and accident conditions, the objective
being having the largest possible margins between the operating or accident conditions and the design
limits.
1.1.8.    Work out and set up a tolerant and forgiving design for the plant process and safety architecture
[28]
(OPT / LOP / provisions (Ref. 6) - Control and limiting systems and other surveillance features, inherent
characteristics) that will allow to detect and control, with a sufficient grace delay, deviations of the process
from normal operational states in order to maintain and limit the relevant process variables within the
specified operational ranges and to prevent Anticipated Operational Occurrences (AOO) from escalating to
accident conditions, to minimize their consequences, and to return the plant to a safe state (Safe
[29]
shutdown ).
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD but it is detailed within the
section 2.3 (2 nd level of the DiD)
1.1.9.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (OPT / LOP / provisions
(Ref. 6)) that will allow simple as feasible procedures for the reactor monitoring, inspection, testing[30] and
maintenance (repair or replacement) under AOO[31] (i.e. minimize process’ complexity; systematic
consideration of human factors and the human–machine interface during operation and shut down)
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD but it is detailed within the
section 2.5 (2 nd level of the DiD)
1.1.10. Work out and set up a design for the safety architecture[32](OPT / LOP / provisions (Ref. 6) - Safety
systems, inherent characteristics, accident procedures) which allow for simple as feasible, progressive,
tolerant and forgiving reactor’s behaviour/management under Design Basis Accident conditions (DBA) to
prevent escalating to Design Extension Conditions (DEC).
st

N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 level of the DiD addressing the generic principles
for the safety architecture (i.e. exhaustiveness, progressiveness, tolerant, forgiving, balanced defence) and it
is detailed within the sections 3.3 (level 3a of the DiD following the WENRA recommendations (Ref. 5))
1.1.10.1. Eases the implementation of the exhaustive character of the set up defence
1.1.10.1.1.   For each plant condition (PIE applied to an Initial plant status), implement an number of
Lines of protection (LOP) coherent with the probabilistic objectives e.g.: two strong and one mean lines
of defence – or Lines of Protection - (2a+b) to prevent severe accident conditions[33].
1.1.10.2. Eases the implementation of the progressive character of the set up defence
1.1.10.2.1.   Implement effective functional redundancies: for a given initiating event it is important to
identify, for each DiD level, the corresponding independent LOPs
1.1.10.3. Eases the implementation of the tolerant character of the set up defence
1.1.10.3.1. At each level of the DiD, ensure appropriate physical margins for the performances of the LOP
1.1.10.3.2.   Provide margins of overlapping between the LOP-Control of the 2nd level of DiD and the
safety systems (LOP 3rd level of DiD); i.e. minimize of the use of safety provisions which belong to the
protection level of the defence in depth (LOP 3rd level of DiD)
1.1.10.4. Eases the implementation of the forgiving character of the set up defence
1.1.10.4.1.   Implement grace delay for the LOP intervention
1.1.10.4.2. Ensure appropriate grace period before the DBA escalate toward the DEC and the possibility
of repair or replacement and restoring LOP performances during accidental conditions
1.1.10.5. Eases the implementation of the balanced character of the set up defence
1.1.10.5.1.   For each plant condition implement LOP whose quality (physical performances and
reliability) allow guaranteeing that no particular feature or postulated initiating event makes a
disproportionately large or significantly uncertain contribution to the overall risks. PSA results will help
checking the balanced character.
1.1.11. Work out and set up a design for the safety architecture[34] (OPT / LOP / provisions (Ref. 6) Additional safety features[35], accident procedures) which allow for simple as feasible, progressive, tolerant
and forgiving reactor’s behaviour/management in case of postulated multiple failure events (DEC-A) to
prevent escalating to severe accidents (DEC B)
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD, it develops – as appropriate – as
the R1.1.10 above concerning the generic principles and it is detailed within the section 3.4 (DEC A / level 3.b
of the DiD following the WENRA recommendations (Ref. 5))
1.1.11.1.   Develops - as appropriate - as done for the DBA at the R1.1.10 above
1.1.12. Work out and set up a design for the safety architecture[36] (OPT / LOP / provisions (Ref. 6) Complementary safety features to manage and mitigate severe accidents[37]) which allow for simple as
feasible, management of the severe plant conditions and the mitigation of their consequences (DEC B).
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD , it develops – as appropriate – as
done for the DBA at the R1.1.10 above and it is detailed within the section 4.3 (DEC B / 4 th level of the DiD)

1.1.12.1.   Develops - as appropriate - as the R1.1.10 above
1.1.13. The design of the plant process and safety architecture (DiD levels 3b and 4) shall also provide for an
adequate margin to protect items ultimately necessary to prevent an early or large radioactive release in the
event of levels of natural hazards exceeding those considered for design, derived from the hazard evaluation
for the site[38].
st
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 level of the DiD but it is detailed within the
th
sections 3.5 (DEC-A/ DiD level 3b) and 4.4 (DEC B / 4 level of the DiD).
1.1.14. Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (OPT / LOP / provisions
(Ref. 6) - Reactor protection system, safety systems, accident procedures, complementary safety features)
which allow for simple as feasible monitoring, inspection, testing[39] and maintenance (repair or
replacement) under DBA conditions and DEC
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD but it is applicable to the 3 rd and
4 th level of DiD, it is detailed within the sections 3.8 & 4.7
·        Definition of the Lines of Protection (LOP) performances: physical performances, availability and
reliability.
1.1.15. Items important to safety for a nuclear power plant shall be designed in accordance with the
relevant national and international codes and standards, with proven engineering practices and with
relevant research’ results.
1.1.16. Principles as diversity, redundancy and physical separation shall be incorporated, as appropriate,
into the design of systems and components important to safety as well as the Single Failure Criterion (SFC) –
as needed - in order to guarantee the required reliability[40] for the LOP at a given level of the DiD. (cf. also
R1.1.19)
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD, it is applicable to all the levels of
the DiD (cf. R1.1.20) and in particular to the 3 rd and 4 th level of the DiD (cf. R3.9.1 and R4.9.1)
1.1.17. Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (OPT / LOP / provisions
[41]
(Ref. 6)) whose maturity and/or proven engineering practices and relevant research’ results provide
confidence concerning the expected performances[42]
st
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 level of the DiD, it is applicable to all the levels of
the DiD
1.1.18. In case of implementation of innovative options, select options which provide confidence in
innovation[43]
st
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 level of the DiD, it is applicable to all the levels of
the DiD
1.1.18.1.   Detect, study and model new phenomena as well as scaling considerations within experimental
and analytical work
1.1.18.2.   Undertake adequate efforts to evaluate and assess the reliability of new passive components or
systems
1.1.18.3.   A reduced-scale pilot plant or large-scale demonstration facility[44] should be built for reactors
and/or fuel cycle processes, which represent a major departure from existing operating experience.
1.1.18.3.1. In case of low degree of novelty provide rationale for avoiding the construction /operation of
reduced-scale pilot plant or a large-scale demonstration facility.
1.1.18.3.2. In case of high degree of novelty a large-scale demonstration facility should be specified,
built, operated, and lessons learned documented.
1.1.19. Once the safety architecture available, classify and qualify as needed[45] the LOP provisions[46], both
from physical performances point of view (i.e. the capability to achieve the mission) and from availability /
reliability point of view (i.e. the capability to achieve the mission with the requested reliability)[47] (cf. also
R1.1.6); relevant mechanisms of ageing shall be considered[48].
1.1.19.1.   All items important to safety shall be identified and shall be classified on the basis of their
function and their safety significance the aim being to optimize the classification step in order to avoid
excessive and unnecessary constraints on LOPs.
1.1.19.2.   Qualify the LOP provisions to sustain the DBA’s representative boundary conditions (i.e. all the
plausible situations and corresponding environmental conditions in which the provision is supposed to
operate)
1.1.19.2.1.   Qualify the materials for the planned function (physical performances)
1.1.19.2.2.   Qualify the materials for the requested availability
1.1.19.2.3.   Qualify the materials for the requested reliability
1.1.19.2.4.   Plan the possibility for periodic representative tests[49]
1.1.19.3.   Qualify the LOP provisions for the human induced hazards
1.1.19.3.1.   As for the 1.1.19.2 above
1.1.19.4.   Qualify the LOP provisions for the internal hazards
1.1.19.4.1.   As for the 1.1.19.2 above
1.1.19.5.   Qualify the LOP provisions for external hazards
1.1.19.5.1.   As for the 1.1.19.2 above
1.1.19.6.   Qualify the LOP provisions to the Single Failure Criterion if requested (cf. R1.1.16 above)

1.1.19.6.1.   Take into account the Passive Single Failure criterion for the short term
1.1.20. Within the safety architecture the levels of defence in depth shall be independent as far as
practicable[50] to avoid the failure of one level reducing the effectiveness of other levels (i.e. preventing
potential for harmful interactions). In particular, safety features for design extension conditions (DiD level
3b/DEC-A & DEC-B) shall, as far as is practicable, be independent of safety systems (DiD level 3a).
st

N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 level of the DiD, it is applicable to all the levels of
the DiD and in particular to levels 3a (R3.3.1), 3b (R3.3.2) and 4 (R4.3.1) where it is detailed explicitly.
1.1.20.1.   For a given PIE and corresponding Plant States, principles as diversity and functional redundancy
shall be incorporated, as appropriate, into the safety architecture in order to guarantee the required
independence between the LOP at different levels of the DiD[51].
1.1.21. Consideration shall be given to both spurious operation and unsafe failure modes (cf. R1.1.4 and
footnote N°20)
1.1.21.1.   Preference shall be given in the selection process to equipment that exhibits a predictable and
revealed mode of failure, a fail-safe mode, and for which the design facilitates repair or replacement.
1.2.    Compliance with the Safety Objectives, effectiveness of each of the different layers: Work out and set
up a design for process and the safety architecture able to meet the safety objectives
·

Safety objectives for the Design Basis
1.2.1.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture able to meet the
acceptable limits for purposes of radiation protection which shall be associated with the relevant
categories of plant states (AOO, DBA and DEC), consistently with the regulatory requirements (e.g.
represented for example through the Farmer curve). The safety objective in the case of a severe accident
(DEC-B) is that only protective actions that are limited in terms of lengths of time and areas of application
would be necessary and that off-site contamination would be avoided or minimized.
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1
the DiD

st

level of the DiD, it is applicable to all the levels of

1.2.2.    Work out and set up a plant process and safety architecture which will allow guaranteeing a wellbalanced defence considering the different PIE contributions to the whole risk [52]
N.B. The item addresses generic recommendations for the architecture, applicable in particular to the 3 rd
th
level (R3.3 & R3.4) and 4 level (R4.3) of the DiD whose failure generates the essential contribution to risk
(cf. Annex to the QSR table – p. 56 - for details and references).
·

Practical elimination
1.2.3.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (OPT / LOP / provisions
(Ref. 6)) that shall be such that the possibility of conditions arising[53] that could lead to an early radioactive
[54]
[55]
release or a large radioactive release is practically eliminated (cf. also R1.1.4 & R1.1.6.8)
N.B.: The identification of conditions and accident sequences that have the potential to cause an early or
large release should be based on deterministic analyses, supported by engineering judgment, operating
experience and probabilistic assessment; These conditions and accident sequences are obviously technology
dependent; not all the examples considered below are plausible and applicable for the different technologies.
Practical elimination shall be supported by specific demonstration.
Examples of events to be practically eliminated for an SFR (cf. R1.1.6.8 above)
1.2.3.1.     Prevent & practically eliminate initiators, sequences or situations which lead to the unallowable
loss of reactivity control and for which it is not realistic to set up provisions for mitigation.
1.2.3.1.1.      Sequences initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
1.2.3.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by change in core geometry during normal operation
1.2.3.1.1.1.1.       Set up an ultimate reactivity control LOP capable to sustain the selected severe
plant conditions and to guarantee the subcriticality of the degraded core
1.2.3.1.1.1.2.       Set up sufficient reactivity control LOP (number and quality) whose whole reliability
allows to practically eliminate the total loss of the reactivity control (i.e. the risk of uncontrolled and
energetic recriticality).
1.2.3.1.1.2.      Sequences initiated by change in fuel/moderato ratio
1.2.3.1.1.2.1.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.1.1.1.1 above
1.2.3.1.1.2.2.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.1.1.1.2 above
1.2.3.1.1.3.      Sequences initiated by temperature variation (?)
1.2.3.1.1.3.1.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.1.1.1.1 above
1.2.3.1.1.3.2.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.1.1.1.2 above
1.2.3.2.     Prevent & practically eliminate initiators, sequences or situations which lead to the unallowable
loss of heat removal control and for which it is not realistic to set up provisions for mitigation.

1.2.3.2.1.      Sequences initiated by the degradation of the heat removal path (normal and safety heat
removal path)
1.2.3.2.1.1.      Sequences initiated by the loss of primary and / or secondary coolant flow
1.2.3.2.1.1.1.       Set up an ultimate DHR LOP capable to sustain the selected severe plant conditions
1.2.3.2.1.1.2.       Set up sufficient DHR LOP (number and quality) whose whole reliability allows to
practically eliminate the total loss of the DHR (i.e. the risk of uncontrolled progression of degraded
core with the risk of containment bypass).
1.2.3.2.1.2.      Sequences initiated by a leakage of primary and / or secondary coolant
1.2.3.2.1.2.1.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.2.1.1.1 above
1.2.3.2.1.2.2.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.2.1.1.2 above
1.2.3.2.1.3.      Sequences initiated by the loss of heat sink
1.2.3.2.1.3.1.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.2.1.1.1 above, provide an ultimate and infinite heat sink
1.2.3.2.1.3.2.       Idem as for the R1.2.3.2.1.1.2 above, provide an ultimate and infinite heat sink
1.2.3.3.    Prevent & practically eliminate initiators, sequences or situations which lead to the unallowable
loss of radioactive material confinement control and for which it is not realistic to set up provisions for
mitigation (i.e. the risk of uncontrolled containment bypass)[56].
1.2.3.3.1.      Sequences with the concomitant massive failure of the first barrier, the failure/bypass of the
second barrier and the failure/bypass of the third barrier
1.2.3.3.1.1.      Set up sufficient confinement LOP (number and quality) whose whole reliability allows to
practically eliminate the total loss of the confinement function.
·

Management of uncertainties & modelling of the abnormal conditions
1.2.4.    Uncertainties and sensitivities identified and appropriately dealt with for all the plant conditions;
modelling of the abnormal conditions
The safety analysis shall provide assurance that uncertainties[57] have been minimized and have been given
adequate consideration in the design of the plant and in particular that adequate margins are available to
avoid cliff edge effects and early or large radioactive releases
1.2.4.1.     Provide evidence that a thorough analysis of uncertainties including complementary sensitivity
studies has been performed. Three classes of uncertainties are identified:
1.2.4.1.1.      - Parameter (data) uncertainties (aleatory), like initiating event frequencies, component
failure rates, human error probabilities, etc.;
1.2.4.1.2.      - Model uncertainties (epistemic) associated with phenomenological models of the physicalchemical processes and related assumptions;
1.2.4.1.3.      - Completeness uncertainties (epistemic) reflect limitations of the scope (lack of
exhaustiveness) or truncation effects.
1.2.4.2.     In order to strengthen the levels of the DiD, aside the identification of uncertainties, ease the
improvement of modelling for all the accidental conditions.

·

Compliance with the principle ALARA
1.3.    Work out and set up a design for plant process and safety architecture that while meeting the safety
objectives comply with the principle of ALARA (Complementary to the recommendation R1.2.1 & R1.2.2)

·

ALARA for the operational conditions
1.3.1.    Minimize the personnel exposure (on site releases) during normal operation, decommissioning and
dismantling – ALARA
1.3.1.1.     Minimize the source term, implement layout features which reduce the collective dose and
maintenance friendly design of equipment
1.3.1.2.     Strengthen the first barrier
1.3.1.3.     Strengthen the second barrier (primary circuit):
1.3.1.3.1.      Conceive the circuits connected to the primary circuit
1.3.1.3.1.1.      - permanently installed within the containment
1.3.1.3.1.2.      - temporarily possibly outside the containment but isolable
1.3.1.4.     Strengthen the third barrier
1.3.1.4.1.      Limit the number of containment penetrations (building)
1.3.1.5.     Minimize the portions of circuits that carry contaminated/activated coolant
1.3.1.6.     Minimise the contact dose
1.3.1.6.1.      Minimise the implementation of materials which are activated by the plant operation
1.3.1.6.2.      Minimize the corrosion phenomena and the transport of radioactive products
1.3.1.6.3.      Facilities shall be provided for the removal of radioactive and chemical substances from the
reactor coolant, including activated corrosion products and fission products deriving from the fuel, as
well as non-radioactive substances.

1.3.1.7.     Minimize the need for access to, or transit through, Radiation Control Zones
1.3.1.8.     Minimise the maintenance times for normal conditions
1.3.1.8.1.      Improve the accessibility
1.3.1.8.2.      Foresee equipment and robots for interventions in irradiating / contaminated environment.
1.3.1.9.     Design for improving maintenance-friendliness through careful layout, reliable equipment, and
availability of maintenance procedures by electronic means at the work-face to guide the maintainer
1.3.2.    Minimize the risk for environment contamination during normal operation, decommissioning and
dismantling (off site radioactive material release) – ALARA
Incorporate, as feasible, features to facilitate radioactive waste management and the future
decommissioning and dismantling of the plant
1.3.2.1.     Minimize the mobilizable source term
1.3.2.2.     Simplify the chemistry of the primary circuit coolant
1.3.2.3.     Minimize the self - generation of radioactive waste
1.3.2.4.     Ensure the good materials behaviour under irradiation limiting as far as feasible materials
activation
1.3.2.5.     Minimize the corrosion phenomenon that can lead spreading contaminated materials
1.3.2.6.     Cf. NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6): 6.20 - The containment structure and the systems and components
affecting the leaktightness of the containment system shall be designed and constructed so that the leak
rate can be tested after all penetrations through the containment have been installed and, if necessary
during the operating lifetime of the plant. (cf. footnote N°30)
·

ALARA for the Design Basis Accidents (DBA) and Design Extension Conditions (DEC)
1.3.3.    Minimize the personnel exposure under AOO, DBA and Design Extension Conditions (DEC A & DEC B
- severe accident) - ALARA (during power operation and shut down)
1.3.3.1.     Strengthen the first barrier
1.3.3.2.     Strengthen the second barrier (primary circuit)
1.3.3.2.1.      Conceive the circuits connected to the primary circuit:
1.3.3.2.1.1.      - Permanently installed within the containment
1.3.3.2.1.2.      - Temporarily possibly outside the containment but isolable
1.3.3.3.     Strengthen the third barrier
1.3.3.3.1.      Conceive the circuits connected to the secondary
1.3.3.3.1.1.      designed to sustain the maximum pressure in case of failure of adjacent circuits and to
confine the discharge – if inevitable - within the containment
1.3.3.3.2.    Limit the number of containment penetrations (building)
1.3.3.4.     Design for improving repair or replacement-friendliness of safety provisions implemented for the
control and mitigation of accidental conditions through careful layout, reliable equipment, and availability
of repair or replacement procedures by electronic means at the work-face to guide the repairer.
1.3.3.5.     Safety provisions implemented to materialize the different levels of the DiD, should be able to
control accidental conditions and mitigate their consequences in a way that do not require or minimize the
operator exposure.
1.3.3.6.     Minimize the time for the intervention & repair or replacement under abnormal conditions
1.3.3.6.1.      Improve the accessibility
1.3.3.6.2.    Foresee equipment and robots capable to work under abnormal conditions
1.3.3.7.     Minimizes the intensity of non-radiological and chemical risks, introduced by the system features
and processes, to which people are likely to be exposed in the short, medium and long term.
1.3.4.    Minimize the risk for environment contamination (off-site radioactive material release) under
AOO, DBA and Design Extension Conditions – ALARA
1.3.4.1.     Strengthen the first barrier
1.3.4.2.     Strengthen the second barrier
1.3.4.2.1.      Develops as the R1.3.3.2 above
1.3.4.3.     Strengthen the third barrier[58]
1.3.4.3.1.      Develops as the R1.3.3.3 above
1.3.4.4.     Safety provisions implemented to materialize the 2 nd and 3 rd level of the DiD, should be able to
control accident scenarios and mitigate their consequences in a way that do not require the voluntary offsite radioactive material release.
1.3.4.5.     Safety provisions implemented to materialize the 4 th level of the DiD, should be able to control
severe accident scenarios and mitigate their consequences in a way that do not require or minimize the
voluntary off-site radioactive material release.
1.3.4.6.     Non-radiological and chemical risks must be considered, in order to minimize the risk of nuclear
power plant damage and to prevent simultaneous radioactive and toxic chemical releases in the
environment, as cumulative consequences of an accident.

1.4.    Compliance with the need for the harmonization of safety and security architecture. Work out and set
up a design for process and the safety / security architecture so that safety measures do not compromise
security and security measures do not compromise safety.
·        Intrinsic and extrinsic security characteristics - security architectures
1.4.1.    Work out and set up a design that integrate inherent proliferation resistance and physical
protection characteristics
To be defined coherently with the recommendation of the PR&PP
1.4.2.    Work out and set up a design that easily integrate extrinsic proliferation resistance and physical
protection characteristics
To be defined coherently with the recommendation of the PR&PP
·        Harmonization of the safety and security measures
1.4.3.    Work out and set up a design where Safety measures (cf. R1.1) and Security measures (cf. R1.4) are
designed and implemented in an integrated manner so that safety measures do not compromise security
and vice-versa.
To be defined coherently with the recommendation of the RSWG and the PR&PP
1.4.3.1.     Ensure that safety measures and security measures are designed and implemented in an
integrated manner. Synergies between safety and security enhancements should be sought. An adequate
methodology for the assessment of the integration should be developed[59].
1.5.    Others design considerations (cf. NSSR 2/1 Rev.1 (Ref. 6))
1.5.1.    For nuclear power plants coupled with heat utilization units (such as for district heating and/or
water desalination), units shall be designed to prevent processes that transport radionuclides from the
nuclear plant to the heat utilization unit(s) under conditions of operational states and in accident conditions.
1.5.1.1.     Strengthen the third barrier
1.5.1.1.1.      Implement as needed a number of barriers capable to guarantee that contaminated fluids
cannot be transported outside the containment under operational conditions (with the exception of
operational waste management).
1.5.1.1.2.      Implement as needed a number of barriers capable to guarantee that contaminated fluids
possibly transported outside the containment under accident conditions will not impair the safety
objectives.
1.5.2.    Each unit of a multiple unit nuclear power plant shall have its own safety systems and shall have its
own safety features for design extension conditions. Means allowing interconnections between units of a
multiple unit nuclear power plant shall be considered in the design to further enhance safety. Safety
enhancement should be proved
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD but it is detailed within the
sections 3.13 (DEC A / DiD level 3.b) and 4.12 (level 4 of the DiD).
1.5.3.    The functionality of items important to safety at the nuclear power plant shall not be compromised
by disturbances in the electrical power grid, including anticipated variations in the voltage and frequency of
the grid supply.
1.5.3.1.     The implementation of reliable passive systems can help achieving the requirement.
1.5.4.    The nuclear power plant shall be isolated from its surroundings with a suitable layout of the various
structural elements so that access to it can be controlled.
1.5.4.1.     Provision shall be made in the design of the buildings and the layout of the site for the control of
access to the nuclear power plant by operating personnel and/or for equipment, including emergency
response personnel and vehicles, with particular consideration given to guarding against the unauthorized
entry of persons and goods to the plant.
1.5.5.    Unauthorized access to, or interference with, items important to safety, including computer
hardware and software, shall be prevented.
1.5.6.    Effective means of communication shall be provided throughout the nuclear power plant to
facilitate safe operation in all modes of normal operation and to be available for use following all postulated
initiating events and in accident conditions.
1.5.6.1.     Suitable alarm systems and means of communication shall be provided so that all persons
present at the nuclear power plant and on the site can be given warnings and instructions, in operational
states and in accident conditions.
1.5.6.2.     Suitable and diverse means of communication necessary for safety within the nuclear power
plant and in the immediate vicinity, and for communication with relevant off-site agencies, shall be
provided.
1.5.7.    A nuclear power plant shall be provided with a sufficient number of escape routes, clearly and
durably marked, with reliable emergency lighting, ventilation and other services essential to the safe use of
these escape routes.
1.5.7.1.     Escape routes from the nuclear power plant shall meet the relevant national and international
requirements for radiation zoning and fire protection, and the relevant national requirements for industrial
safety and plant security.
1.5.7.2.     At least one escape route shall be available from workplaces and other occupied areas following
an internal event or an external event or following combinations of events considered in the design.

1.5.8.    For multiple unit plant sites, the design shall take due account of the potential for specific hazards
to give rise to impacts on several or even all units on the site simultaneously.

[1] Cf. the IAEA Glossary :
Control system - A safety related instrumentation and control system, for example, is an instrumentation and
control system that is important to safety but which is not part of a safety system
[2] Cf. GSR Part 4 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 5) – 3.4. Complexity relates to: the extent and difficulty of the efforts required to
construct a facility or to implement an activity; the number of related processes for which control is necessary;
the extent to which radioactive material has to be handled; the longevity of the radioactive material; the
reliability and complexity of systems and components; the accessibility of structures, systems and components
for maintenance, inspection, testing and repair.
[3] The notion of “simplicity” as it is evoked systematically within the text underpins the idea of "as simple as
feasible"
[4] Cf. the IAEA Glossary :
Protection system - System that monitors the operation of a reactor and which, on sensing an abnormal
condition, automatically initiates actions to prevent an unsafe or potentially unsafe condition
[5] A positive feature of sodium is its high thermal conductivity which is favourable for the heat exchanges and
the temperature homogenization, limiting the possibility for unallowable hot spots. The boiling temperature, at
883 ºC at atmospheric pressure, is significantly higher than the typical average core outlet temperature of an
SFR of 500 – 550ºC introducing significant margins before the sodium boiling.
[6] Thermal striping is a phenomenon, which leads to random temperature fluctuations in the interface
between non-isothermal streams arising out of jet instability. Due to the high heat transfer coefficient
associated with liquid metal coolant such as sodium, the temperature fluctuations are transmitted to the
adjoining structures with minimal attenuation, which eventually leads to high cycle fatigue and crack initiation
in the structures
[7] Abnormal thermomechanical loads are generated by the partial or total loss of control on the safety
functions “reactivity control” or “heat removal”. The protection system will intervene on one or both of these
safety functions.
[8] Stress and strain fields on internals and structures, as well as their amplitude, are directly related to the
layout of the installation. The simplification of this layout is favorable to reduce the uncertainties on
thermomechanical loads.
[9] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) : The operator shall be provided with the necessary information:
a) To assess the general state of the plant in any condition;
b)
To operate the plant within the specified limits on parameters associated with plant systems and
equipment (operational limits and conditions);
c)
To confirm that safety actions for the actuation of safety systems are automatically initiated when needed
and that the relevant systems perform as intended;
d) To determine both the need for and the time for manual initiation of the specified safety actions.
[10] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) : Instrumentation shall be provided for determining the values of all the main
variables that can affect the fission process, the integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant systems and
the containment at the nuclear power plant
[11] Two types of uncertainties can be considered: random uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty. The first is
irreducible and due to the natural variability of random phenomena. The second is a lack of knowledge that can
be reduced by making more R&D effort.
[12] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) - 5.47. If an item important to safety cannot be designed to be capable of
being tested, inspected or monitored to the extent desirable, a robust technical justification shall be provided
[13] Sodium being opaque, the submerged visual monitoring and inspection are a challenge; Sodium also
freezes at room temperature, with a melting point of 98 ºC. Due consideration of this characteristics is
necessary in designing of the structures, systems and components when addressing capabilities for inspection,
maintenance and repairing, i.e. layout simplification (e.g. minimization of welds, avoidance or minimization of
stagnant or inaccessible areas, etc.); appropriate measures to prevent sodium freezing must also be included in
the design.
[14] The choice of automation with respect to manual intervention must be made by integrating temporal
aspects and, more generally, by favoring manual actions of the "fail safe" type (see also footnote N° 30)
[15]The following fundamental safety functions are considered:
·
control of reactivity;
removal of heat from the reactor and from the fuel, the spent fuel and other items important to safety that
·
require cooling to perform their safety function, toward an ultimate heat sink (produced heat and decay heat);
·
confinement of radioactive and toxic material, shielding against radiation, control of planned radioactive
and toxic releases, as well as limitation of accidental radioactive and toxic releases
The identification of the challenges to the safety functions is consistent with the logic of the Objective Provision
Tree.
[16] Confinement: the protection of physical barriers.

Several physical barriers perform the safety function “confinement of radioactive material” (e.g. the fuel
cladding, the primary circuit and the containment, the latter being able to withstand extreme scenarios that
include, among other things, melting of the reactor core. In practice, the realization of the function is achieved
by providing protection vis-a-vis of abnormal thermal mechanical loads on these barriers. With the exception of
loads generated by hazard, the two other functions - heat removal and control of reactivity – together, hold
thermal mechanical loads in allowable ranges to ensure the integrity of barriers. From this point of view the
achievement the other two functions, by the corresponding OPT/LOP/provisions (Ref. 6), allow realizing the
confinement function
Some specific provisions can be needed for the confinement to manage severe accidents (e.g. H2 auto-catalytic
recombiners and containment purge system).
[17] Internal and external hazards shall be considered in determining the postulated initiating events and
generated loadings taken into account in the design of relevant items important to safety for the plant. This
step is an essential input for the definition of Design Basis (cf. R1.1.4 to R1.1.20) as well an integral part of the
iterative process for the construction of the safety architecture (cf. footnote N°20)
[18] Examples of external hazard: Earthquakes and Surface faulting, meteorological events (Extreme values of
meteorological phenomena; Rare meteorological events); Flooding (Floods due to precipitation and other
causes, Water waves induced by earthquakes or other geological phenomena, Floods and waves caused by
failure of water control structures) ; Geotechnical hazards (Slope instability, Collapse, subsidence or uplift of the
site surface, Soil liquefaction, Behavior of foundation materials) External human induced events (Aircraft
crashes, Chemical explosions, others)
[19] Coherently with the NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) (Req. 13) the term “Plant States” covers Operational states
(Normal Operation and Anticipated Operational Occurrences - AOO) and Accident Conditions (Design Basis
Accidents – DBA & Design Extension Conditions – DEC; Design Extension Conditions are used to identify the
additional accident scenarios to be addressed in the design and to plan practicable provisions for the prevention
of such accidents or mitigation of their consequences; they are divided into two categories : DEC-A/accident
conditions with Multiple Failures and DEC-B/ Severe accident conditions).
[20] The process is iterative for the implementation of a safety architecture to manage and minimize the
consequences of abnormal plant states generates, in turn, further possible failures and PIE. This is the first step
of the implementation of a logic that will follow the Objective Provisions Tree (OPT) stages (Ref. 6) for the
construction of the safety architecture: Challenges > Mechanisms > Provisions (cf. 1.1.5 to 1.1.20 below). Once
the identification of PIE is achieved, their categorization is obviously concept dependent.
Moreover, coherently with the NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) : Where the results of engineering judgement,
deterministic safety assessments and probabilistic safety assessments indicate that combinations of events could
lead to anticipated operational occurrences or to accident conditions, such combinations of events shall be
considered to be design basis accidents or shall be included as part of design extension conditions, depending
mainly on their likelihood of occurrence.
[21] E.g. Categories 2 to 4 plus DEC – A and DEC – B.
[22] The term “inertia” means the capability of a nuclear reactor to cope with AOO; the main objective of a high
inertia is to avoid consequences with safety implications that could delay a restart and a return to normal
operation.
[23] The DiD concept and all principles for its implementation represent the foundation of the deterministic
approach to build the safety architecture. If correctly interpreted / implemented, DiD helps guaranteeing – as
far as practically feasible – “exhaustiveness” in terms of coverage of plausible abnormal conditions and
“progressiveness” in terms of plant response to these conditions. The correct design of the “layers of
provisions” which characterize – and materialize – the different DiD levels help guaranteeing the “tolerant” and
the “forgiving” character of the plant’s safety as well as its progressive response versus the abnormal
conditions. Details and references concerning these concepts are provided within the Annex 1.
[24] Human performances can be assessed analysing the possibility for :
·      Human errors during plant operation, testing or maintenance, contributing to the failure of safety systems
or to their unavailability;
·      Human errors during plant operation, testing or maintenance giving rise to an initiating event; and
·      Human interventions during incident or accident situations, negatively influencing the sequence of events.
N.B. Human interventions shall not interfere with the behaviour of passive systems with the possible exception
of fail-safe interventions.
[25] Details concerning the definition of PIE are obviously function of the category.
[26] “to withstand or to be protected” : i.e. capability to withstand (e.g.) the fire or to be isolated from (e.g.) the
fire
[27] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6): A ‘cliff edge effect’, in a nuclear power plant, is an instance of severely
abnormal plant behaviour caused by an abrupt transition from one plant status to another following a small
deviation in a plant parameter, and thus a sudden large variation in plant conditions in response to a small
variation in an input
[28] N.B. The following Requirement (NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) - 5.8), which defines the priorities to answer a
raising PIE, is systematically applicable to the whole safety architecture (cf. also R1.1.10, R1.1.11, R1.1.12).
Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) - 5.8. The expected behaviour of the plant in any postulated initiating event shall be
such that the following conditions can be achieved, in order of priority:

(1) A postulated initiating event would produce no safety significant effects or would produce only a change
towards safe plant conditions by means of inherent characteristics of the plant.
(2) Following a postulated initiating event, the plant would be rendered safe by means of passive safety features
or by the action of systems that are operating continuously in the state necessary to control the postulated
initiating event.
(3) Following a postulated initiating event, the plant would be rendered safe by the actuation of safety systems
that need to be brought into operation in response to the postulated initiating event.
(4) Following a postulated initiating event, the plant would be rendered safe by following specified procedures.
Cf. RSWG Report : The implementation of passive and inherent safety provisions remains a desirable goal from a
safety point of view if it is proved successful in efficiency, reliability, availability and balance between cost and
productivity.
[29] Safe shutdown state is defined as the state with the reactivity of the reactor kept to a margin below
criticality under a prescribed coolant temperature condition in which interventions such as fuel reloading,
periodic inspection and repair works in the reactor can be achievable
[30] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) - 5.47. If an item important to safety cannot be designed to be capable of
being tested, inspected or monitored to the extent desirable, a robust technical justification shall be provided
[31] The notion of simplification relates to the safety architecture; it answers the specific INSAG requirement for
reducing or avoiding complexity in comparison with current technologies (cf. also footnote N°2); practically
speaking this can justify looking for ‘operator friendly’ concept aimed at limiting the effects of human errors for
example by limiting the operating constraints bearing on the operators. If needed, specific indicators for
complexity could be developed. This notion is also essential to reduce uncertainties. It is worth noting that
looking for the simplification of the safety architecture remains compatible with the implementation of
sophisticated single provisions.
[32] Idem as footnote N°28
[33] Considering the lines of defence approach this correspond at about 10-7 /reactor year for a given DBA and
for a given safety function. The final objective being to insure a core damage frequency (CDF) lower than 10-5
/reactor year (all initiating events considered).
[34] Idem as footnote N°28
[35] The task and scope of the additional safety features of level 3.b are to control postulated common cause
failure events (Multiple failure events). An example for an additional safety feature is the additional emergency
AC power supply equipment needed for the postulated common cause failure of the primary (non-diverse)
emergency AC power sources.
[36] Idem as footnote N°28
[37] An example for a complementary safety feature is the equipment needed to prevent the damage of the
LWR containment due to combustion of hydrogen released during the core melt accident.
[38] Cf. NSSR 2/1 Tecdoc (Ref. 7): NSSR-2/1 imposes more demanding requirements for the protection against
external natural hazards for equipment ultimately necessary to prevent an early radioactive release or a large
radioactive release. The design of these items is expected to be particularly robust and to include margins to
withstand loads and conditions generated by natural external hazards exceeding those derived from the site
evaluation. This implies that an early radioactive release or a large radioactive release is to be prevented not
only for small variations but also for significant variations of the loads and conditions. This has the purpose to
ensure that if a severe accident were to occur owing to an external hazard there are appropriate assurances
that sufficient mitigatory means would be available to avoid an early or large release. The possibility that a
subsequent level of defence in depth (e.g. level 4) may be impaired before the previous one (e.g. level 3), is
contrary to the defence in dep
[39] Cf. Footnote N° 30
[40] The reliability of items important to safety shall be commensurate with their safety significance. On the
other hand, still concerning the required reliability it is worth noting that standardization or diversification for
the design of items important for safety should be selected and implemented being conscious that the risks of
common modes (standardization) or maintenance errors (diversification) have to be evaluated.
[41] Cf. GSR Part 4 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 5): The consideration of maturity relates to: the use of proven practices and
procedures and proven designs; data on operational performance of similar facilities or activities; uncertainties
in the performance of the facility or activity; and the continuing and future availability of experienced
manufacturers and constructors.
[42] Both from physical performances point of view (i.e. the capability to achieve the mission) and from
availability / reliability point of view (i.e. the capability to achieve the mission with the requested reliability)
[43] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6): 4.16 Where an unproven design or feature is introduced or where there is a
departure from an established engineering practice, safety shall be demonstrated by means of appropriate
supporting research programs, performance tests with specific acceptance criteria or the examination of
operating experience from other relevant applications. The new design or feature or new practice shall also be
adequately tested to the extent practicable before being brought into service, and shall be monitored in service
to verify that the behaviour of the plant is as expected.
[44] Cf. New INPRO methodology BP1 – Criterion CR7.4: novelty - Adequate pilot or demonstration plant built or
rationale for not building provided.
[45] Coherently with the graded approach (cf. GSR Part 4 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 5)), items important to safety shall be
classified on the basis of their function and their safety significance and considering, when justified, the Single
Failure Criterion (SFC).

[46] N.B. Implementing the notion of LOP allows considering support service systems as an integral part of the
LOP. The classification / qualification of the whole LOP will automatically guarantee the due reliability,
redundancy, diversity and independence of support services.
[47] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6): Req. 14 The design basis for items important to safety shall specify the
necessary capability, reliability and functionality for the relevant operational states, for accident conditions and
for conditions arising from internal and external hazards, to meet the specific acceptance criteria over the
lifetime of the nuclear power plant. …. A set of design limits consistent with the key physical parameters for
each item important to safety for the nuclear power plant shall be specified for all operational states and for
accident conditions.
[48] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) - 5.52. Provision shall be made for monitoring, testing, sampling and
inspection to assess ageing mechanisms predicted at the design stage and to help identify unanticipated
behavior of the plant or degradation that might occur in service.
[49] Cf. Footnote N° 30
[50] Cf. the Council Directive: The independent effectiveness of the different levels of defence is a necessary
element of Defence-in-Depth.
N.B. One can raise the question of the acceptability of an architecture in which a given provision would be used
for different initiating events and / or at different levels of the DiD, i.e. the provision is part of LOPs allocated to
different levels of the DiD, depending on the requesting initiating event. This should be possible and allowed if
the events which require the provision under consideration are completely independent.
Similarly, for a given initiating event, the presence of a provision within two different levels of the DiD (n and
n+1) could be acceptable if one can demonstrate that the failure of the first of the two levels is not related to
the failure of the provision and if this failure do not affect the performances of the latter within the context of
the mission allocated to the next level of the DiD. Having said that, it is obvious that all these verifications are
possible if a clear and univocal representation of the safety architecture is available (i.e. the achievement of an
exhaustive OPT (Ref. 6)).
[51] Cf. footnote N° 23 being conscious that this recommendation R1.1.20 discusses the functional redundancy
between two distinct levels of DiD while the R1.1.16 addresses the internal redundancy within the LOP for a
given DiD level.
[52] The balanced nature of the contributions to the risk is evaluated, a posteriori, using the PSA. In order to
intervene on, and correct as needed, the importance of the contributions, it is important that the evaluation of
the implementation of the DiD can be done easily by minimizing the weight of uncertainties. The effective
independence between the different levels of DiD is a guarantee of quality for this evaluation.
[53] The notion of “conditions arising that could lead….” is introduced to consider the possibility of single events
that will short-circuit all the levels of the DiD (e.g. the abrupt failure of the PWR vessel); in other words: the
failure of the first level of the DiD which could lead to unacceptable consequences.
[54] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6): 2.13 An ‘early radioactive release’ in this context is a radioactive release for
which off-site protective actions would be necessary but would be unlikely to be fully effective in due time. A
‘large radioactive release’ is a radioactive release for which off-site protective actions that are limited in terms
of lengths of time and areas of application would be insufficient for the protection of people and of the
environment.
[55] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6): 2.11 The possibility of certain conditions arising may be considered to have
been ‘practically eliminated’ if it would be physically impossible for the conditions to arise or if these conditions
could be considered with a high level of confidence to be extremely unlikely to arise.
Cf. WENRA (Ref. 11) Position 5: Practical elimination: Accident sequences that are practically eliminated have a
very specific position in the Defence in Depth approach because provisions ensure that they are extremely
unlikely to arise so that the mitigation of their consequences does not need to be included in the design .
[56] As indicated within the footnote N°16, the realization of the function is achieved by providing protection visa-vis of abnormal thermal mechanical loads on these barriers. The achievement the other two safety functions
allow realizing the containment function. Some specific provisions can be needed for the confinement to
manage severe accidents (e.g. H2 auto-catalytic recombiners and containment purge system)
[57] Cf. GSR Part 4 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 5): There are two facets to uncertainty: aleatory (or stochastic) uncertainty and
epistemic uncertainty. Aleatory uncertainty has to do with events or phenomena that occur in a random
manner, such as random failures of equipment. These aspects of uncertainty are inherent in the logical
structure of the probabilistic model. Epistemic uncertainty is associated with the state of knowledge relating to
a given problem under consideration. In any analysis or analytical model of a physical phenomenon,
simplifications and assumptions are made. Even for relatively simple problems, a model may omit some aspects
that are deemed unimportant to the solution. Additionally, the state of knowledge within the relevant scientific
and engineering disciplines may be incomplete. Simplifications and incompleteness of knowledge give rise to
uncertainties in the prediction of outcomes for a specified problem. (cf. also footnote N°11)
[58] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) – R56 Each line that penetrates the containment …. or that is connected
directly to the containment atmosphere shall be automatically and reliably sealable in the event of an accident
in which the leaktightness of the containment is essential to preventing radioactive releases to the environment
that exceed acceptable limits.
Exceptions to the requirements for containment isolation shall be permissible in cases in which application
would reduce the reliability of a safety system that includes a penetration of the containment.

[59]The need for the harmonization of the design and assessment methodologies for both the safety and the
Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP), is among the explicit objectives formulated by both
IAEA and WENRA to improve the safety of future nuclear plants.
The suggested basic idea is to develop a sort of “extended ISAM”, in which, for each of the methodology’s tools,
as they apply for the “safety” aspects, the extensions are developed in order to address the requirements of the
PR & PP and to materialize the needed interface. In this context it is suggested to keep the notion of DiD as
foundation for this search, looking for an harmonized methodology which will be able to integrate, on one side and as needed - the tools of ISAM with their potential and, on the other side, all the steps as they are identified
by the GIF PR&PP methodology; moreover the methodology should be able to fit with the basic principles and
the corresponding Users requirements / Criteria (when applicable) as defined by the INPRO methodology.

REQUIREMENT
Table 3 – QSR Class 1, 2, 3 & 4
Generic and detailed Technical Recommendations and Foreseen Characteristics and Features as function of the levels of the
defence in depth
Applicable for the Sodium Fast Reactor (Cont.)
2. 2nd level :CONTROL : control of abnormal operations and detection of failures[60]
Excerpt from the NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6): The purpose of the second level of defence is to detect and control deviations
from normal operational states in order to prevent anticipated operational occurrences at the plant from escalating to
accident conditions. This is in recognition of the fact that postulated initiating events are likely to occur over the operating
lifetime of a nuclear power plant, despite the care taken to prevent them. This second level of defence necessitates the
provision of specific systems and features in the design, the confirmation of their effectiveness through safety analysis, and
the establishment of operating procedures to prevent such initiating events, or otherwise to minimize their consequences,
and to return the plant to a safe state.
2.1.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process selecting options which allow for simple reactor management
under anticipated operational occurrences and that will inherently minimise the PIE consequences (inherently safe
behaviour, tolerant and forgiving design).
N.B. For recall The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (R1.1.4) but it is applicable to all the
levels of the DiD.
2.2.    Defining the AOO to be assessed, an aggravating failure must be taken into account (coherently with the PIE
category)
N.B. For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level;1 st level of the DiD (R1.1.4).
2.3.    Work out and set up a tolerant and forgiving design for the plant process and safety architecture (OPT / LOP /
provisions (Ref. 6) - Control and limiting systems and other surveillance features) that will allow to detect and control,
with a sufficient grace delay, deviations of the process from normal operational states in order to maintain and limit the
relevant process variables within the specified operational ranges and to prevent Anticipated Operational Occurrences
(AOO) from escalating to accident conditions, to minimize their consequences, and to return the plant to a safe state
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (R1.1.8) but is detailed within this section (2 nd level
of the DiD) (cf. Annex to the QSR table – p. 56 - for details and references concerning the recommended tolerant and
forgiving character).
2.3.1.    Detection & Monitoring - Implement a layer of extrinsic provisions (protection system), so that if a failure of the
previous layer occurs (PIE, 1st level of the DiD; cf. also R1.1.4), it would be detected and monitored[61] by appropriate
measures to activate control systems in order to manage the abnormal situation (cf. R2.3.2) and to keep or bring back
the plant in safe conditions without soliciting the safety provisions which belong to the follow levels of the DiD
2.3.1.1.     Detect & monitor Category 2 Initiating faults
2.3.1.1.1.    Improve as feasible the detection of PIE which affect the safety function “reactivity control” (sensitivity
and timing) (cf. also R1.1.4.2)
2.3.1.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
2.3.1.1.1.1.1.       Sequences initiated by change in core geometry during normal operation
2.3.1.1.1.1.1.1.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of
reactivity level and variations (Neutron flux instrumentation)
2.3.1.1.1.1.1.2.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the subassembly outlet
temperature monitoring for local disturbances and blockages (Core temperature monitoring - SA’s thermalhydraulic)
2.3.1.1.1.1.1.3.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the early detection of
delayed neutrons and location of the clad failures (SA’s sampling, Hot collector’s thermal-hydraulic)
2.3.1.1.1.1.1.4.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the clad failures
detection (Fission chambers, Hot collector’s thermal-hydraulic)
2.3.1.1.1.1.1.5.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of local
boiling phenomena (SA’s thermal-hydraulic & Hot collector’s thermal-hydraulic)
2.3.1.1.1.1.1.6.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of
subassemblies movements and/or vibrations
2.3.1.1.1.1.2.       Sequences initiated by change in fuel/moderato ratio
2.3.1.1.1.1.2.1.        As for the 2.3.1.1.1.1.1 above
2.3.1.1.1.1.3.       Sequences initiated by temperature variation
2.3.1.1.1.1.3.1.        As for the 2.3.1.1.1.1.1 above
2.3.1.1.2.    Improve as feasible the detection of PIE which affect the safety function “heat removal” (sensitivity and
timing) (cf. also R1.1.4.2)
2.3.1.1.2.1.      Sequences initiated by the degradation of the heat removal path (normal and safety heat removal
path)
2.3.1.1.2.1.1.       Sequences initiated by the degraded primary heat removal
2.3.1.1.2.1.1.1.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the subassembly outlet
temperature monitoring for local disturbances and blockages (Core temperature monitoring - SA’s thermalhydraulic)
2.3.1.1.2.1.1.2.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of local
boiling phenomena (SA’s thermal-hydraulic & Hot collector’s thermal-hydraulic)
2.3.1.1.2.1.1.3.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of
abnormal temperature distribution within the primary circuit (Hot collector and cold collector’s thermalhydraulic)
2.3.1.1.2.1.2.       Sequences initiated by the loss of primary and / or secondary coolant flow
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2.3.1.1.2.1.2.1.        As for the 2.3.1.1.2.1.1 above
2.3.1.1.2.1.2.2.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of
abnormal temperature distribution within the secondary circuit (IHX > SGU)
2.3.1.1.2.1.3.       Sequences initiated by a leakage of primary and / or secondary coolant
2.3.1.1.2.1.3.1.        As for the 2.3.1.1.2.1.1 & 2.3.1.1.2.1.2 above
2.3.1.1.2.1.3.2.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of
leakages of primary and/or secondary coolant.
2.3.1.1.2.1.4.       Sequences initiated by loss heat sink
2.3.1.1.2.1.4.1.        Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the detection of
abnormal behaviour of the cold source
2.3.1.1.3.    Improve as feasible the detection of PIE which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive
materials” (sensitivity and timing) (cf. also R1.1.4.3)
2.3.1.1.3.1.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the first barrier
2.3.1.1.3.1.1.       Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the early detection of
delayed neutrons and location of the clad failures (SA’s sampling, Hot collector’s thermal-hydraulic)
2.3.1.1.3.1.2.       Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the clad failures detection
(Fission chambers, Hot collector’s thermal-hydraulic, sampling within the cover gas)
2.3.1.1.3.2.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the second barrier
2.3.1.1.3.2.1.       Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the sodium leakages
detection for the primary circuit
2.3.1.1.3.3.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the third barrier
2.3.1.1.3.3.1.       Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the sodium leakages
detection for the secondary circuit
2.3.1.1.3.3.2.       Implement and improve the performances (sensitivity and timing) of the leakages detection for
the containment
2.3.1.2.     Detect & monitor Category 3 Initiating faults (develops as for the R2.3.1.1)
2.3.1.3.     Detect & monitor Category 4 Initiating faults (develops as for the R2.3.1.1)
2.3.1.4.     Detect & monitor Design Extension Conditions without core degradation (develop as for the R2.3.1.1)
2.3.1.5.     Detect & monitor Design Extension Conditions with core degradation
2.3.1.5.1.      Implement specific instrumentation for the Reactivity monitoring; Decay heat removal verification;
Containment integrity monitoring
2.3.1.6.     The improvement of detection and monitoring should be consistent with the improvement of modelling for
all the accidental conditions (cf. also R1.2.4.2).
2.3.1.7.     The protection system shall be capable of overriding unsafe actions of the control system
2.3.2.    Management - Implement a layer of inherent or extrinsic provisions (control and limitation devices), so that if a
failure of the previous layer occurs (PIE, 1st level of the DiD; cf. also R1.1.4), it would be managed by appropriate
measures maintaining and limiting the relevant process variables within the specified operational ranges (i.e. keeping
the plant in safe shutdown conditions) without soliciting the safety provisions which belong to the next levels of the
DiD.
2.3.2.1.     Manage Category 2 Initiating faults
2.3.2.1.1.    Improve as feasible the management of PIE which affect the safety function “reactivity control” (cf. also
R1.1.2.1.1 & R1.1.6.3.1)
2.3.2.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
2.3.2.1.1.1.1.       Sequences initiated by change in fuel/moderato ratio
2.3.2.1.1.1.2.       Sequences initiated by change in core geometry during normal operation
2.3.2.1.1.1.3.       Sequences initiated by temperature variation
2.3.2.1.2.    Improve as feasible the management (i.e. consequences minimization) of PIE which affect the safety
function “heat removal” (cf. also R1.1.2.2 & R1.1.6.3.2)
2.3.2.1.2.1.      Sequences correlated to the degradation of the normal heat production (cf. the sequences
correlated to the unexpected reactivity insertion cf. also R1.1.2.1.1, R2.3.2.1.1.1)
2.3.2.1.2.2.      Sequences initiated by the degradation of the heat removal path (normal heat removal path, cf. also
R1.1.6.3.2.2)
2.3.2.1.2.2.1.       Sequences initiated by the degraded primary heat removal
2.3.2.1.2.2.2.       Sequences initiated by the loss of primary and or secondary coolant flow
2.3.2.1.2.2.3.       Sequences initiated by a leakage of primary coolant
2.3.2.1.2.2.4.       Sequences initiated by loss heat sink
2.3.2.1.3.    Improve as feasible the management of PIE which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive
materials” (cf. also R1.1.6.3.3)
2.3.2.1.3.1.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the first barrier
2.3.2.1.3.2.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the second barrier
2.3.2.1.3.3.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the third barrier
2.3.2.1.4.      The design of the nuclear power plant shall include an emergency power supply capable of supplying
the necessary power in anticipated operational occurrences in the event of a loss of off-site power.
2.4.    Within the safety architecture the levels of defence in depth shall be independent as far as practicable to avoid the
failure of one level reducing the effectiveness of other levels (i.e. preventing potential for harmful interactions).
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (R1.1.20), it is applicable to all the levels of the DiD.
Below the specific recall for the independence between the DiD levels as defined by WENRA

2.4.1.    Cf. WENRA (Ref. 11) : Provisions[62] fulfilling safety functions in case of postulated single initiating events (DiD
level 3.a) or in postulated multiple failure events (DiD level 3.b) should be independent to the extent reasonably
practicable from provisions used in normal operation (level 1) and/or in anticipated operational occurrences (level 2).
This independence is so that the failure of provisions used in normal operation and/or in anticipated operational
occurrences does not impair a safety function required in the situation of a postulated single initiating event or of a
multiple failure event resulting from the escalation of such failures during normal operation or a level 2 event.
2.5.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (OPT / LOP / provisions (Ref. 6)) that will
allow for simple as feasible procedures for the monitoring, inspection, testing and maintenance (repair or replacement)
under AOO (i.e. minimize process’ complexity and avoid inherent instability; systematic consideration of human factors
and the human–machine interface during operation and shut down)
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (R1.1.9), it is detailed within this section (2 nd level
of the DiD)
2.5.1.    Simplify and automatize the procedures for the plant operation under abnormal conditions to maintain and limit
the relevant process variables within the specified operational ranges in order to achieve the safe shutdown conditions
(cf. R2.3.2).
2.5.2.    Improve the quality of the available information concerning operational data (monitoring) and In Service
Inspection & Repair – ISIR.
2.5.3.    Simplify and automatize the procedures for the plant inspection, testing and maintenance (repair or
replacement).
2.6.    Minimise the uncertainties about the plant conditions under abnormal conditions helping to confirm the
effectiveness of implemented systems and features (cf. also R1.2.4).
2.6.1.    Implement a design that inherently simplify the evolution of abnormal sequences (intrinsically stable behaviour)
2.6.2.    Implement an adequate instrumentation for automatic and manual intervention (cf. also R2.5.2)
2.7.    Minimize the personnel exposure under AOO - ALARA
(For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.3.3)
2.8.    Minimize the risk for environment contamination under AOO - ALARA
(For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.3.4)
[60] I.e. the second level of the DiD pursues two complementary objectives:
· Detection of failures by the “protection system” which serves two purposes:
o detection of a failure before it becomes critical and shows up as an abnormal operating condition
o detection of potentially failed equipment, e.g., in a stand-by safety system, before it becomes a real critical failure and is
being challenged as part of the functions making up other DiD levels.
· Control of abnormal operation in case prevention of abnormal operation has failed. This can be interpreted as the
plants ability to stay in operation without scram.
[61]After the detection, the monitoring is essential to follow the evolution of the abnormal condition.
[62] The term “Provisions” replace the term Systems, Structures and Components (SSCs) used by WENRA (Ref. 11).
Following the author this term Provision remain consistent with the notion of “Layers of Provisions” as introduces by the
NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6) and is also fully compatible with the notion of LOP, as used by ISAM
[63] Two bounding faults can lead to the loss of the main heat sink: loss of station service power (LOSSP), loss of feed water
supply (LOFWS). Both are category 2 initiating faults. No permanent loss of heat sink are considered for the 3rd, 4th or DEC
A initiating events. Temporary loss should be considered.
[64] cf. Annex1 for details and references
[65] cf. Annex1 for details and references
[66] Following WENRA, the task and scope of the additional safety features of level 3.b are “to control postulated “Multiple
failure events”. An example for an additional safety feature is the additional emergency AC power supply equipment
needed for the postulated common cause failure of the primary (non-diverse) emergency AC power sources”. More details
are provided by WENRA 03.3 Position 3: Multiple failure Events
[67] cf. WENRA : Design provisions considered in level 3.b for postulated multiple failures shall further decrease the
frequency and/or mitigate consequences of sequences beyond those considered in the design basis for existing reactors so
far, such as anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) or station black out (SBO) scenarios.
[68] Cf. WENRA: The identification of multiple failure events should start with a systematic deterministic approach based on
a list of anticipated operational occurrences and postulated single initiating events.
Safety (or safety related) systems to fulfil the related safety functions for these AOO and PIE have to be identified. Based on
this a list of multiple failure events should be developed. Furthermore, a list of common cause failures of safety systems or
safety related systems needed to fulfil the fundamental safety functions in normal operation should be compiled. This
process is supported by PSA.
[69] The term “Provisions” replace the term Systems, Structures and Components (SSCs) used by WENRA. Following the
author this term Provision remain consistent with the notion of “Layers of Provisions” as introduces by the NSSR 2/1 (REV.
1) (REF. 6) and is also fully compatible with the notion of LOP, as used by ISAM
[70] Insights from INPRO criterion CR 1.7.2 (INPRO Methodology 2008) can be useful to address this concern
[71] Following the IAEA glossary the Common cause failure is the failure of two or more structures, systems and
components due to a single specific event or cause. Common mode failure is a type of Common cause failure

[72] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6): 2.14. A relevant aspect of the implementation of defence in depth for a nuclear power
plant is the provision in the design of a series of physical barriers, as well as a combination of active, passive and inherent
safety features that contribute to the effectiveness of the physical barriers in confining radioactive material at specified
locations. The number of barriers that will be necessary will depend upon the initial source term in terms of the amount and
isotopic composition of radionuclides, the effectiveness of the individual barriers, the possible internal and external
hazards, and the potential consequences of failures
[73] For an SFR the collection of the corium outside the primary vessel can be affected by the thermal hydraulic turbulent
transient which characterize the discharging of primary sodium into the secondary vessel or the reactor pit.
[74] Cf. NSSR 2/1 (REV. 1) (REF. 6): A supplementary control room that is physically, electrically and functionally separate
from the control room.
[75] from INPRO methodology BP1 – UR 1.5 (version 2008): A major release of radioactivity should be prevented for all
practical purposes, so that innovative systems would not need relocation or evacuation measures outside the plant site,
apart from those generic emergency measures developed for any industrial facility used for similar purpose.

REQUIREMENT
Table 3 – QSR Class 1, 2, 3 & 4
Generic and detailed Technical Recommendations and Foreseen Characteristics and Features as function of
the levels of the defence in depth
Applicable for the Sodium Fast Reactor (Cont.)
3. 3rd level : PROTECTION : Control of accidents within the design basis and prevention of severe plant
conditions
Excerpt from the NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6): For the third level of defence, it is assumed that, although very
unlikely, the escalation of certain anticipated operational occurrences or postulated initiating events might
not be controlled at a preceding level and that an accident could develop. In the design of the plant, such
accidents are postulated to occur. This leads to the requirement that inherent and/or engineered safety
features, safety systems and procedures be capable of preventing damage to the reactor core or preventing
radioactive releases requiring off-site protective actions and returning the plant to a safe state
3.1.    Identify the plausible Postulated Initiating Events (PIE) and corresponding Design Basis Accidents,
looking for exhaustiveness, including internal and external hazards considering all plausible plant
conditions (during operation and shut down). In defining the DBA to be assessed, take into account
possible aggravating failure (coherently with the PIE category)
(For recall must be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.1.4)
3.2.      Inherent characteristics - Work out and set up a design for the process and safety architecture
(inherent response) which allow for simple as feasible reactor management under accidents conditions
and that that will inherently minimise the DBA and DEC-A consequences: inherently and fail safe
behaviour, tolerant (inertia) and forgiving (grace period) design. These characteristics will complement the
action of safety systems and procedures identified at R3.3 (Level 3a) & R3.4 (Level 3b)
N.B. The recommendations concerning the inherent characteristics of the plant are addressed at the first
level of the DiD (R1.1.4 for the PIE frequency of occurrence & R1.1.6 for the inherent minimization of the PIE
consequences). The objective and the scope of the recommendations at this third level of the DiD are to
insure that the process’ options are correctly sized to minimize the consequences and to answer the
requested missions, i.e. to meet the safety objectives (cf. R1.2)
Below the analysis is organized first, listing the conventional 3 rd , 4 th category PIE as well as the DEC-A
conditions (multiple failures) and, in a further step, reasoning through the safety functions .
N.B. Normally, the Cat 2 initiating faults should not challenge the third level of the DiD and should be
managed by the first and second level of the DiD. Similarly, the Design Extension Conditions DEC-B (severe
accidents) belong to the 4 th level of the DiD.
3.2.1.    Lower frequencies of occurrence of DBA are achieved through improved materials (e.g. with
higher strength), improved design margins (e.g. against overstressing and fatigue, against departure from
nucleate boiling (LWR), etc.), more effective and efficient inspections (e.g. introduction of a leak before
break concept), and continuous monitoring of the plant health, etc.
st
N.B. For recall The recommendation is considered within the 1 level of the DiD (R1.1.4) but it is
applicable to all the levels of the DiD.
3.2.2.    DBA - Category 3 Initiating faults & Category 4 Initiating faults
Examples of SFR Category 3 Initiating Faults are provided at R1.1.6.4; Examples of SFR Category 4
Initiating Faults are provided at R1.1.6.5.
3.2.2.1.     Implement as feasible inherent characteristics within the process which contribute to
improve the performances of the independent LOPs for the accidental sequences which follow PIEs
which affect the safety function “reactivity control” (e.g. temperature counter-reactions) (cf. also
R1.1.4.2)
3.2.2.1.1.      Sequences initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
3.2.2.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by change in fuel/moderato ratio
3.2.2.1.1.2.      Sequences initiated by change in core geometry
3.2.2.1.1.3.      Sequences initiated by temperature variation
3.2.2.2.     As for the R3.2.2.1 but for the function “heat removal” (e.g. thermal inertia) (cf. also R1.1.4.3)
3.2.2.2.1.      Sequences initiated to the degradation of the normal heat production (cf. the sequences
initiated by the unexpected reactivity insertion, cf. R3.2.2.1)
3.2.2.2.2.      Sequences initiated by the degradation of the normal or safety heat removal path
3.2.2.2.2.1.      Sequences initiated by the degraded primary heat removal
3.2.2.2.2.2.      Sequences initiated by the loss of primary and or secondary coolant flow
3.2.2.2.2.3.      Sequences initiated by a leakage of primary and or secondary coolant
3.2.2.2.2.4.      Sequences initiated by loss heat sink
3.2.2.3.     As for the R3.2.2.1 for the function “confinement of radioactive materials” (e.g. low fission
products mobility) (cf. also R1.1.4.4)
3.2.2.3.1.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the first barrier
3.2.2.3.2.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the second barrier
3.2.2.3.3.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the third barrier
3.2.3.    DEC-A conditions (Multiple failures)
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Examples of SFR DEC A plant conditions (multiple failures) are provided at R1.1.6.6
3.2.3.1.     Implement as feasible inherent characteristics within the process which contribute to improve
the performances of the independent LOPs for the accidental sequences which follow DEC-A conditions
which affect the safety function “reactivity control” (e.g. temperature counter-reactions during ATWS)
(cf. also R1.1.5.2 & R1.1.6.6.1.1)
3.2.3.1.1.      Sequences initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
3.2.3.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by change in fuel/moderato ratio
3.2.3.1.1.2.      Sequences initiated by change in core geometry
3.2.3.1.1.2.1.       Inherent reactivity feedback, based on the total power coefficient, isothermal
temperature coefficient and power/flow coefficient, should be negative to reduce the core power
at elevated temperatures in balance with available heat rejection capacities during an ATWS.
3.2.3.1.1.3.      Sequences initiated by temperature variation (?)
3.2.3.2.     As for the R3.2.3.1 for the function “heat removal” (e.g. thermal inertia during Total loss of
feed water (for LWR) or Station black out (SBO)) (cf. also R1.1.4.3)
3.2.3.2.1.      Sequences initiated by the degradation of the normal heat removal path
3.2.3.2.1.1.      Sequences initiated by the degraded primary heat removal
3.2.3.2.1.1.1.       Increase as feasible the thermal inertia of the primary circuit
3.2.3.2.1.1.2.       Simplify the primary fluid path and set up the possibility for reliable natural
convection
3.2.3.2.1.2.      Sequences initiated by the loss of primary and or secondary coolant flow
3.2.3.2.1.2.1.       As above for the R3.2.3.2.1.1
3.2.3.2.1.2.2.       Simplify the secondary fluid path and set up the possibility for reliable natural
convection
3.2.3.2.1.2.3.       Provide alternate passive access to the cold source (E.g. through the Vault
(DHRTV system) and / or through the Steam Generator Outer Shell (SGOSDHR system))
3.2.3.2.1.3.      Sequences initiated by a leakage of primary and or secondary coolant
3.2.3.2.1.3.1.       As above for the R3.2.3.2.1.1 & R3.2.3.2.1.2
3.2.3.2.1.3.2.       Design to practically eliminate the possibility for core uncovering
3.2.3.2.1.4.      Sequences initiated by loss heat sink[63]
3.2.3.2.1.4.1.       As above for the R3.2.3.2.1.1 & R3.2.3.2.1.2
3.2.3.2.1.4.2.       Increase as feasible the thermal inertia of the primary and secondary circuit to
overcome the temporary unavailability of the cold source
3.2.3.3.     As for the R3.2.3.1 for the function “confinement of radioactive materials” (e.g. low fission
products mobility) (cf. also R1.1.4.4)
3.2.3.3.1.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the first barrier
3.2.3.3.2.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the second barrier
3.2.3.3.3.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the third barrier
3.2.4.    Ensure appropriate physical margins before cliff edge effects
3.3.    Safety systems & procedures - Work out and set up a design for the safety architecture (LOP /
provisions) which allow for simple as feasible, progressive, tolerant, forgiving and balanced (cf. R1.2.2)[64]
reactor’s behaviour/management under Design Basis Accident conditions (DBA) to prevent escalating to
Design Extension Conditions (DEC): implement layer(s) of provisions (DiD level 3a), so that if failures of the
previous layer(s) occurs, they will be detected and managed by appropriate measures to meet the
objectives of the design basis accidents domain while preventing the DEC.
N.B. The analysis concerning the generic characteristics of the plant architecture (i.e. exhaustiveness,
progressiveness, tolerant, forgiving, balanced defence) is addressed at the 1 st level of the DiD (cf. R1.1.10),
the detection is achieved by the 2 nd level of the DiD (R2.3.1). The objective and the scope of the
recommendations at this 3 rd level of the DiD are to insure that the implemented provisions, i.e. the LOPs
(3 rd level of the DiD – level 3a), are correctly sized to answer the requested missions i.e. to meet the safety
objectives (cf. R1.2.1).
3.3.1.    Implement, through ad-hoc provisions which will complement those identified at R3.2 (inherent
characteristics), an adequate functional redundancy, for all the safety functions, to cope with the failure
of the previous levels of the defence in depth. Guarantee the availability and the performances (i.e.
physical performances and reliability) of the provisions (LOP) which belong to the level 3a of the Defence
in depth (DBA - Category 3 & Category 4 Initiating faults)
Examples of SFR Category 3 Initiating Faults are provided at R1.1.6.4; Examples of SFR Category 4
Initiating Faults are provided at R1.1.6.5
3.3.1.1.     Independent and efficient LOPs (including inherent characteristics, cf. R3.2) for the accidental
sequences which follow PIEs which affect the safety function “reactivity control” (e.g. complementary
level for reactivity control & shut down) (cf. also R1.1.4.2)
3.3.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
3.3.1.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by change in core geometry during normal operation
3.3.1.1.1.2.      Sequences initiated by change in fuel/moderato ratio
3.3.1.1.1.3.      Sequences initiated by temperature variation
3.3.1.2.     As for the R3.3.1.1 for the function “heat removal” (e.g. complementary system for the heat
removal) (cf. also R1.1.4.3)

3.3.1.2.1.      Sequences initiated by the degradation of the normal or safety heat removal path
3.3.1.2.1.1.      Sequences initiated by the degraded primary heat removal
3.3.1.2.1.2.      Sequences initiated by the loss of primary and or secondary coolant flow
3.3.1.2.1.3.      Sequences initiated by a leakage of primary and or secondary coolant
3.3.1.2.1.4.      Sequences initiated by loss heat sink
3.3.1.3.     As for the R3.3.1.1 for the function “confinement of radioactive materials” (e.g. 2 nd barrier in
case of failure of the 1 st barrier) (cf. also R1.1.4.3)
3.3.1.3.1.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the first barrier
3.3.1.3.2.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the second barrier
3.3.1.3.3.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the third barrier
3.3.2.    Minimize the possibilities for “short” sequences (i.e. the failure of a provision entails a major
increase of consequences, without any possibility of restoring safe conditions at an intermediate stage)
(Progressive character)
3.3.3.    Implement an adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (for automatic and
manual intervention; cf. R2.3)
3.3.4.    The design of the nuclear power plant shall include an emergency power supply capable of
supplying the necessary power in design basis accidents, in the event of a loss of off-site power.
3.4.    Safety systems & procedures - Work out and set up a design for the safety architecture (LOP /
[65]

provisions) which allow for simple as feasible, progressive, tolerant, forgiving and balanced (cf. R1.2.2)
reactor’s behaviour/management in case of postulated multiple failure events (DEC-A) to prevent
escalating to severe accidents (DEC B)). Implement layer(s) of provisions (DiD level 3b), so that if
postulated multiple failures resulting from common cause failures, affecting the same safety or safety
[66]

related system failures occurs (DEC-A)

, they will be detected and managed by appropriate measures to

meet the defined safety objectives while preventing the Severe accidents (DEC B)[67]. Minimize the
frequency of occurrence of Severe plant conditions (core degradation)
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (§1.1.11), the detection is achieved
by the 2 nd level of the DiD (R2.3.1), the management of DEC A and the minimization of their consequences
are detailed within this section (3 rd level of the DiD – level 3b)
3.4.1.    Implement, through ad-hoc provisions which will complement those identified at R3.2 (inherent
characteristics) and R3.3 (DiD level 3a), an adequate functional redundancy, for all the safety functions, to
cope with the possible multiple failures events resulting from common cause failures, affecting the same
safety or safety related system[68]. Guarantee the availability and the performances (i.e. physical
performances and reliability) of the provisions (LOP) which belong to the level 3b of the Defence in depth
(DEC – A plant conditions).
Examples of SFR DEC A plant conditions (multiple failures) are provided at R1.1.6.6
N.B. Provisions fulfilling safety functions used in case of postulated single initiating events (DiD level 3a –
cf. R3.3.1) should be independent to the extent reasonably practicable from additional safety features
used in case of postulated multiple failure events (DiD level 3.b, cf. R3.6.2 below).
3.4.1.1.     Independent and efficient LOPs for the accidental sequences which follow multiple failures
which affect the safety function “reactivity control” : e.g. Anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)
3.4.1.2.     Independent and efficient LOPs for the accidental sequences which follow multiple failures
which affect the safety function “heat removal” (e.g. due to Total loss of feed water (for LWR); Station
black out (SBO))
3.4.1.3.     Independent and efficient LOPs for the accidental sequences which follow multiple failures
which affect the safety function “confinement of radioactive materials”
3.4.2.    Implement an adequate instrumentation to monitor the status of the plant (for automatic and
manual intervention; cf. R2.3.1)
3.5.    The design of the plant (DiD level 3b) shall also provide for an adequate margin to protect items
ultimately necessary to prevent the escalation toward the severe accident conditions in the event of
levels of natural hazards exceeding those considered for design, derived from the hazard evaluation for
the site.
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (Cf. R1.1.13) but it is detailed within
this section for DEC-A / level 3b of the DiD, and within the R4.4 (DEC B / 4 th level of the DiD).
3.5.1.    Compile the list of the equipment (LOP) ultimately necessary to prevent the escalation toward the
severe accident conditions and then provide guidance on the external events to be included in the design
basis of these equipment and on the rules for their design and qualification, and for the assessment of
the margins
3.5.1.1.     All the provisions identified at the R3.3.1 R3.4.1
3.5.2.    For the corresponding LOP include margins to withstand loads and conditions generated by
natural external hazards exceeding those derived from the site evaluation. The objective is to guarantee
that an early or large radioactive release is to be prevented not only for small variations but also for
significant variations of the loads and conditions.

3.6.    Within the safety architecture the levels of defence in depth shall be independent as far as
practicable to avoid the failure of one level reducing the effectiveness of other levels (i.e. preventing
potential for harmful interactions). In particular, provisions (i.e. safety features) for design extension
conditions (DEC-A) shall as far as is practicable be independent of safety systems.
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (Cf. R1.1.20), it is applicable to all the
levels of the DiD and in particular to levels 3a, 3b and 4. For DiD levels 3a, 3b it is detailed under this
recommendation. Level 4 is addressed under R4.5.
3.6.1.    Cf. WENRA (Ref. 11): Provisions[69] fulfilling safety functions in case of postulated single initiating
events (DiD level 3.a) or in postulated multiple failure events (DiD level 3.b) should be independent to the
extent reasonably practicable from provisions used in normal operation (level 1) and/or in anticipated
operational occurrences (level 2). This independence is so that the failure of provisions used in normal
operation and/or in anticipated operational occurrences does not impair a safety function required in the
situation of a postulated single initiating event or of a multiple failure event resulting from the escalation
of such failures during normal operation or a level 2 event.
3.6.2.    Cf. WENRA (Ref. 11): Provisions fulfilling safety functions used in case of postulated single
initiating events (DiD level 3.a) should be independent to the extent reasonably practicable from
additional safety features used in case of postulated multiple failure events (DiD level 3.b). For the safety
analyses of postulated multiple failure events, credit may be taken from provisions used in case of
postulated single initiating events as far as these provisions are not postulated as unavailable and are not
affected by the multiple failure event in question; provisions specifically designed for fulfilling safety
functions used in postulated multiple failure events should not be credited for level 3a event analyses for
the same scenario
3.7.    Minimise the uncertainties about the plant conditions under DBA and DEC-A conditions (cf. also
R1.2.4 & R2.6)
3.7.1.    Implement an adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (for automatic and
manual intervention)
3.7.2.    Implement a design that simplify the management of accidental sequences (cf. also R1.1.5)
3.7.3.    Protect the LOP provisions against the potential hazards generated by the accidental conditions
and hazards (cf. also R1.1.7)
3.8.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (LOP / provisions) which
allow for simple as feasible monitoring, inspection, testing and maintenance (repair or replacement) under
DBA and DEC-A conditions (consideration of human factor[70])
st
N.B. The recommendation is first considered at the R1.1.14 (1 level of the DiD) but it is detailed in this
section
3.8.1.    Simplify and automatize the procedures for the plant operation under accidental conditions.
3.8.2.    Improve the quality of the available information concerning operational data (monitoring) and In
Service Inspection & Repair – ISIR.
3.8.3.    Simplify and automatize the procedures for the plant inspection, testing and maintenance (repair
and replacement).
3.9.    Work out and set up a plant process and safety architecture which minimize the potential for
Common Cause Failure[71] (mutual aggressions, internal or external hazards) and which would lead to the
unavailability of the 3rd level of DiD
N.B. The recommendation is considered and detailed at the R1.1.7 and R1.1.16 (1 st level of the DiD) for the
whole safety architecture; it is further detailed in this section focusing on the recommendation for the LOP
design, especially concerning the requested reliability
3.9.1.    The design of equipment shall take due account of the potential for common cause failures of
items important to safety, to determine how the concepts of diversity, redundancy, physical separation
and functional independence have to be applied to achieve the needed reliability (cf. R1.1.16).
3.10. Number of confinement barriers maintained[72]
3.10.1. Implement and keep a number of barriers compatible with the possibility of subsequent
degradation of the sequence and the management of this degradation by the fourth level of the defense.
3.11. Minimize the personnel exposure (including on site release) under DBA and DEC-A conditions –
ALARA
(For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.2.1; R1.3.3)
3.12. Minimize the risk for the environment contamination (off site release) under DBA and DEC-A
conditions (without core degradation) – ALARA
(For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.2.1; R1.3.4)
3.13. Each unit of a multiple unit nuclear power plant shall have its own safety systems and shall have its
own safety features for design extension conditions (i.e. its own safety architecture). Means allowing
interconnections between units of a multiple unit nuclear power plant shall be considered in the design
to further enhance safety.
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD cf. R1.5.2 but it is detailed within this
section (DEC-A / DiD level 3.b)

3.13.1. To improve the functional reliability of systems important to safety, due account shall be taken of
appropriate physical interconnections between units (e.g. power supply, fluid supply, etc.). The
demonstration should be provided confirming the improvement of the safety level.

REQUIREMENT
Table 3 – QSR Class 1, 2, 3 & 4
Generic and detailed Technical Recommendations and Foreseen Characteristics and Features as function of the
levels of the defence in depth
Applicable for the Sodium Fast Reactor (Cont.)
4. 4th level : SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT- accident management including the confinement protection
Excerpt from the NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6): The purpose of the fourth level of defence is to mitigate the
consequences of accidents that result from failure of the third level of defence in depth. This is achieved by
preventing the progression of such accidents and mitigating the consequences of a severe accident. The safety
objective in the case of a severe accident is that only protective actions that are limited in terms of lengths of time
and areas of application would be necessary and that off-site contamination would be avoided or minimized. Event
sequences that would lead to an early radioactive release or a large radioactive release are required to be
practically eliminated
N.B The safety approach, coherently with the fourth level of the defence in depth, is completed by the
consideration of plant conditions with more or less important core degradation (if need be, until the whole core
melting – or equivalent core degradation for technologies where the core cannot melt (e.g. HTR technologies)) and
the implementation of provisions which aim at making the risk acceptable. This is why the designer has to select
and take into account the severe plant conditions configurations to be considered within the basis for the design of
the safety architecture (i.e. the set of conditions considered for the design of the single provisions/LOP).
Analogously the designer should prevent & practically eliminate the initiators, sequences or situations that can
lead to unacceptable consequences, i.e. early or large releases, and reject the risk for the cliff edge effect.
4.1.    Identify the plausible Postulated Initiating Events (PIE) and corresponding possible Design Extension
Conditions, looking for exhaustiveness, including internal and external hazards considering all plausible plant
conditions (during operation and shut down).
(For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.1.4)
4.2.    Work out and set up a design for the process and safety architecture (inherent response) which allow for
simple reactor management under severe accident conditions (DEC-B) and that that will inherently minimise
the frequency of occurrence for accidental releases and the consequences.
N.B. The analysis concerning the inherent characteristics of the plant is addressed at the first level of the DiD
(R1.1.4 for the PIE frequency of occurrence & R1.1.6 for the inherent minimization of the PIE consequences). The
objective and the scope of the recommendations at this fourth level of the DiD are to insure that the process’
options are correctly sized to answer the requested missions (cf. below).
4.2.1.    DEC-B conditions
4.2.1.1.     Implement as feasible inherent characteristics within the process which contribute to improve the
performances of the independent LOPs for the accidental sequences which follow DEC-B conditions which
affect the safety function “reactivity control” (e.g. temperature counter-reactions) (cf. also R1.1.4.2)
4.2.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by unexpected reactivity insertion
4.2.1.1.1.1.      Sequences initiated by change in core geometry during normal operation
4.2.1.1.1.2.      Sequences initiated by change in fuel/moderato ratio
4.2.1.1.1.3.      Sequences initiated by temperature variation
4.2.1.2.     As for the R4.2.1.1 for the function “heat removal” (e.g. thermal inertia) (cf. also R1.1.4.3)
4.2.1.2.1.      Sequences initiated by the degradation of the normal and safety heat removal path
4.2.1.2.1.1.      Sequences initiated by the degraded primary heat removal
4.2.1.2.1.2.      Sequences initiated by the loss of primary and or secondary coolant flow
4.2.1.2.1.3.      Sequences initiated by a leakage of primary and or secondary coolant
4.2.1.2.1.4.      Sequences initiated by loss heat sink
4.2.1.3.     As for the R4.2.1.1 for the function “confinement of radioactive materials” (e.g. low fission products
mobility) (cf. also R1.1.4.4)
4.2.1.3.1.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the first barrier
4.2.1.3.2.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the second barrier
4.2.1.3.3.      Sequences initiated by the failure of the third barrier
4.2.2.    Ensure appropriate physical margins before cliff edge effects
4.3.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (LOP / provisions) which allow
for simple as feasible, progressive, tolerant, forgiving and balanced reactor’s behaviour/management under
severe accidents conditions. Implement layer of provisions (DiD level 4 – DEC-B), so that if failures of the
previous layer(s) occurs (DiD levels 3a and or 3b (DEC-A)), they will be detected and managed by appropriate
measures to meet the objectives of the severe accident conditions.

F N U COMMENTS

N.B. The analysis concerning the generic characteristics of the plant architecture is addressed at the 1 st level of
nd

the DiD (cf. R1.1.12), the detection is achieved by the 2 level of the DiD (R2.3.1). The objective and the scope of
th
the recommendations at this 4 level of the DiD are to insure that the engineered provisions, and finally the
th
LOPs (4 level of the DiD), are correctly sized to answer the requested missions (cf. R1.2.1) while guaranteeing
the practical elimination of unallowable early or large releases (cf. R1.2.3).
4.3.1.    Implement, through ad-hoc provisions, an adequate functional redundancy, for all the safety functions,
to cope with the possible severe accident conditions (Failure of the 3rd level of DiD). Guarantee the availability
and the performances (i.e. physical performances and reliability) of the provisions (LOP) which belong to the
level 4 of the Defence in depth (DEC – B plant states).
4.3.1.1.     Allow and ease reactivity control under severe accident conditions.
4.3.1.1.1.      Set up an ultimate reactivity control LOP capable to sustain the selected severe plant
conditions and to guarantee the subcriticality of the degraded core
4.3.1.1.2.      Set up sufficient reactivity control LOP (number and quality) to practically eliminate the risk for
total loss of the reactivity control (i.e. uncontrolled and energetic recriticality).
4.3.1.2.     Allow and ease decay heat removal under severe accident conditions.
4.3.1.2.1.      Set up an ultimate DHR LOP capable to sustain the selected severe plant conditions (collection
and cooling of degraded core and degraded structures)
4.3.1.2.2.      Set up sufficient DHR LOP (number and quality) to practically eliminate the risk for total loss of
the DHR (i.e. uncontrolled progression of degraded core with the risk of containment bypass).
4.3.1.3.     Allow and ease confinement of radioactive products under severe accident conditions.
4.3.1.3.1.      Set up an ultimate confinement LOP capable to sustain the selected severe plant conditions.
4.3.1.3.2.      Set up an ultimate confinement LOP allowing to practically eliminate the risk for uncontrolled
containment bypass with early or large release.
4.3.2.    Implement an adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (for automatic and manual
intervention).
4.3.3.    The design shall include an alternate power source to supply the necessary power in design extension
conditions.
4.4.    The design of the plant (DiD level 4) shall also provide for an adequate margin to protect items ultimately
necessary to prevent an early radioactive release or a large radioactive release in the event of levels of natural
hazards exceeding those considered for design, derived from the hazard evaluation for the site.
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 st level of the DiD (Cf. R1.1.13) but it is detailed within this
section for DEC-B/ DiD level 4, and within the R3.5 (DEC-A / level 3b of the DiD).
4.4.1.    Compile the list of the equipment ultimately necessary to prevent an early radioactive release or a
large radioactive release and then provide guidance on the external events to be included in the design basis of
these equipment and on the rules for their design and qualification, and for the assessment of the margins.
4.4.1.1.     SFR primary circuit whose integrity shall be maintained to eliminate the risk for large sodium
releases
4.4.1.2.     Internal Core catcher in case of In Vessel Retention Strategy which shall maintain the coolability of
the corium
4.4.1.3.     External Core catcher in case of Ex Vessel Retention Strategy which shall guarantee the
collection[73] and the coolability of the corium
4.4.1.4.     Ultimate Decay Heat Removal system which should be different from that used for the previous
levels of the DiD the latter may be damaged by the severe accident evolution.
4.4.2.    For the corresponding LOP include margins to withstand loads and conditions generated by natural
external hazards exceeding those derived from the site evaluation. The objective is to guarantee that an early
radioactive release or a large radioactive release is to be prevented not only for small variations but also for
significant variations of the loads and conditions.
4.5.    Within the safety architecture the levels of defence in depth shall be independent as far as practicable to
avoid the failure of one level reducing the effectiveness of other levels (i.e. preventing potential for harmful
interactions). In particular, safety features for design extension conditions (DEC-B) shall as far as is practicable be
independent from safety systems and from those implemented for the DEC A.
N.B. The recommendation is considered here within the 1 st level of the DiD (R1.1.20), it is applicable to all the
levels of the DiD and in particular to levels 3a, 3b and 4. For DiD level 4 it is detailed under this recommendation .
4.5.1.    Cf. WENRA (Ref. 11): Complementary safety features specifically designed for fulfilling safety functions
required in postulated severe accidents (DiD level 4) should be independent to the extent reasonably practicable
from the provisions of the other levels of DiD .
4.6.    Minimise the uncertainties about the plant conditions under severe accidents conditions (DEC – B)
(during operation and shut down)
4.6.1.    Implement an adequate instrumentation to follow the status of the plant (for automatic and manual
intervention). The facility shall be provided with means of communication with, as appropriate, the control
room, the supplementary control room[74] and other important locations at the plant, and with on-site and offsite emergency response organizations (cf. R5.4)

4.6.2.    Implement a design that simplify the accidental sequences (cf. also R1.1.5)
4.6.3.    Protect the LOP provisions against the potential hazards generated by the accidental conditions (cf. also
R1.1.7)
4.7.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (LOP / provisions) which allow
for simple as feasible monitoring, inspection, testing and maintenance (repair or replacement) under severe
accident conditions (consideration of human factor)
N.B. The recommendation is first considered at the R1.1.14 (1

st

level of the DiD) but it is detailed in this section.

4.7.1.    Simplify and automatize the procedures for the plant operation under severe accident conditions.
4.7.2.    Improve the quality of the available information (operational data (monitoring); In Service Inspection &
Repair - ISIR) (cf. R4.6.1)
4.7.3.    Simplify and automatize the procedures for the plant inspection, testing and maintenance (repair and
replacement).
4.8.    Work out and set up a design for the plant process and safety architecture (OPT / LOP / provisions (Ref. 6))
that shall be able to control severe accident scenarios and mitigate their consequences and be such that the
possibility of conditions arising that could lead to an early radioactive release or a large radioactive release is
“practically eliminated”; i.e. Avoiding the failure of the 4th level of DiD and corresponding early or large release
of radioactive materials into the environment[75].
st

N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 level of the DiD (Cf. R1.2.1; R1.2.3) but is detailed within
this section (DEC-B / DiD level 4)
N.B.: Practical elimination shall be supported by specific demonstration.
4.8.1.    Safety provisions should be able to control severe accident scenarios and mitigate their consequences,
so as to prevent containment failure to guarantee that only protective actions that are limited in terms of
lengths of time and areas of application would be necessary. Control and mitigation should address all threats
(internal and external).
4.8.2.    Demonstration of Practical Elimination via Physical Impossibility
4.8.2.1.     The demonstration of the physical impossibility, based on engineered provisions, can be obtained
by making impossible the development of the accident scenario.
4.8.3.    Demonstration of Practical Elimination as extremely unlikely with a high degree of confidence (cf.
WENRA (Ref. 11))
4.8.3.1.     The degree of substantiation provided for a practical elimination demonstration should take
account of the assessed frequency of the situation to be eliminated and of the degree of confidence in the
assessed frequency. Appropriate sensitivity studies should be included to confirm that sufficient margin to cliff
edge effects exist.
4.8.3.2.     Practical elimination of an accident sequence cannot be claimed solely based on compliance with a
general cut-off probabilistic value.
4.8.3.3.     The most stringent requirements regarding the demonstration of practical elimination should apply
in the case of an event/phenomenon which has the potential to lead directly to a severe accident, i.e. to pass
from DiD level 1 to level 4.
4.8.3.4.     It must be ensured that the practical elimination provisions remain in place and valid throughout
the plant lifetime.
4.8.3.5.     All codes and calculations must be validated against the specific phenomena in question and
verified
4.8.4.    Conceive the containment provisions in order to keep the containment capabilities compatible with the
objective to guarantee that the likelihood of early or large release is so small that off-site emergency measures,
while they may reduce the consequences thereof, do not lead to a significant reduction in risk.
4.9.    Work out and set up a plant process and safety architecture which minimize the potential for Common
Cause Failure (mutual aggressions, internal or external hazards) and which would lead to the unavailability of
the 4th level of DiD, unavailability that shall be practically eliminated for it would lead to early or large releases
(cf. R4.8)
N.B. The recommendation is considered and detailed at the §1.1.7 (1 st level of the DiD) for the whole safety
architecture; it is further detailed in this section focusing on the recommendation for the LOP design, especially
concerning the requested reliability
4.9.1.    The design of equipment shall take due account of the potential for common cause failures of items
important to safety, to determine how the concepts of diversity, redundancy, physical separation and
functional independence have to be applied to achieve the necessary reliability. In practice the failure of the 4th
level of DiD shall be practically eliminated.
4.10. Minimize the personnel exposure (on site accidental release) under severe accident conditions - ALARA
(For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.2.1; R1.3.3)
4.11. Minimise the offsite accidental release during the severe plant conditions.
(For recall must / can be realized at the prevention level; cf. R1.2.1; R1.3.4; R4.8)

4.11.1. Conceive the containment in order to keep its capabilities compatible with the objective to guarantee
that only protective actions that are limited in terms of lengths of time and areas of application would be
necessary and that off-site contamination would be avoided.
4.12. Each unit of a multiple unit nuclear power plant shall have its own safety systems and shall have its own
safety features for design extension conditions. Means allowing interconnections between units of a multiple
unit nuclear power plant shall be considered in the design to further enhance safety. Safety enhancement
should be proved
st
N.B. The recommendation is considered within the 1 level of the DiD (R1.5.2) but it is detailed within this section
(DEC-B / DiD level 4)
4.12.1. To improve the functional reliability of systems important to safety, due account shall be taken of
appropriate physical interconnections between units (e.g. power supply, fluid supply, etc.). The demonstration
should be provided confirming the safety level improvement.

F N U COMMENTS
REQUIREMENT
Table 3 – QSR Class 1, 2, 3 & 4
Generic and detailed Technical Recommendations and Foreseen Characteristics and Features as function of
the levels of the defence in depth
Applicable for the Sodium Fast Reactor (Cont.)
5. 5th level : CONSEQUENCES MITIGATION - Mitigation of radiological consequences of significant
releases of radioactive materials
Excerpt from the NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6):The purpose of the fifth and final level of defence is to mitigate
the radiological consequences of radioactive releases that could potentially result from accidents. This
requires the provision of adequately equipped emergency response facilities and emergency plans and
emergency procedures for on-site and off-site emergency response.
N.B. According to the definition for the 5th level of defense in depth, provisions that are outside the facility
are implemented to manage the consequences of radioactive releases that could potentially result from
accidents . In this context, it is not necessary to consider the failure of the 4th level which, as indicated
above, must be practically eliminated.
5.1.    Delay the offsite release
5.2.    Minimise the offsite radioactive release
5.3.    Control the offsite release (release point and monitoring)
5.4.    Provide relevant and reliable information for off-site management
5.4.1.    Cf. NSSR 2/1 (Rev. 1) (Ref. 6) Req. 67: The nuclear power plant shall include the necessary
emergency response facilities on the site. Their design shall be such that personnel will be able to
perform expected tasks for managing an emergency under conditions generated by accidents and
hazards.

